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1                   THE COURT:  Good morning, counsel.
2   Welcome back to God's country.  Good to see you all
3   again.  This is the time that we scheduled for the
4   oral argument, closing arguments, I suppose, in the
5   Air Products/Airgas matter.
6                   So unless you've agreed on some order
7   of procession, I assume -- Mr. Nachbar, I'm sorry, I
8   didn't see you standing up.  I apologize.  Did you
9   want to begin?

10                   MR. NACHBAR:  Yes, if that's
11   acceptable to Your Honor.
12                   THE COURT:  Yes.
13                   MR. NACHBAR:  Good morning,
14   Your Honor, and thank you for hearing us.  After two
15   trials, I think everyone agrees that the issues for
16   Your Honor to decide are well crystallized.  The
17   primary issue is whether, as a matter of Delaware law,
18   the Airgas board can continue to prevent Airgas
19   stockholders from selling their shares in an all-cash,
20   fully-financed tender offer with a commitment from the
21   buyer to close the back-end promptly.
22                   We submit to Your Honor that whatever
23   valid purpose the Airgas defensive measures may have
24   served, that purpose has been extinguished over the
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1   past 14 months that the Air Products tender offer has
2   been outstanding.  The offer today represents a
3   premium to market and a substantial premium to the
4   offer price, the price where the stock is likely to
5   trade in the absence of an offer.
6                   Indeed, yesterday, nearly 1 million
7   shares of Airgas traded at prices at around $63 per
8   share.  Those million shares were sold voluntarily by
9   stockholders for prices that were $7 less than the

10   offer price.
11                   There is only one thing that stood
12   between those stockholders and $70 and that's the
13   defensive measures and, most notably, the poison pill.
14                   Now, when the offer was first made,
15   Airgas resisted it on grounds that the company was in
16   the trough of the great recession and the company
17   hadn't yet quantified the SAP benefits.  Both of those
18   have now been corrected.
19                   Airgas has fully explained its
20   position on SAP in a detailed press release that
21   quantified and explained the alleged benefits of SAP.
22   That's in the record as Exhibit 499.
23                   They've also demonstrated their
24   recovery from the recession.  There were a couple of
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1   documents that I may refer to.  We were going to put
2   them up on the screen.  Since some of them are highly
3   confidential, instead, I'm going to hand them out.
4                   THE COURT:  All right.
5                   MR. NACHBAR:  And hopefully these will
6   be in the folder in the order in which I'll refer to
7   them.  But the first one I want to refer to is Exhibit
8   1118.  And that's a recent -- that one is public.
9   It's a recent document that was presented to

10   stockholders.
11                   And as Your Honor can see from the
12   exhibit, the pattern is there.  People can see that
13   the company has been recovering and they can, in their
14   own view, extrapolate that out or not.  But it's
15   certainly the case that Airgas has been able to
16   demonstrate its recovery, and then people can make of
17   that what they wish.
18                   It's also undisputed that stockholders
19   have more than enough information to make an informed
20   decision.  Defendants readily admit that no other
21   alternatives are on the table.  They've looked for an
22   LBO.  There isn't one.  They explored a leverage
23   recap.  It couldn't be done at these prices.  They've
24   looked at other bidders.  None have emerged.
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1                   So it really comes down to one choice:
2   Air Products' offer, or management's strategic plan.
3   And the question is, who gets to decide that?  Is it
4   the owners of the company or does the board
5   permanently stand in the way of that decision?
6                   Now, we're going to hear from the
7   defendants today that the board of directors gets to
8   decide.  Why?  Well, Airgas says their fiduciaries who
9   are charged with protecting the stockholders and the

10   directors know better because they necessarily have
11   more information than the stockholders about the
12   company's prospects.
13                   And I'm sure we'll hear that somehow
14   putting a perpetual For Sale sign on the company is a
15   terrible thing.  So under defendant's view -- and I'll
16   address each of those, but under defendants' view of
17   the law, it's the directors, not the stockholders, who
18   have the ultimate and exclusive authority to determine
19   when and at what price stockholders are free to sell
20   their shares in a change of control transaction.
21                   Indeed, under the defendants' view of
22   the law, the directors really are the platonic masters
23   referred to in Blasius who, in the words of
24   Mr. McCausland, are charged with protecting the
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1   stockholders from themselves.  Respectfully, that's
2   not our law, and as I will show, it should not be our
3   law.
4                   Now, this Court and the Supreme Court
5   have grappled for years with where to draw the
6   appropriate line over the specific division of
7   authority between directors and stockholders in a
8   number of contexts, mergers, other defensive measures
9   and, of course, tender offers.

10                   Now, the Delaware General Corporation
11   law does not regulate tender offers.  The Williams Act
12   does.  And it requires directors to make a
13   recommendation to the stockholders and that's it.
14   Once that recommendation is made, the power shifts to
15   the stockholders to sell or not sell their shares.
16                   So what did Delaware do as a policy
17   matter?  It filled the void in the directors'
18   authority and created a careful balance of power
19   between the fiduciaries, the agents of the owners, on
20   the one hand, and the owners themselves by allowing
21   directors to implement a rights plan.  But it was a
22   balance.  And make no mistake about it, the promise of
23   Moran is that, to quote Moran, a rights plan is "not
24   absolute."
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1                   The Delaware Supreme Court sanctioned
2   the use of the poison pill as a valid method to
3   prevent a sale of shares from one party to the other
4   in the abstract; but the Court was aware of what a
5   powerful device the pill is.
6                   Thus, the Court stated, and I quote
7   from Moran, "The ultimate response to an actual
8   takeover bid must be judged by the director's actions
9   at that time, and nothing we say here relieves them of

10   their basic fundamental duties to the corporation and
11   its stockholders."  That's 500 Atlantic 2d at 1357.
12                   The Supreme Court reaffirmed this
13   principle just four months ago in the Selectica case.
14   Just a few months before the decision in Moran, the
15   Supreme Court issued its opinion in Unocal and thereby
16   set the case-by-case procedural framework for
17   implementing Moran's promise that continues to be the
18   law of Delaware today.
19                   As Vice Chancellor Strine noted a few
20   years ago in the Hollinger case, and I quote, "The
21   passage of time has dulled many to the incredibly
22   powerful and novel device that a so-called poison pill
23   is.  That device has no other purpose than to give the
24   board issuing the rights the leverage to prevent
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1   transactions it does not favor by diluting the buying
2   proponent's interests."  That's 844 Atlantic 2d at
3   1083.  Because of that incredibly powerful device, the
4   Court carefully polices its usage.
5                   As Your Honor stated in eBay,
6   "Enhanced scrutiny has been applied universally when
7   stockholders challenge a board's use of a rights plan
8   as a defensive device."
9                   Now, my argument today will have two

10   parts.  One will address the policy arguments
11   pertinent to the poison pill, and poison pills in
12   general.  I will demonstrate that the role advocated
13   by defendants here, that boards can permanently reject
14   premium price noncoercive tender offers if they can
15   articulate a business plan that could some day, if its
16   assumptions are borne out, produce higher values,
17   would fundamentally distort capital markets in a way
18   that is contrary to the fundamental principle of
19   Delaware law; namely, that we will not stifle useful
20   transactions that could increase shareholder and
21   societal wealth generated by the corporate form.
22                   I'll also demonstrate what an extreme
23   departure the rule advocated by Airgas here is from
24   historical norms and from the balance that this Court
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1   has historically set.
2                   Before I get to that, however, it's
3   important to recall that lawsuits are disputes that
4   are rooted in facts.  And specifically, to sustain the
5   use of a pill under Delaware law, defendants bear two
6   burdens:  First, they have to show that they
7   reasonably perceived the threat to corporate policy
8   and effectiveness; and, second, that the response
9   selected is proportionate to that threat.

10                   The record here made during the course
11   of two trials demonstrates that defendants have not
12   met their burden.  Now, knowing that they've not met
13   their burden, defendants claim that this is a business
14   judgment case, and that -- and I'm quoting from their
15   brief, "Unocal does not apply in a situation where the
16   bidder's nominees agree with the incumbent directors
17   after receiving advice from a new investment banker."
18   That's in their most recent brief at Page 4.
19                   Now, they cite no authority for this
20   proposition, but their claim is that because the newly
21   elected directors are unquestionably independent and
22   they voted with the rest of the board, there is no
23   threat of entrenchment.  Unocal, therefore, doesn't
24   apply.
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1                   This argument is contrary to every
2   public company pill case ever decided by this Court or
3   the Supreme Court.  In each case that I'm aware of,
4   the board was comprised of a majority of outside
5   independent directors.
6                   Indeed, Unocal itself concerned the
7   defensive actions taken by, to quote the case,
8   " . . . a board comprised of a majority of outside
9   independent directors . . ."  493 Atlantic 2d at 955.

10                   Unocal expressly rejects the notion
11   that you get back to the business judgment rule just
12   by having an independent majority of the board approve
13   a defensive measure.
14                   Now, Airgas's brief at Page 4 says
15   that Paramount versus Time makes clear that the power
16   to reject or accept the tender offer " . . . is vested
17   in the board, and the board's business judgment cannot
18   be second-guessed by courts, whether a battle for
19   control has been going on for 14 days or 14 months."
20   That's what they say.
21                   That's a flat misstatement of
22   Paramount.  Footnote 18 of that decision states, and I
23   quote, "Some commentators have criticized Unocal by
24   arguing that once the board's deliberative process has
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1   been analyzed and found not to be wanting in
2   objectivity, good faith or deliberateness, the
3   so-called 'enhanced' business judgment rule has been
4   satisfied and no further inquiry is undertaken."
5                   They then cite a law review article.
6   They go on to say, "We reject such views."  And that's
7   Footnote 18.  The Court said the same thing,
8   subsequently in Unitrin.  So this is simply not a
9   business judgment case.

10                   THE COURT:  Have any of the decisions
11   of the Court of Chancery or the Supreme Court,
12   Mr. Nachbar, confronted the situation as here, where
13   there's actually been an intervening election that was
14   really an election on the issue of a tender offer, and
15   nominees were elected of the bidder?
16                   Have any of those decisions ever
17   confronted that and faced the issue of whether or not
18   that somehow should suggest that the threat of
19   entrenchment or other conflicted interests can't
20   possibly exist, because even the bidder's nominees
21   agree with the incumbents that there is no value to
22   this potential bid and it should be rejected?  Is
23   there any case like that?
24                   MR. NACHBAR:  There is no case like
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1   that that I'm aware of.  But while entrenchment was a
2   word that was used, certainly in Unocal and other
3   cases, the threat is not merely entrenchment.  The
4   threat is that directors will be acting in their own
5   interests, and the so-called agency costs where the
6   agent's views might differ from the bidder's views.
7   And I think we have strong evidence of that here.
8                   When first approached about the offer,
9   Mr. McCausland immediately said, "Well, who is going

10   to run the combined company?"  And when he found out
11   it wasn't going to be him, he said, "Well, the company
12   is not for sale."  Miss Sneed said pretty much the
13   same thing.  She didn't think it was even worth it to
14   try to figure out how much Air Products would pay
15   because Airgas was not for sale.
16                   We've got a clip of her deposition
17   from Page 149, Line 21 to play.
18                   (A video clip was played as follows:)
19                   "Question:  Did Airgas have any
20   intention of exploring or determining how much money
21   Air Products might be willing to offer?
22                   "Answer:  The company wasn't for
23   sale."
24                   MR. NACHBAR:  And that tone of
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1   indignation, I think, says a lot.
2                   Mr. Ill testified that Mr. McCausland
3   was very emotional about the deal.  When Mr. Brown
4   told Mr. McCausland that the directors should consider
5   the Air Products' offer without him, Mr. McCausland
6   said the more he thought about it, the more upset he
7   got; and he threatened to do his own deal.
8                   And there is a theme that's throughout
9   this case that's come through.  Air Products can't run

10   the business.  It's too hierarchical.  Airgas is more
11   entrepreneurial.  When Airgas had the packaged gas
12   business, they didn't run it well.  We can run it
13   better.
14                   Now, the defendants here are smart.
15   They've hired excellent counsel.  Counsel of that
16   caliber is not going to have any of their directors
17   get up on the stand and say, We only oppose this offer
18   because we want to continue to serve on the board and
19   have fancy trips to Kiawah.  But the truth has seeped
20   out here, I submit, bit-by-bit.
21                   The incumbent directors led by
22   McCausland are opposed to a sale.  They don't want it
23   to happen.  Sure, we've got three new directors, but
24   there are only three; and Mr. McCausland and six other
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1   directors remain on the board.
2                   Now, had it been up to the three
3   independent directors, the undisputed facts show that
4   the special committee would have been formed.  It
5   wasn't.  Had it been up to the new directors, a
6   softer -- well, if it had been up to the new
7   directors, Credit Suisse wouldn't have been hired.
8   Evercore would have been.  Again, Credit Suisse was a
9   compromise.

10                   If it had been up to the independent
11   directors, a softer message than "78, not a penny
12   less," would have been delivered.  But it wasn't.
13                   The three newly elected directors had
14   to deal with six other directors, as well as
15   Mr. McCausland, so they compromised.
16                   What is clear, though, is that the
17   management and incumbent directors had led the
18   response to the offer from the very beginning to the
19   very end.  And it's clear there is at least a risk
20   that they don't view the offer the same way that a
21   stockholder would.  They want to keep running the
22   company, and they believe that they can do a good job
23   of it.
24                   But the law is clear.  Unocal requires
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1   that whenever a board uses a poison pill to block a
2   tender offer, Unocal will apply even if the board is
3   acting in good faith.
4                   Now, this isn't to say that the
5   decisions of the new directors are irrelevant.  The
6   stockholders know now that newly elected directors
7   have agreed with the incumbent directors about the
8   recommendation that's been made, and they can factor
9   that in and take that into account.  So contrary to

10   defendants' unprecedented argument, the business
11   judgment rule is not the starting point.  Unocal
12   clearly is.
13                   Now, under that standard, as
14   Your Honor knows, defendants bear the burden to
15   demonstrate both that the directors had reasonable
16   grounds for believing that a danger to corporate
17   policy and effectiveness existed and that the board of
18   directors' defensive response was reasonable in
19   relation to the threat posed.
20                   THE COURT:  Can I interrupt you again?
21                   MR. NACHBAR:  Sure.
22                   THE COURT:  I'm sorry.  If I apply
23   Unocal and the board of Airgas gets the enhancement,
24   right, because there is no dispute, I don't think,
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1   that there is an independent board --
2                   MR. NACHBAR:  Correct.
3                   THE COURT:  -- what exactly is the
4   Trial Court to do when it is to enhance something in a
5   way that Unocal says there is an enhancement and
6   subsequent cases have said that?  I've often wondered,
7   precisely what does that mean?  Does it mean that I
8   give some extra credence or credibility to the board's
9   view of the value of the bidder's offer and of their

10   own ongoing value?  Tell me what you think.
11                   MR. NACHBAR:  To be honest, I've never
12   known precisely what that means.
13                   THE COURT:  I feel better already.
14                   MR. NACHBAR:  But certainly, they've
15   got to meet prong one and prong two.  That's their
16   burden.
17                   Now, once they've met that, what
18   happens, then what they do has to be within a range of
19   reasonableness.  And I suppose that's where a Court
20   can take some comfort in the fact that you don't have
21   a bunch of insiders who are protecting their own jobs
22   but, instead, have independent outside directors.
23                   THE COURT:  That helps me.  Thank you,
24   Mr. Nachbar.
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1                   MR. NACHBAR:  The burden here requires
2   the defendants prove not only that the Airgas board
3   acted subjectively in good faith, but that, on an
4   objective basis, the board determined that a
5   legitimate threat existed, and the Airgas board's
6   response was reasonable and proportionate.
7                   In several places in their brief,
8   Airgas says, or at least implies, that it is sort of a
9   procedural standard; that if you kind of check the

10   right boxes, if you're independent, if you got advice
11   from outsiders, you're home-free.  You followed the
12   right procedures.  That's not what the cases say.
13                   As Your Honor held in eBay, because of
14   the omnipresent specter that directors could use a
15   rights plan improperly, even when acting subjectively
16   in good faith, Unocal and its progeny require that
17   this Court also review the use of a rights plan
18   objectively.
19                   Now, the record here is pretty clear
20   that defendants have not met their burden.  They never
21   considered any threat other than inadequacy of price.
22                   Now, the other side has tried very
23   hard to fill that gap by talking about opportunity
24   cost and substantive coercion and a whole bunch of
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1   things that the board never considered.
2                   The board also never considered
3   whether their response was proportional to whatever
4   threat they thought existed; namely, price inadequacy.
5   And they certainly never considered whether the
6   response was proportional to other threats that they
7   didn't consider in the first place.
8                   There were several directors who
9   testified similarly.  We'll play a clip of Mr. Miller.

10                   (A video clip was played as follows:)
11                   "Question:  It's a totally different
12   question.  I asked whether you ever discussed with
13   anyone the notion of whether Air Products' offer is a
14   threat."
15                   "Answer:  Obviously not, since I'm
16   not -- I'm not sure I understand your question with
17   regard to the word threat.
18                   "Question:  Well, have you ever --
19   have you ever discussed the notion of whether or not
20   Air Products' offer presents some danger to the
21   company with anybody?
22                   "Answer:  No."
23                   MR. NACHBAR:  And other directors
24   testified similarly.
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1                   Now, what we do have here is an
2   all-cash premium offer with a promised guaranteed
3   back-end, and it's hard to perceive any threat at this
4   point.
5                   Yes, when an offer is first made, if
6   somebody is serious about pushing it and closing it in
7   20 days, obviously, there could be a threat.  There
8   could be many threats.  People won't have time to
9   explore opportunities.  They won't explore

10   alternatives.  They won't get their story out.  After
11   14 months, it's hard to see what the threat is.
12                   Air Products' witnesses have testified
13   that $70 is the best and final offer.  I know that's
14   not a negotiating posture.  That's testimony under
15   oath.  There is committed financing.  There is
16   regulatory approval.  There's a commitment to do a
17   back-end as quickly as possible.
18                   The offer is, by all accounts, at a
19   substantial premium, both to the price before the
20   offer was made and to the price at which the company's
21   stock would trade in the absence of an offer.
22                   Did Your Honor have a question?
23                   THE COURT:  No.
24                   MR. NACHBAR:  Okay.  So what is the
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1   threat exactly?  And defendants have struggled to
2   identify one.  Price inadequacy is certainly the
3   threat that the board talked about, but there is no
4   determination and no objective evidence of any threat
5   to the corporation itself.  Indeed, the undisputed
6   testimony is that the transaction is a good one for
7   Airgas.
8                   Here's what Mr. Clancey said about the
9   combination of the two companies.

10                   "Answer:  If you look at the two of
11   them, from my perspective, it makes industrial sense.
12   It's logical.  You are a small package, large package;
13   you put them together, the synergies should be
14   extraordinary.  And it certainly improves the
15   competitive profile of the company."
16                   That's the second trial transcript at
17   402.
18                   Now, no one disputes the synergies.
19   The only question here is, is it 250 million or
20   350 million?  Either way, significant synergies.  No
21   one claims that Airgas's business is going to be
22   harmed by a combination with Air Products.
23                   Indeed, Your Honor asked the very
24   question to Mr. McCausland at trial.  You inquired
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1   about whether there is, to quote Your Honor,
2   " . . . something unique or special about Airgas as a
3   packaged gas company, that this offer from a
4   competitor, Air Products, threatens them."
5                   The most Mr. McCausland could say in
6   response is that Airgas is a really good company, it's
7   a leader in the packaged gas market and it has a
8   competitive advantage.  Mr. McCausland immediately
9   added, you know, maybe that all goes to value.  Which

10   I think it does.  That is at 301.  There is simply no
11   record of any threat to Airgas itself.
12                   There was no determination by the
13   board that there was any threat of coercion.  The
14   board did not discuss whether the $70 offer was
15   coercive to Airgas stockholders.  And witness after
16   witness was asked those questions, and said that
17   coercion was simply not discussed.
18                   There was no discussion at any board
19   meeting about whether arbitrageurs were subject to
20   unique pressures or would be forced to tender even if
21   they thought that $70 was inadequate, and there was no
22   discussion about a prisoner's dilemma or anything like
23   that, although they tried to add that in their brief.
24                   And, again, we'll play a clip from
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1   Mr. Miller, Page 27, Line 11.
2                   (A video clip was played as follows:)
3                   "Question:  Have you ever heard the
4   notion of prisoner's dilemma?
5                   "Answer:  I have heard it, yeah.
6                   "Question:  In what context have you
7   heard it?
8                   "Answer:  I don't recall the context.
9   I'm -- I'm not conversant on prisoner's dilemma.

10                   "Question:  Have you -- have you heard
11   it discussed in the context of Air Products' offer,
12   the $70 offer?
13                   "Answer:  No.
14                   "Question:  Do you recall that ever
15   being discussed at any board meetings?
16                   "Answer:  It was not discussed at
17   board meetings.
18                   "Question:  Did you recall ever
19   discussing it outside of the context of board
20   meetings?
21                   "Answer:  I discussed it yesterday
22   with counsel.
23                   "Question:  In your preparation
24   session?
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1                   "Answer:  Yes."
2                   MR. NACHBAR:  So it was never
3   discussed at a board meeting, but on the eve of the
4   deposition, the lawyers are talking to the witness
5   about something that was never discussed at the board.
6                   There is no record that the board ever
7   discussed the notion of substantive coercion or that
8   the stockholders would mistakenly tender their shares.
9   There is no record that the board ever discussed any

10   threat of opportunity loss.  Indeed, the only reason
11   for rejecting the $70 offer discussed in the 14D-9 is
12   financial inadequacy.
13                   The testimony of Mr. Thomas is
14   typical, and this is at trial.
15                   "Question:  Mr. Thomas, you believe
16   the only threat posed to the [stockholders] . . . of
17   Airgas . . . is a low price; correct?
18                   "Answer:  I do."  That's at Page 474.
19                   We have some clips of Mr. Thomas from
20   Page 320 of his deposition and Mr. van Roden from Page
21   254 of his deposition that are to the same effect.
22                   (A video clip was played as follows:)
23                   "Question:  Other than the price being
24   low, is there any other aspect of the tender offer
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1   that poses a threat to the stockholders in your view?
2                   "Answer:  That is the threat."
3                   (A video clip was played as follows:)
4                   "Question:  So other than the price
5   being inadequate, is there anything else that you deem
6   to be a threat?
7                   "Answer:  No."
8                   MR. NACHBAR:  Now, it's established
9   Delaware law that in judging the validity of

10   directors' actions, what is relevant is what
11   defendants knew and considered at the time they took
12   action; not information that the defendants did not
13   know and did not consider.  Atlantic City Research v.
14   Kleber Corp., Vice Chancellor Jacobs' ruling is to
15   that effect.
16                   And in Chesapeake, Vice Chancellor
17   Strine rejected a similar strategy, and I'll quote
18   what he had to say there.  "On the basis of this
19   record, the threat of confusion emerges more as a post
20   hoc, litigation-inspired rationale."  I'm skipping
21   some words.
22                   "The defendants have not persuaded me
23   that they made an informed good-faith judgment that
24   the Shorewood electorate would be confused about
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1   Shorewood's value and vote with Chesapeake as a result
2   of confusion, rather than informed self-interest.  Nor
3   have they proven that such a threat of confusion
4   actually exists."  That's 771 Atlantic 2d at 333.
5                   Substantive coercion and similar
6   alleged threats were not considered by the board and,
7   therefore, they cannot be considered by the Court to
8   justify the board's actions.
9                   But even if the Court were to consider

10   each of the defendants' litigation-inspired threat,
11   there is no support in the record that these threats
12   actually existed.  They can really be grouped into
13   four categories:  Structural coercion, opportunity
14   loss, substantive coercion, and inadequate price.
15   I'll address each in turn.
16                   Our Courts have uniformly rejected the
17   notion that structural coercion exists when a
18   potential acquirer makes an all-cash all-shares offer
19   as Air Products has here.  Unocal recognized that
20   two-tier threats present the threat of coercion.
21   That's at 956.
22                   Chesapeake, a few years later, at 331
23   said, "The defendants must concede that there was
24   nothing structurally coercive about Chesapeake's bid -
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1   for example, it was not in any sense a front-end-
2   loaded, two-tiered . . . offer."
3                   The Court perhaps said it best in
4   Interco.  "The City Capital tender offer is in no
5   respect coercive.  It is for all shares, not for only
6   a portion of shares.  It contemplates a prompt
7   follow-up merger, if it succeeds, not an indefinite
8   term as a minority shareholder.  It proposes identical
9   consideration in a follow-up merger, not securities or

10   less money."
11                   A whole line of cases, Siliconix, Life
12   Technologies, Pure Resources, and similar cases, is
13   premised on the proposition that a fully-financed,
14   all-cash, all-shares offer with a commitment to a
15   prompt back-end at the same price is not coercive.
16                   Indeed, as I will get to, Marty Lipton
17   himself has argued that takeovers of the type here are
18   not abusive and the decisions about whether to accept
19   them should be decisions of the stockholders.  The
20   very antithesis of the position that's articulated
21   here.
22                   Under Delaware law and logic, there is
23   no way that Air Products' $70 all-cash offer can be
24   considered to be structurally coercive.  There is no
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1   reason why a stockholder who believes the company is
2   worth $78 or more would ever tender at 70.
3                   So, in view of this legal precedent,
4   Air Products did not include a subsequent offering
5   period in its tender offer.  It felt that the law was
6   clear in ruling that this type of transaction is not
7   coercive.
8                   The other side says, "Well, it's
9   coercive anyway."  So at trial, Mr. Huck committed to

10   making a subsequent offer if necessary.  And I submit
11   that any theoretical claim of coercion completely
12   falls apart in view of the subsequent offering period.
13                   The way that works is when you do a
14   subsequent offering period, you have to announce the
15   results of the initial offering period by 9:00 a.m. on
16   the next business day, after the initial offering
17   period closes.  And that's Rule 14d-11 that regulates
18   this.  Then you have to start the subsequent offering
19   period immediately after.  You have to pay the same
20   amount for shares as you did earlier.
21                   So here, Airgas stockholders would get
22   $70 in cash.  You're required to accept all shares
23   accepted into the subsequent offer immediately, and to
24   pay promptly.
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1                   So here's what a subsequent offering
2   period does.  If an Airgas shareholder doesn't like
3   the $70 offer, he can refuse to tender during the
4   initial offering period.  If a majority similarly
5   feels and doesn't tender, the offer fails.
6                   If a majority of Airgas's shares are
7   tendered, the non-tendering, the people who didn't
8   tender in the first round, have the option to get the
9   same $70 immediately.

10                   Simply put, there is no downside,
11   none, to not tendering.  If your fellow shareholders
12   agree that 70 is inadequate, the offer will fail.  If
13   the offer succeeds, there is no penalty for not
14   tendering.  Non-tenderers will be guaranteed the same
15   $70 at essentially the same time.  There is simply no
16   threat of coercion.
17                   THE COURT:  But if there are
18   stockholders who believe the true value is 78 or
19   higher, there is a downside, isn't there?  Because
20   they tender into the offering, the subsequent
21   offering, at 70, but they're doing so with the belief
22   or knowledge that the value is really higher than
23   that.
24                   MR. NACHBAR:  Well, that's not
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1   coercion.
2                   THE COURT:  It's only coercion in the
3   sense that if they don't tender into the subsequent
4   offer, they're going to be stuck owning a minority
5   interest and then subject to whatever occurs
6   thereafter in the way of a proposed merger or some
7   other vehicle for Air Products to gain control of that
8   minority.
9                   MR. NACHBAR:  I'll address that type

10   of coercion in a moment, but there is a more important
11   point.  The important point is they're not coerced
12   into tendering into the first offering period.  No
13   one -- the hypothetical stockholder who thinks 78 is
14   the right price would have absolutely no reason to
15   tender into the first offering period.  So, therefore,
16   if a majority of the stockholders feel that 70 isn't a
17   fair price, the offer is going to fail, period.
18                   Now, if a majority feels that the
19   offer is fair, then the offer will succeed, the
20   majority will have spoken, and Air Products will gain
21   control of the company.  Then the person who didn't
22   tender has the option.
23                   They can either say, "Well, I think
24   it's worth 78 but, you know, my fellow stockholders
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1   have spoken and I'm going to take 70 now," or they can
2   say, "You know, there's going to be a prompt follow-up
3   merger."  That's the preference that Air Products has.
4   They're going to do the merger.  And I can assert an
5   appraisal claim, and I can argue for 85 or 90 or 100,
6   or whatever they want.  And Mr. McCausland testified
7   that he would consider an appraisal.
8                   But the point is that the first tender
9   period is an unbiased referendum.  Nobody is coerced

10   into tendering that in the first round.  People may
11   want to tender in the second round.  That's a choice
12   they can make.  That's irrelevant to my argument.
13                   What's important for my argument is
14   the first round is an unbiased decision on whether to
15   tender.  And maybe it's worth pausing here to explain
16   the difference.  Because the other side says, "Well,
17   you can always remove directors, and a shareholder
18   vote is really the answer here."  It's not.  There are
19   two huge differences between voting to replace the
20   board and being able to tender your shares.
21                   First, when you vote to replace the
22   board, there is a record date problem.  There is a gap
23   of 30 days between the record date and the meeting
24   date.
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1                   Now, over 1 percent of the shares of
2   this company traded yesterday.  So you could have a
3   situation where 20, 30, 40 percent of the shares trade
4   between the record date and the meeting date.  So by
5   the time you get to a meeting, you've got 20, 30,
6   40 percent of the stockholders who have no economic
7   interest in the outcome.  That's a huge problem with
8   any voting regime as a substitute for being able to
9   tender.

10                   But there is a second problem.  When I
11   tender my shares, I'm assured of getting $70
12   immediately.  The federal securities laws require
13   that.  So if I tender my shares, I know one of two
14   things will happen.  Either I'll be paid $70 for my
15   shares in cash immediately, or the tender offer will
16   fail.  The incumbent directors will continue to run
17   the company.
18                   If I vote to replace the entire board,
19   I don't have anything near that certainty.  The
20   problem that I have is now I'm replacing the entire
21   board with directors who, according to Airgas, have
22   fiduciary duties not to redeem the pill in the event
23   that they think that $70 is inadequate.  And there
24   could be a lawsuit enjoining them from redeeming the
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1   pill, for example.
2                   So there is no certainty that the pill
3   gets redeemed; there is no certainty that the offer
4   closes; but there is certainty that the people who
5   have been running the company for the last however
6   many years are now replaced with people with no track
7   record and uncertain ability.  And that's a huge risk
8   to stockholders.
9                   So there are good reasons why a

10   stockholder may be more than willing to tender at $70
11   per share but not to vote to replace the entire board,
12   in the hope that the pill might be thereafter
13   redeemed.  So that's where we are, I think, on
14   coercion.
15                   Now, there's no threat of opportunity
16   loss here.  It's indisputable that there's been
17   sufficient time for any alternative to be developed
18   and presented, and any claim about a time-based threat
19   here is without substance.  Shamrock Holders v.
20   Polaroid I think is the case that most clearly says
21   that.
22                   Now, here, no other bidders have
23   emerged.  Linde, Praxair, Air Liquide, have all
24   disavowed interest in making such an offer.  That's at
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1   Trial Exhibit 525.  They explored private equity.
2   Nobody is interested in a transaction at $70 or above.
3   Indeed, Mr. McCausland admitted that he couldn't
4   finance an LBO.  The company looked to do a leveraged
5   recap or pay a special dividend.  That was also
6   economically unattractive.
7                   And there's no opportunity to get more
8   from Air Products.  Our witnesses have testified under
9   oath that $70 is the best and final offer.

10                   Now, Mr. Clancey says, "Well, nobody
11   ever -- you know, when people say best and final, they
12   never mean it.  The difference here is we didn't say
13   best and final in a negotiation in some conference
14   room somewhere.  Our people said it under oath in this
15   courtroom.
16                   In a negotiation, puffing, bluffing,
17   those types of things, are not only permitted, but
18   expected.  In a courtroom, under oath, there is an
19   obligation to be truthful.  Our people were truthful.
20   70 is the best and final.
21                   Moreover, if Mr. Clancey were correct
22   and there were no such thing as best and final, every
23   negotiation would culminate in an agreement.  If the
24   target said the price was too low, the bidder would
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1   just pay more because there is no such thing as best
2   and final.
3                   Now, we know that's not true.  Airgas
4   in its brief cites three examples where bidders made
5   statements not under oath that offers were best and
6   final and then they bid more, but there are examples
7   going the other way.
8                   I, in this Court, represented
9   Carl Icahn in the Lear case, where, as the Court's

10   opinion noted, Mr. Icahn offered $36 to acquire Lear.
11   He didn't get the requisite stockholder vote or it
12   appeared that he wouldn't, so he then made a best and
13   final bid of 37.25.  The stockholders voted down that
14   deal as well.  They thought he or someone else would
15   pay more.
16                   THE COURT:  Much to their dismay.
17                   MR. NACHBAR:  That's what I was
18   getting to next.  37 and a quarter really was Icahn's
19   best and final and no transaction occurred.  Within
20   two years, Lear filed for bankruptcy, and the
21   stockholders were wiped out.  Thus, rejecting a
22   premium best and final offer had a significant
23   consequence for the stockholders.  They lost 37.25 per
24   share, 4.1 billion in the aggregate.
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1                   Next, I'd like to turn to stockholder
2   confusion or substantive coercion.  Quite simply, an
3   argument that stockholders are not smart enough to
4   understand the value of the company they own the
5   notion is a very peculiar one.
6                   It posits that stockholders are
7   simultaneously smart enough to buy shares, to elect
8   the board, to invest in the stock, to sell stock, but
9   they're too ignorant of the value of the company to

10   decide for themselves whether to accept a premium
11   price tender offer.
12                   As the Court held in Next Level,
13   Delaware Courts correctly view substantive coercion
14   claims, "with some skepticism," 834 Atlantic 2d at
15   851.
16                   And the reason for this, as noted in
17   Chesapeake, is simple.  The threat of substantive
18   coercion can be invoked "as a justification for
19   aggressive defensive measures [that] could easily be
20   subject to abuse."  That's 771 at 327.
21                   Now, it's a little ironic, more than a
22   little ironic, that Paramount is the Delaware case
23   that's the high watermark for substantive coercion.
24   That was the notion that boards are better able to
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1   assess future prospects than stockholders.
2                   In Paramount, the Time board eschewed
3   a $200 per share bid in favor of a merger with Warner.
4   They supposedly knew better than stockholders the
5   great prospects that could be generated by a business
6   plan of combining those two companies.
7                   In fact, following the merger, the
8   combined company stock price traded at about $100 per
9   share initially, before drifting down within two years

10   to $40 per share, one-fifth of the price offered by
11   Paramount, the price that Time put forward with its
12   superior knowledge prevented stockholders from
13   mistakenly accepting.  If anything, I submit that
14   Paramount shows the folly, not the validity, of claims
15   of substantive conversion.
16                   But in all events here, as in
17   Chesapeake, Airgas, "has disclosed information about
18   all of the strategic issues that supposedly were not
19   understood by the market," "was followed by analysts
20   from several major brokerage houses," and "over
21   80 percent" of its shares were held by institutional
22   investors and management holders.  Those facts were
23   found sufficient to belie any claim of substantive
24   coercion in Chesapeake.  They're sufficient to belie
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1   those claims here.
2                   Airgas's witnesses have testified that
3   the stockholders are sophisticated, very savvy,
4   capable of deciding whether to accept the offer.
5   They've also admitted that the sophisticated
6   shareholders have all the information they need to
7   evaluate the offer.
8                   Mr. Clancey said, in response to
9   Your Honor's questions, "all the information they

10   could ever want is available."  Mr. DeNunzio, in
11   response to Your Honor's question, "Well, I think you
12   have to conclude that this shareholders base is well
13   informed."  I can go on, but the directors testified
14   uniformly on this issue.
15                   The stockholders also have all they
16   need to evaluate the potential benefits that could
17   result from SAP implementation.  Exhibit 499 is a
18   press release describing the SAP benefits in detail.
19                   Quite simply, this is not a case like
20   Polaroid where there was a lawsuit that was the
21   principal asset of the company that no one could
22   value.  Specific valuations have been put out here by
23   Airgas.
24                   Management, in fact, has unleashed an
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1   extensive communications campaign to inform the
2   stockholders.  They've done four earnings releases
3   since our offer was made.  They've done five big,
4   thick value presentations.  They've done 69 amendments
5   to their 14D-9.  Mr. McCausland had 300 meetings with
6   stockholders over the past year.  He's made his case
7   on radio, TV and elsewhere.  In fact, he was asked,
8   "Was there anywhere where you haven't made your case?"
9   And he couldn't think of any.

10                   So to attempt to justify a claim of
11   substantive coercion, defendants have said two
12   essentially related things:  First, that they are
13   unable to disclose the underpinnings of their
14   projections; and, second, that the disclosure of
15   competitively sensitive information could actually
16   harm the company.
17                   Indeed, they point to Director Clancey
18   as an object lesson in substantive coercion, claiming
19   that he had first thought that Air Products' offer was
20   an attractive one, but it was only after he learned
21   secret nonpublic information about the company that he
22   came to a different belief.
23                   None of these contentions is supported
24   in the record.  Airgas's projections are driven by
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1   macroeconomic assumptions that will drive same-store
2   sales growth and, to some extent, by projection of
3   continued margin improvement as the company becomes
4   more efficient.  There is nothing competitively
5   sensitive about either of these assumptions.  They can
6   be published tomorrow and no competitive harm will
7   result to Airgas.
8                   In fact, what Mr. McCausland admitted
9   at deposition is that Airgas doesn't want to publish

10   targets for more than one year out for fear that the
11   market will punish it if it doesn't meet those
12   targets.  That's what he said at Page 239 of the
13   second trial.  In other words, management doesn't have
14   enough confidence in its projections to actually take
15   ownership of them.
16                   Now, that's, no doubt, prudent of
17   Airgas, but it belies their claim that they're highly
18   confident in their projections and that those
19   projections are not only achievable, but conservative.
20                   As to competitively sensitive
21   information, no specific information has been
22   identified.  And, indeed, as Mr. McLaughlin admitted,
23   the foundation of the business plan here is not to
24   develop some new product or enter some new market or
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1   to undertake some new initiative which, if disclosed
2   to competitors, would allow those competitors to steal
3   a march on the company.
4                   Rather, the plan is to recover as the
5   economy recovers, to realize the benefits of the SAP
6   computer system, and to become more efficient.  None
7   of that is competitively sensitive.  It all can be and
8   indeed has been disclosed.
9                   Finally, there is the very interesting

10   case of Mr. Clancey.  He was elected to the Airgas
11   board in September.  He did not receive any
12   orientation until he met with the company's chief
13   financial officer, Mr. McLaughlin, and others
14   immediately prior to the November 1, 2010 board
15   meeting.
16                   Yet he was able to participate in the
17   board meeting held on October 21, 2010, before his
18   orientation, and was able to form a view that the
19   then-current Air Products offer of 65.50 was grossly
20   inadequate, and further was able to form a view that
21   the value of Airgas in any sale was meaningfully in
22   excess of $70 per share.
23                   Thus, Airgas was able to send the
24   letter on October 26, 2010, following the October 21
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1   board meeting, stating that, "Each of our ten
2   directors is of the view that the current Air Products
3   offer of 65.50 per share is grossly inadequate."  And
4   that, "Each member of our board believes that the
5   value of Airgas in any sale is meaningfully in excess
6   of $70 per share."
7                   So far from disproving -- I'm sorry.
8   Far from proving substantive coercion, the case of
9   Mr. Clancey disproves it.  Mr. Clancey was able, in a

10   little more than a month, to form a view of what
11   Airgas claims -- I'm sorry -- to form what Airgas
12   claims were rational assessments about Air Products'
13   offer and about the value of Airgas in a sales
14   transaction without meeting with management and
15   without having the review of the business plan.
16                   Yet Airgas's position is that
17   stockholders, after a full year of information from
18   Airgas and, in the aggregate, hundreds of meetings
19   with Mr. McCausland and others, are simply incompetent
20   to make such an assessment.
21                   Plainly, there is no threat of
22   substantive coercion here.  So all that's left is the
23   Airgas board's subjective view that Air Products' $70
24   per share offer is financially inadequate.  That's
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1   what this case has always been about, and nothing
2   more.  Airgas put the matter succinctly to its
3   stockholders in its communications many times.  The
4   headline repeatedly is, quote, in big block letters,
5   It's all about value.
6                   Now, the allegations of inadequate
7   value come in three forms:  Straight up, it's
8   inadequate value.  Second, they claim that Air
9   Products' offer is opportunistic.  Third, they claim

10   that Air Products' offer would interfere with the
11   execution of a management plan that will ultimately
12   yield more money to stockholders.
13                   No matter how they try to slice it,
14   though, the bottom line complaint from defendants is
15   that the fair market value of the company, taking into
16   account future business plans, is greater than Air
17   Products' offer.
18                   No matter how you spin it, though, the
19   test under Unocal and Unitrin remains that defendants
20   have the burden of showing the reasonableness of their
21   investigation, the reasonableness of their process,
22   and also the result that they reach.  That is
23   Chesapeake, 771 Atlantic 2d at 301, Note 8.
24                   Defendant's case stumbles at the first
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1   step because they failed to demonstrate that after a
2   reasonable investigation, they reasonably perceived a
3   threat to the corporation.
4                   Now, importantly, this is not a case
5   where anybody has said that Airgas is worth more than
6   $70 per share today.  In fact, it's undisputed that
7   it's worth far less than $70 today.  Airgas's
8   witnesses all testified that they would expect
9   Airgas's stock price to drop if Air Products' offer

10   fails.
11                   In addition, the trading prices since
12   the October trial demonstrate that Airgas standing
13   alone is worth significantly less than $60 per share
14   absent the Air Products offer.  Even with the offer
15   still out there, the stock barely trades above 60.
16                   Credit Suisse performed analyses
17   showing that Airgas's stock could fall to as low as
18   52.18 per share if the offer fails.  And we may have
19   handed up an exhibit on this.  I'm not sure.  It's TX
20   1066 at 19.  I'm not sure if it's in the folder I gave
21   you or not.
22                   THE COURT:  It is.
23                   MR. NACHBAR:  Great.  And so you can
24   see from that chart some of the stock prices.
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1                   Now, Mr. DeNunzio testified that
2   Airgas stock has historically traded very similarly to
3   Praxair, and he's got a chart at Page 17 of his graph
4   that shows that.  And I think his notation was to the
5   effect that they're on top of each other.
6                   And that is public information.  I
7   think we can put that up on the screen.  It's Exhibit
8   1066 at Page 17.
9                   And you can see the chart on the left

10   is Praxair and Airgas public trading.  And they've
11   obviously traded very, very closely since 2003 until,
12   obviously, Air Products made its offer, and then they
13   diverged significantly.
14                   Now, if you -- based on Praxair's
15   multiples, Airgas's unaffected market value is 52.18,
16   according to Credit Suisse.  Based on changes to
17   Praxair's stock price following the February 4 Air
18   Products offer, Airgas would have an unaffected price
19   of 54.59 a share based on a report by Credit Suisse.
20                   So again, the threat, as stated by
21   defendants, is not that the company is worth $70
22   today, it's that someday, Airgas may be worth more
23   than $70 if it meets its five-year plan.  But that's a
24   big if.
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1                   I begin with Credit Suisse's valuation
2   analysis, and that's Exhibit 1066 at Page 28, the
3   football field.  We won't put it up on the screen.
4   The $70 offer is above the equity value range based
5   upon selected public companies analysis and is within
6   the range of the selected transactions analysis.
7                   As Mr. DeNunzio testified at trial,
8   had he applied the last 12 months' multiples from the
9   selected transactions analysis to the last 12 months'

10   results from Airgas, the $70 offer would be at the
11   midpoint of the comparable transactions range.
12                   Now, these analyses are based on
13   historic, objective information, things that have
14   already happened in the real world, and can't easily
15   be manipulated.  So based on the objective evidence,
16   $70 per share is certainly within a range of fairness.
17                   The only analysis indicating that $70
18   per share is unfair is the discounted cash flow
19   analysis.  But that analysis is based on projections
20   five years into the future, and has something like 90
21   percent of its value in the terminal value.
22                   The problem with the DCF analysis is
23   that it is subject to manipulation.  Indeed, the
24   original DCF valuation prepared by the company's
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1   bankers showed a price -- showed that a price of $70
2   was, you know, somewhere near the top of the DCF
3   range.
4                   Exhibit 247 I think is in the folder
5   at Page 12.  It's a February 20 Bank of America/
6   Merrill Lynch book.  And if you look at the implied
7   share price, if you look under a discount rate of
8   8-1/2 percent, which I think they considered to be the
9   most likely discount rate, and you look at EBITDA

10   terminal multiples of 8 to 8.25, which I think they
11   identified as sort of the most likely terminal
12   multiples, you see two numbers.  And, obviously,
13   Your Honor can see how $70 per share compares with
14   those two numbers.
15                   Now, that valuation was prepared based
16   on the company's November 2009 five-year plan.  That
17   plan was revised several times after Air Products came
18   on the scene.  And as a result of those revisions, the
19   DCF values have gone up from where they were in the
20   exhibit I just showed Your Honor to the higher
21   numbers, much, much higher numbers that you see today.
22                   What's interesting, however, is the
23   information shown on Demonstrative No. 2, which is
24   also in the folder that we prepared for Your Honor.
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1   What that does is it compares the 2009 five-year plan,
2   which produced the DCF valuations that we just looked
3   at, and I think show that $70 per share is fair, with
4   the current five-year plan which Airgas uses to
5   justify much higher valuations.
6                   The column for fiscal year 2010 is
7   based upon actual results.  The column for fiscal year
8   2011 is based upon three-quarters of actual results
9   and one-quarter of projected results, and the

10   remaining years are the current projections of Airgas.
11                   What you see is that under actual
12   results and the current plan, sales were or are
13   projected to be significantly lower in the current
14   plan than what was projected in the 2009 plan.  In
15   other words, they're underperforming in terms of
16   sales, and they expect to underperform throughout the
17   five years of the plan.
18                   If you look at EBITDA, you'll see that
19   the company underperformed the 2009 plan in the 2010
20   year, is essentially meeting the plan for 2011, is
21   essentially projected to meet the plan for 2012 and
22   2013.  It's a little higher in one year, a little
23   above plan in 2012 -- I'm sorry, 2013, a little below
24   in 2012, but essentially on track for plan.
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1                   Where you see departures from the plan
2   and where you see the real growth is in 2014 and 2015
3   and 2016, which was the year that was added to the
4   current plan that wasn't in the 2009 plan.
5                   In other words, the company had a 2009
6   plan and, based upon that plan, did a DCF analysis
7   showing that $70 was near the top end of the fairness
8   range.  It then revised the plan, and under the
9   revision, the plan shows lower sales in each of the

10   years of the plan, and EBITDA in line with the plan
11   for 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013.  Only in the out years
12   do you see greater financial performance.  Somehow,
13   the company value rose by nearly $20 per share.
14                   Now, how is that possible?  It's
15   pretty hard to fathom.  But what Airgas actually did
16   was boost the projected results for the out years,
17   which are the most speculative, and then applied a
18   terminal value to those out years where 90 percent of
19   the value is and, voila, it comes up with much higher
20   values.
21                   Now, I'm not saying that they acted in
22   bad faith or that these numbers are, you know -- all
23   I'm saying is there is a lot of subjectivity in these
24   numbers, and they can be manipulated.  I have no doubt
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1   that if we came in tomorrow with a $78 per share
2   offer, these numbers would be readjusted and,
3   suddenly, 85 would be the new bogey that we'd have to
4   meet.
5                   That's just the nature of a DCF, I'm
6   afraid.  The record establishes that the projected
7   growth in same-store sales is, as I said previously,
8   in Mr. McLaughlin's words, the CFO, the foundation of
9   the business plan.  And the record also shows that the

10   same-store sales growth is mathematically tied to the
11   company's projections and the specific macroeconomic
12   factors pertinent to that growth through the
13   regression analysis.
14                   Airgas claims that its projections are
15   conservative and they show slow, steady growth.  Well,
16   their specific assumptions belie this.  And the
17   exhibit for this one is Exhibit 64, and Page 3 of that
18   document shows the specific growth assumptions for the
19   primary factors, which is fabricated metals, new
20   orders, private nonresidential construction, and ISM
21   manufacturing.
22                   THE COURT:  What does the ISM acronym
23   mean?  Do you know?
24                   MR. NACHBAR:  It's something like
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1   industrial supply management or something.  I'm not
2   sure exactly what it is, but it's a trade organization
3   that publishes this index of economic activity.
4                   From the fabricated metals/new order
5   factor, you can see growth compounding at rates that
6   are significantly higher than the GDP.
7                   The private nonresidential
8   construction is even more stark.  Beginning in fiscal
9   2012, you see a substantial growth rate and then you

10   see double-digit growth projected for each of the next
11   three years.
12                   You also see the ISM manufacturing
13   component with very favorable assumptions.
14                   Now, significantly, as Airgas has
15   admitted, two of the three critical factors, private
16   nonresidential construction and ISM manufacturing
17   index, are already below the company's projections.
18                   Mr. McLaughlin testified at the first
19   trial that the ISM manufacturing index is a leading
20   indicator and, therefore, a current shortfall to the
21   Airgas projections is a red flag indicating that
22   future performance may not live up to expectation.
23   That's in the transcript at 837.
24                   Now, it's not just me saying that the
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1   projections of future macroeconomic performance are
2   very bullish.  The evidence at trial proves as much.
3   Professor Fischel presented an exhibit comparing
4   Airgas's macroeconomic assumptions to those of third
5   parties who project future prices.  And that's TX
6   Exhibit 639A.  It's Fischel Exhibit J.
7                   As Your Honor can see by looking at
8   that, Airgas is more bullish than the market in
9   several factors.  And Mr. McLaughlin admitted in his

10   most recent deposition that the company's assumptions
11   were higher than publicly available forecasts for
12   certain of the indices, and that the company, to quote
13   Mr. McLaughlin, "used some judgment around those
14   indices relative to what the forecasts were at the
15   time the forecasts were made."  And that's at Page 353
16   through 354 of his most recent deposition.
17                   At trial, Mr. McCausland made no bones
18   about his bullishness.  In response to Your Honor's
19   questions, Mr. McCausland testified, quote, "I'm very
20   bullish."  He went on to describe why he thinks Airgas
21   is a good company, but then he talked about his
22   bullishness about the macroeconomic factors and he
23   said, and I quote, "And I'm bullish on the United
24   States and the economy.  I think the country has
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1   shipped off the jobs off-shore that are going to go
2   off-shore.  People are realizing that we've got to
3   make things here if for no other reason than for
4   national security.  And we're seeing a lot of our
5   customers building new plants and hiring new workers."
6                   I'll skip the next paragraph, but he
7   concludes, "So I'm bullish on Airgas and I'm bullish
8   on our markets as well."  And that's Pages 303 and
9   304.

10                   So there are really three potential
11   scenarios for macroeconomic growth.  There is a
12   consensus market forecast; there is the possibility of
13   a double-dip recession; and there is the Airgas
14   bullish forecast.
15                   Now, Airgas's expert, Professor
16   Hubbard, testified at Page 1218 of the first trial
17   that when you're faced with competing scenarios like
18   this, the proper way to evaluate them is to determine
19   the value under each scenario and then do a
20   probability-weighted average.
21                   The Airgas board did not do that here.
22   It disregarded completely any possibility of a
23   double-dip recession, even though it is undisputed
24   that the company's financial advisors reported at the
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1   most recent December 21, 2010 meeting that there is a
2   15 percent chance of that happening.  And that's at
3   Exhibit 1064 at 5.
4                   Similarly, there was no presentation
5   about the value of the company if macroeconomic
6   growths occurs in line with consensus forecasts rather
7   than the bullish projections of management.  Instead,
8   only one case was presented, the management case based
9   on assumptions that were admittedly more beneficial

10   than those of third parties.
11                   Now, Mr. DeNunzio admitted that if the
12   projections that went into the DCF analysis are overly
13   optimistic, the DCF analysis will result in inflated
14   values.  Notwithstanding that, the bankers never
15   tested management's macroeconomic assumptions,
16   management's same-store sales assumptions, and did not
17   run any analysis using less optimistic assumptions.
18   That's DeNunzio at 361 through 376 of the supplemental
19   transcript.  Mr. Rensky at his deposition, Page 320,
20   testified similarly.
21                   Indeed, Mr. DeNunzio conceded that
22   he's not an expert in the construction industry, and
23   doesn't even have an estimate of the extent to which
24   nonresidential commercial construction is likely to
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1   grow in the next five years.
2                   He further admitted that he did not
3   make any review of the other macroeconomic factors
4   that drive Airgas's projections and he didn't express
5   any opinion about whether Airgas's five-year plan is
6   likely to be achieved.
7                   He also admitted that there was no
8   discussion at the board meeting about the effect on
9   the company's projected value if macroeconomic growth

10   occurs, but at a lower rate than assumed by the
11   company's plan.
12                   Now, he also admitted that if the
13   macroeconomic assumptions are wrong, that DCF could be
14   garbage in, garbage out.  That's at Page 391 of the
15   supplemental transcript.  But he further conceded he
16   doesn't know if it was garbage in, garbage out,
17   because he didn't test that.  That's at Page 392.
18                   Instead, Mr. DeNunzio said, and I
19   quote, "But each board member has their own view of
20   the future and each board member is able to use the
21   tools in that plan to form their own point of view."
22   That's at Page 392 of the transcript.
23                   Well, Your Honor, each investor also
24   has his or her own view about the future and is able
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1   to form his or her own point of view as well.  Yet
2   Airgas's fundamental position here is that the
3   stockholders should not get to act on their views, but
4   instead should have the decision to sell or not sell
5   dictated solely by the subjective views of each board
6   member.
7                   There is nothing in the law that
8   supports this.  And as we know from the sensitivities
9   in the November 2009 plan, even a 1 percent decline in

10   same-store sales growth rate has a highly material
11   impact on EBITDA.  And that is the last page of
12   Exhibit 64 that we've handed up.  It quantifies those
13   sensitivities.
14                   So why does all this matter?  Because
15   the Airgas board's bullishness has not been tempered
16   by an objective downside analysis.  In other words,
17   the Airgas board failed to account for the very real
18   possibility that their assumptions might be overly
19   optimistic.  And that failure under the facts of this
20   case renders their investigation unreasonable under
21   Unocal.
22                   So recapping the record on this point
23   very briefly, one, the directors admitted that they
24   could be wrong about the future.  There are several
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1   directors who said -- who admitted that.
2                   Two, management concedes that they've
3   overestimated the current recovery with respect to two
4   of the important drivers of same-store sales.
5                   Three, Airgas board's financial
6   advisors concede that if management is wrong, their
7   analysis will be wrong.
8                   Four, the bankers never tested
9   management's assumptions and relied wholly on

10   management's projections.
11                   Five, neither management nor the
12   bankers ran any analysis on less optimistic
13   assumptions even though, as Your Honor might recall,
14   it was the prior practice of Airgas to do so.
15                   Six, the economic evidence based on
16   objective ascertainable data that can't be
17   manipulated, prepared by all three of Airgas's
18   bankers, shows that Air Products' offer falls within a
19   range of fairness.
20                   Seven, the factors that drive Airgas's
21   future performance are mathematically tied to
22   macroeconomic factors that the Airgas board has no
23   better ability to predict than the stockholders.
24                   And eight, the company's past bullish
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1   forecasts have been wrong.  The company's 2007 plan
2   projected stock prices far higher than those achieved
3   and economic performance higher than those achieved.
4                   These facts demonstrate that the board
5   did not have a reasonable basis to perceive a threat.
6   Thus, the use of defensive measures was unreasonable
7   and improper under Unocal.
8                   But even if defendants could show that
9   they reasonably determined that Air Products' offer

10   was inadequate in relation to Airgas's anticipated
11   future value, any consideration-based threat in this
12   case, as in Chesapeake, must be viewed as extremely
13   mild given that, one, defendants admit that they could
14   have it wrong; and, two, defendants admit that
15   stockholders have all the information they need to
16   make a determination on the adequacy of the $70 offer.
17                   So that brings us to the
18   proportionality analysis.  The record demonstrates
19   that the company's defensive measures are
20   disproportionate to the consideration-based threat
21   that they identify.
22                   Indeed, the board never considered
23   whether the pill was proportionate to the threats
24   posed by the Air Products offer or whether there were
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1   lesser alternatives available.  The minutes from the
2   December 21st board meeting and the agenda from that
3   meeting show that these items simply weren't
4   discussed.
5                   The 14D-9 rejecting Air Products'
6   offer does not discuss coercion, threat, the
7   prisoner's dilemma or the pill.
8                   DeNunzio testified that he attended
9   the December 21st board meeting and did not recall any

10   discussion of shareholder coercion, prisoner's
11   dilemma, or whether Airgas should redeem its rights
12   plan.
13                   Mr. McCausland admitted that coercion
14   and threat were not explicitly discussed at the
15   December 21st board meeting but instead were
16   "implicit."
17                   The fact record, though, is
18   undisputed.  The board has had the opportunity to seek
19   other alternatives.  Air Products has made its best
20   and final offer, so there is nothing left to
21   negotiate.
22                   In fairness, I think they do dispute
23   that one, but it's certainly undisputed from our
24   standpoint.
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1                   The board has fully communicated its
2   message to the stockholders, and a stockholder could
3   reasonably want to accept $70 per share today.  Thus,
4   having served their legitimate purposes, the company's
5   defenses are no longer needed and are no longer
6   proportionate.
7                   Now, Airgas says, notwithstanding all
8   that, the bill is proportionate because Air Products
9   can control the board at the next meeting or call a

10   meeting to replace the board.
11                   Now, Airgas's own expert admitted, as
12   he had to, that no bidder has ever replaced a majority
13   of a staggered board by winning two consecutive
14   elections.  Also, getting the 67 percent vote
15   necessary to replace the board at a special meeting is
16   not realistic.
17                   Defendants' argument is that at some
18   sufficiently appealing price, Air Products could win.
19   The problem is, they don't define what would be
20   sufficiently appealing, other than to say a
21   sufficiently appealing price would be the price under
22   which Air Products could win.
23                   So it's completely circular.  They
24   could win if they pay enough, and paying enough is the
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1   price at which they could win.  I don't understand how
2   that really helps the Court very much.
3                   But let's say that Air Products could
4   win at $100 per share.  How does that help defendants?
5   If we could win at a price that is so unreasonably
6   high that no bidder would ever pay it, then how does
7   that show that a defensive measure is non-preclusive?
8                   Again, I think the Courts have looked
9   at practicality.  They haven't looked at mathematical

10   possibilities.  They've looked at what's reasonably
11   attainable.
12                   Now, reasonably attainable here, the
13   experts both testified that to prevail at a special
14   meeting to get the 67 percent vote, you would need to
15   get between 85 and 86 percent of the shares held by
16   persons other than management, their directors and
17   officers, and other than Air Products.  I think
18   Mr. Harkins called that the free float.  Other people
19   call that the unaffiliated vote.
20                   Mr. Morrow, who has over 40 years of
21   experience as a proxy solicitor, testified that he had
22   never seen a dissident pull that high of a percentage
23   of the unaffiliated shares in any election on any
24   issue, ever.
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1                   Mr. Harkins, with around 30 years of
2   experience, was unable at deposition to identify an
3   example in a proxy contest where dissidents obtained
4   support of even 75 percent of the unaffiliated vote,
5   which he called the free float.  And that's at Page
6   274 of his deposition.
7                   Now, at trial, with ample time and
8   ample incentive to come up with even one example,
9   Mr. Harkins failed completely.  Instead, he expressed

10   his judgment, unsupported by any empirical study or
11   hard evidence, that certain groups would vote certain
12   ways.
13                   The record here is almost identical to
14   the record that Vice Chancellor Strine rejected in
15   Chesapeake.  Here, as in Chesapeake, the board made no
16   judgment as to whether it was realistically attainable
17   for Air Products to gain the vote necessary.  That was
18   never discussed at any board meeting.  Mr. Harkins nor
19   any other proxy solicitor gave any advice on that
20   subject.
21                   As in Chesapeake, the proxy solicitor
22   who testified that the vote was attainable did not
23   submit literature or actual empirical evidence.  Vice
24   Chancellor Strine found in Chesapeake that it was
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1   questionable whether such testimony could even be
2   admitted as reliable, had somebody objected.
3                   Here, as in Chesapeake, the estimate
4   upon which the defendants relied was, to quote
5   Chesapeake, " . . . more troubling by his further
6   inability to cite any consent solicitation involving a
7   public company . . . ." which had achieved the results
8   he projected.  That's 771 Atlantic 2d at 336.
9                   In the end, the Court in Chesapeake

10   found that depending on the turnout rate, insurgents
11   would need between 78.82 percent and 90.95 percent of
12   the disinterested shares or free float to prevail, not
13   dissimilar from the 86 percent required here.
14                   The Court enjoined the defensive
15   mechanism in that case, a supermajority vote to amend
16   the bylaws, specifically finding that the board,
17   " . . . set the required majority at an unattainably
18   high level."  771, Atlantic 2d at 342.
19                   In support of his finding, Vice
20   Chancellor Strine held that, "The defendants have
21   presented no reliable evidence to suggest that
22   Chesapeake or any other insurgent could achieve such a
23   high level of support in the face of management
24   opposition."
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1                   The identical facts are true here.  On
2   this record, there is simply no reliable evidence that
3   getting 86 percent of the free float, which is
4   necessary to get to the 67 percent of the outstanding,
5   is realistically obtainable.  It's never happened
6   before.
7                   Now, the record also shows that
8   stockholders support Air Products' offer.  Four large
9   stockholders who collectively own approximately

10   15 percent of the company's shares have written
11   letters to the board supporting Air Products' offer.
12   Shareholders voted for Air Products' 2010 proposals.
13   Defendants admit that the tender offer would succeed
14   if the pill is pulled.
15                   Mr. McCausland at Page 202 of the
16   transcript, "If the pill were pulled, what's the
17   expectation as to whether they would tender or not?
18                   "Answer:  The tender offer would
19   succeed if the pill were pulled.  I have no doubt
20   about that."
21                   The record also establishes that Air
22   Products will walk if the pill is not enjoined.  It is
23   simply too expensive, too disruptive, and preclusive
24   of too many other opportunities, for Air Products to
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1   continue to pursue this offer for another eight
2   months.
3                   In short, the record demonstrates that
4   the defense believes they can maintain the pill
5   forever, even after losing another election.  That is
6   not a proportionate response.
7                   I'd like, then, unless Your Honor has
8   fact questions, to address the relevant policy
9   concerns, because I think those are important here.

10                   In dealing with takeovers, the watch
11   word in Delaware has always been about striking the
12   appropriate balance.  The cases try to do this.  They
13   do not outlaw poison pills, but they require them to
14   be used in limited and appropriate manners.
15                   Over the years, defenders of the pill,
16   though, have gotten more and more aggressive.  In his
17   seminal article in 1979, "Takeover Bids in the
18   Target's Boardroom," Marty Lipton argued that the
19   board should be permitted to exercise its business
20   judgment to determine what offers are and are not in
21   the corporation's interest.
22                   Delaware law has squarely rejected
23   that position, in Unocal, in Moran, in Time Warner, in
24   Unitrin, in Selectica, among many others.
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1                   Initially, the purpose of the pill was
2   quite specific and quite limited.  It was to deal with
3   the pressures of coercive two-tier tender offers that
4   were made on very short time frames.
5                   We've got a clip of a recent interview
6   that Mr. Lipton gave recalling the reasons for
7   inventing the pill.
8                   (A video clip was played as follows:)
9                   "Question:  There was a period when

10   you famously invented the poison pill and it was a
11   period of mounting tensions and shareholders
12   institutions were beginning to have more voice in
13   these things.  Lay that out in terms...for me.
14                   "Answer:  Well, it was the age of the
15   corporate raider.  By the early 1980s, we had reached
16   a whole new plateau of hostile takeovers, and there
17   was really very little in the way of defense to them.
18                   "A hostile [bid] had to be open for
19   ten days.  Huge pressure on the shareholders to
20   accept.  Huge pressure on management to try and find
21   something to cope with it.  A situation that was
22   totally unfair, and struggling over the 1970's into
23   the early 1980s, I kept probing to find something that
24   would be useful -- not in preventing hostile
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1   takeovers -- but giving the board of directors of the
2   target company an opportunity to level the playing
3   field and have time to make a rational business
4   judgment decision as to how to deal with a takeover.
5                   "Question:  Through that period there
6   was a paradigm shift to a more sort of monolithic
7   shareholder model - now we call it shareholder
8   democracy.  What years did that take place and what
9   was going on there?  When did you first notice that

10   this thing was changing in a dramatic and sort of...
11   you know, dramatic fashion?
12                   "Answer:  The change basically I would
13   date to 1979, and the reason why I date it to 1979 is
14   'cause in that year I wrote an article 'Takeover Bids
15   in the Target's Boardroom' where I argued that both
16   law and practicality required a stakeholder approach
17   or constituency approach to the obligation of
18   directors when they're considering a hostile takeover
19   bid, and, indeed, my position was ridiculed in
20   academia.  That almost every economics and law
21   professor who focused on the area, argued against it.
22                   "Ultimately, in 1985, it was accepted
23   by the Delaware Supreme Court in both the Household
24   case and in the Unocal case."
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1                   (Video concluded.)
2                   MR. NACHBAR:  Now, there is no doubt
3   that there were abusive takeover tactics and that some
4   defense was appropriate, but it was never believed
5   that boards, rather than stockholders, should decide
6   the fate of tortfeasors.  And for this, I rely on no
7   less of an authority than Mr. Lipton himself.
8                   He wrote an article in 1987 entitled,
9   "Corporate Governance in the Age of Finance

10   Corporatism" which is published at 136 University of
11   Pennsylvania Law Review beginning at Page 1.  In the
12   article, Mr. Lipton argued that abusive tender offer
13   practices should be abolished.  Thus, he suggested
14   that the time frame for considering offers should be
15   extended to 120 calendar days.  That's at Page 62.
16   That was to combat the 10-day offers that Mr. Lipton
17   talked about in the clip we just saw.
18                   He proposed that shareholders -- I'm
19   sorry, he proposed that no tender offer should be
20   allowed to commence unless the bidder had actual
21   commitments for all the financing needed to complete
22   the offer.
23                   He proposed that only stockholders who
24   held shares for 60 days prior to the announcement of
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1   the tender offer should be allowed to vote on the
2   tender offer.  But he also argued that if such
3   proposals were enacted, then the takeover defenses
4   currently used to combat such abuses will no longer be
5   justified.  That's at Page 64.
6                   To quote Mr. Lipton, "Standing alone,
7   defensive maneuvers deprive target stockholders of an
8   effective voice in corporate governance and should be
9   eliminated.  Such mechanisms, moreover, may insulate

10   management from shareholder discipline and should be
11   prohibited."
12                   Now, in the same article, Mr. Lipton
13   proposed that classified boards be eliminated.  That's
14   at Page 65.  And he said the following, and I quote,
15   "With limitations on abusive takeovers in place, there
16   no longer will be a justification for structural
17   defenses that treat common stockholders unequally or
18   are triggered by a change of control, such as poison
19   pills, lock-up options, and fair-price provisions.
20   Such defensive tactics should be eliminated, giving
21   target shareholders the opportunity to determine the
22   fate of takeover bids."  That's at Page 65 of his
23   article.
24                   Now, Mr. Lipton also said the
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1   companies should adopt what he called the second-
2   generation share purchase rights plan, and that
3   introduced a flip-in.  Prior pills, Your Honor may
4   recall, only had a flip over which was triggered if
5   the bidder attempted a back-end merger.
6                   The second-generation pill had a new
7   innovation of the flip-in, which would allow dilution
8   immediately upon an acquirer obtaining 20 percent of
9   the shares of the target.

10                   But Mr. Lipton also said the
11   following:  "To prevent the second-generation pill
12   from hindering advantageous offers, and to decrease
13   concerns regarding judicial acceptance, the new pill
14   provides that, under certain circumstances, a special
15   shareholders meeting will be held to determine whether
16   the pill should be redeemed.
17                   "A bidder can avail itself of such a
18   special shareholders meeting if it:  (a) makes a cash
19   offer for all the target's shares; (b) owns no more
20   than 1 percent of the target's shares and owned no
21   more than 1 percent at the time it disclosed its
22   intention to control or acquire control of the target;
23   (c) has financing or financing commitments; (d)
24   furnishes an opinion, addressed to the target's
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1   shareholders, from a nationally recognized investment
2   banking firm that the price of its offer is fair; and
3   (e) agrees to bear half the costs of the special
4   meeting."  That's at Page 70 of the same article.
5                   Mr. Lipton proposed that to allow
6   sufficient time to consider the bidder's proposal and
7   to evaluate alternatives, but also to avoid undue
8   delay, the meeting should be held no fewer than 90 and
9   no more than 120 days after the bidder's request.

10                   Mr. Lipton proposed that if a majority
11   of the company's outstanding shares are voted in favor
12   of the bidder, the new pill would be redeemed and the
13   bidder could proceed with its offer so long as it was
14   at a cash price not less than the price voted on by
15   the shareholders.  In Mr. Lipton's words,
16   " . . . unaffected by the pill's provisions."  That's
17   at Page 70 through 71 of the article.
18                   Mr. Lipton justified his proposal as
19   follows:  "Thus, under conditions that assure that a
20   bidder is not abusing the tender offer process, the
21   second-generation pill allows the target's
22   shareholders to determine the fate of the company
23   after disclosure of all relevant information and with
24   sufficient time to consider and act on some such
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1   information."
2                   Thus, Mr. Lipton did not advocate
3   primacy for directors.  He advocated abolishing
4   abusive practices so that stockholders could decide,
5   decide on their own.
6                   Virtually all of the conditions
7   proposed by Mr. Lipton are met here.  Air Products
8   owns 2 percent of the outstanding shares rather than
9   1 percent, but that's hardly a material difference.

10   Air Products has not gotten a fairness opinion from an
11   investment bank because, in the current environment,
12   such an opinion would be of no utility.
13                   Interestingly, however, Airgas's
14   investment banker, Mr. Rensky, testified at trial that
15   his firm might be able to give a fairness opinion at
16   65.50.  So I think it's highly likely that an opinion
17   from a banker would be available at the $70 price, if
18   that were important.
19                   But the real big picture and important
20   thing is that Mr. Lipton acceded that under
21   appropriate conditions, as he himself laid out,
22   stockholders, not directors, stockholders, should be
23   determined to -- permitted to determine the fate of
24   the company.  After all, as Mr. Lipton implicitly
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1   recognized, they are the owners of the company.
2                   And Mr. Lipton was hardly alone in his
3   views.  A year after Mr. Lipton's article, Vice
4   Chancellor Allen decided two landmark cases:  Blasius
5   and Interco.  In Blasius, as Your Honor will recall,
6   the board sought to fill vacancies and thereby prevent
7   stockholders from electing new directors who might be
8   committed to a restructuring proposal that the
9   incumbent directors, in good faith, thought would be

10   harmful to the company.
11                   Chancellor Allen held that this was
12   not permissible.  He held that the issue was one of
13   authority between the fiduciary and the beneficiary;
14   in other words, "who, as between the principal and the
15   agent, has authority with respect to a matter of
16   internal corporate governance."  That's at Page 659
17   through 660 of the opinion.
18                   As Chancellor Allen held, in words
19   that are equally applicable to decisions to redeem or
20   not redeem a rights plan, "Judicial review of such
21   action involves a determination of the legal and
22   equitable obligations of an agent towards his
23   principal.  This is not, in my opinion, a question
24   that a Court may leave to the agent finally to decide
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1   so long as he does so honestly and competently; that
2   is, it may not be left to the agent's business
3   judgment."  That's at Page 660.
4                   As Chancellor Allen expressed it, "The
5   theory of our corporation law confers powers on
6   directors as the agents of the shareholders; [but] it
7   does not create Platonic masters."
8                   To go on with the quote:  "It may be
9   that the Blasius restructuring proposal was or is

10   unrealistic and would lead to injury to the
11   corporation and its shareholders if pursued.  Having
12   heard the evidence, I am inclined to think it was not
13   a sound proposal.
14                   "The board certainly viewed it that
15   way, and that view, held in good faith, entitled the
16   board to take certain steps to evade the risk it
17   perceived.  It could, for example, expend corporate
18   funds to inform shareholders and seek to bring them to
19   a similar point of view."
20                   I'm skipping some words.  "But there
21   is a vast difference between expending corporate funds
22   to inform the electorate and exercising power for the
23   primary purpose of foreclosing effective shareholder
24   action.  A majority of the shareholders, who were not
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1   dominated in any respect, could view the matter
2   differently than did the board."  654 Atlantic 2d at
3   662 through 663.
4                   As Vice Chancellor Strine
5   characterized in a subsequent article, "Directors are
6   not free to decide that stockholders have to be
7   protected from themselves."  And that's Vice
8   Chancellor Strine in "The Story of Blasius Industries:
9   Keeping the Electoral Path to Takeovers Clear."  Yet

10   that is exactly what Airgas is seeking to do here.
11                   Indeed, McCausland admitted that the
12   board's goal is to protect shareholders from
13   themselves.  And that's at Page 250 through 252 of the
14   recent trial.
15                   Now, in 1998, Chancellor Allen also
16   decided Interco.  There, he found that a poison pill
17   could not be left in place to deter a $74 per share
18   cash offer in favor of a recapitalization proposal
19   claimed to be worth $76 per share.
20                   Chancellor Allen's words are
21   instructive.  "Our corporation law exists, not as an
22   isolated body of rules and principles, but rather in a
23   historical setting and as a part of a larger body of
24   law premised upon shared values.  To acknowledge that
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1   directors may employ the recent innovation of 'poison
2   pills' to deprive shareholders of the ability
3   effectively to choose to accept a noncoercive offer,
4   after the board has had a reasonable opportunity to
5   explore or create alternatives, or attempt to
6   negotiate on the shareholders' behalf, would, it seems
7   to me, be so inconsistent with widely shared notions
8   of appropriate corporate governance as to threaten to
9   diminish the legitimacy and authority of our

10   corporation law."  That's 551 Atlantic 2d at 800.
11                   Now, more recently in 2002, Mr. Lipton
12   reiterated that where certain noncoercive conditions
13   are met, stockholders, not boards, should decide the
14   fate of a takeover.  In his article, "Pills, Polls,
15   and Professors Redux," published at 69 University of
16   Chicago Law Review, at 1037, Mr. Lipton reiterated
17   that the pill's arrival came, in his words, "As the
18   tide of junk-bond financed, bootstrap bids, sometimes
19   linked to two-tier, front-end-loaded tenders, rolled
20   on in, in the mid-1980s . . . "  That's at 1044.
21                   Mr. Lipton conceded, and again I
22   quote, "Delaware accepted neither the pleas of
23   corporate constituencies for continued application of
24   the deferential business judgment rule to takeover
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1   defense, nor endorsed the demands of corporate raiders
2   and academics who sought to outlaw takeover defenses.
3   Instead, Delaware chose a middle ground:  Takeover
4   defenses were permitted, but they were to be judged,
5   in common law fashion, under a fact-intensive,
6   case-by-case analysis in which the directors would
7   effectively bear the burden of showing not only their
8   good faith, but also the 'reasonableness' of their
9   chosen response."  That's at Page 1046.

10                   Mr. Lipton goes on to talk about the
11   circumstances which he believes would need to be met
12   to allow a stockholder referendum on employing a
13   poison pill in a takeover situation, " . . . in order
14   to protect the corporation and its shareholders from
15   abusive bids."
16                   According to Mr. Lipton, "First, there
17   would have to be assurance that the purpose of the bid
18   is to acquire the target rather than put it in play to
19   profit from a topping bid."  That condition is surely
20   met here for a strategic buyer.  We want the company.
21   We're not putting it in play.
22                   "Second, a bid could not be overly
23   conditional."  That condition, too, is met here.
24   There are no conditions other than stripping the
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1   defensive provisions and allowing the offer to
2   proceed.
3                   "Third," according to Mr. Lipton, "the
4   obviously necessary condition that the bidder obtain
5   regulatory approval . . . ."  Again, we've met that
6   one.
7                   Fourth, " . . . the bidder would be
8   required to furnish assurance that it has cash on hand
9   or a loan commitment from a major financial

10   institution that is not qualified by a material
11   adverse change condition that is different from the
12   material adverse change condition in the bid."  Again,
13   that requirement is met here.
14                   Now, Mr. Lipton went on to say, the
15   referendum regime was likely not realistic because,
16   again I quote, "Bidders and the banks that finance and
17   advise them will undoubtedly have trouble with these
18   projections for the target and its shareholders."
19   That's at Page 1064.
20                   Note, he did not say that stockholders
21   should never have a chance to vote or that there is
22   something fundamentally flawed in letting stockholders
23   ultimately decide their own fate.  Rather, he said
24   that no bidder would ever agree to the onerous types
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1   of protections that he thought would be necessary to
2   have a free choice.
3                   Well, Air Products is that bidder, and
4   we've met each of Mr. Lipton's own criteria.  Yet
5   we're now being told that stockholders should never,
6   never be permitted to decide whether to accept an
7   all-cash noncoercive premium offer.
8                   I think the concept of balance that
9   Delaware has tried to strike is perhaps best

10   exemplified in the debates around the passage of
11   Section 203.  The enactment of that statute was
12   extensive and controversial.  Arguments were made
13   about each element of the statute.
14                   Should there be a statute at all?  If
15   so, what outs should there be for stockholders?
16   Should the threshold at which the statute kicked in be
17   15 percent, 20 percent, some other amount?
18                   Should the percentage of shares
19   acquired to trigger the exception to the statute be
20   80 percent?  Should it be 85 percent?  Should it be
21   some other amount?  Should management shares be
22   counted in the 85 percent?  Should employee shares?
23   What about other parties?
24                   Should the prohibition on second-step
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1   transactions be 18 months or two years or five years
2   or something else?
3                   All of these issues and many others,
4   were debated in order to strike an appropriate
5   balance, which was designed to deter abusive tactics,
6   but to permit acquirers a fair opportunity to complete
7   a first-step tender offer even if the board did not
8   approve it.
9                   Now, recently, there's been

10   significant debate about whether, with the benefit of
11   hindsight, Delaware struck this balance appropriately.
12   Since no bidder has actually succeeded in acquiring
13   the 85 percent, there may be a good argument that the
14   threshold was set too high.  Regardless, though, the
15   point is that there was recognition at all times that
16   balance was required and there was an earnest good
17   faith attempt to achieve it.
18                   Yet the position on the pill espoused
19   by Airgas here is the acquirer can never complete a
20   first-step offer unless the board approves it, period.
21   In other words, according to the defendants, the
22   debate around Section 203 was all meaningless.
23                   In the event of a hostile offer, the
24   board not only has the right but the duty to adopt a
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1   poison pill and completely thwart the offer.
2   Stockholders' only recourse is to vote out the new
3   board -- to vote out the old board and install a new
4   board, which in the case of a staggered board,
5   requires the bidder to keep the offer open for at
6   least two election cycles.
7                   I submit if somebody had suggested at
8   the enactment of Section 203, that instead of the
9   lengthy statute that got enacted, the legislature

10   could simply pass a one-sentence statute saying, "No
11   tender offer or other acquisition of 15 percent or
12   more of the shares of the company may proceed unless
13   first approved by the board of directors of the
14   company," they would have been laughed out of the
15   arena or maybe thrown out of the arena.
16                   Obviously, any such provision would be
17   far too slanted in favor of management; yet that's
18   exactly, exactly what Airgas now proposes here.
19                   Mr. Lipton wanted the board in 1979 to
20   have the protection of the business judgment rule and
21   the sole authority to determine the fate of offers.
22   That's what he advocated for.  As we saw, he admitted
23   in subsequent articles that he didn't prevail in that.
24   Delaware Courts didn't adopt that.
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1                   They struck a balance.  They adopt
2   neither the proposals of the insurgents nor the
3   proposals of management.  Yet, over the years, we've
4   crept closer and closer and closer to the holy grail
5   of business judgment protection for managers to reject
6   takeover bids.  And this is the case in which they are
7   trying to finally, after all these years, get there.
8   I submit that this is completely out of step with the
9   history and the purposes of Delaware law.

10                   Now, Airgas asserts that the regime it
11   proposes will require acquirers to pay higher prices,
12   and that's a good thing for stockholders.  Well,
13   empirical studies show that classified boards reduce
14   firm value.
15                   The literature, as collected in the
16   interim report of the Committee on Capital Markets
17   Regulation, which is co-chaired by Glenn Hubbard,
18   Airgas's expert in that case, that paper, after
19   discussing the many studies which had been made,
20   flatly concludes, and I quote, as follows:
21   "Classified boards are associated, with statistical
22   significance, with lower firm valuation."  And that's
23   the report at Page 98.
24                   A recent paper by Lucian Bebchuk and
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1   others is particularly interesting.  What it did is it
2   measured the effect -- it collected a sample of
3   companies that have classified boards and meetings in
4   the latter half of the year, and it analyzed the
5   effect on stock prices of Your Honor's decision in the
6   bylaw case and the Supreme Court's decision reversing
7   that.  And what did it find?
8                   It found that when Your Honor ruled,
9   and it appeared that the tenure of classified boards

10   would be shorter, the stock prices of 2600 companies
11   in the sample went up in a statistically significant
12   manner.  When the Supreme Court ruled, the prices of
13   those same firms went down.  And there were certain
14   subgroups, and they weren't all statistically
15   significant, but most of them were.
16                   THE COURT:  The more interesting
17   question:  Is that generalizable to all cases?  Maybe
18   Professor Bebchuk and his group can study that.
19                   MR. NACHBAR:  That might be their next
20   study.
21                   The capital market report of
22   plaintiff's expert also notes that studies of the
23   effect of poison pills on shareholder value are mixed,
24   but they all suffer from a significant problem.
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1   Namely, all companies have what the report calls a
2   shadow pill, since a company can adopt a poison pill
3   at any time.
4                   I would add that there is another
5   problem with the prior studies on poison pills; that
6   is, that there has always been a wide belief in the
7   market that pills must be redeemed at some point.
8   None of the prior studies, I don't believe, reflect a
9   regime in which market participants believe that a

10   pill may stay in place forever and block all takeovers
11   that are not approved by a board of directors.  And I
12   think if that were adopted, my personal view, but I
13   haven't done a study, is that there would be a
14   negative effect on firm value.
15                   Mr. Hubbard's paper points out in
16   detail that the market for corporate control is of
17   central importance to the health of capital markets.
18   And without adequate shareholder rights to provide
19   accountability, shares will trade at a discount.
20                   And to quote from the report, "This
21   discount implies reduced valuations for firms that are
22   publicly traded and lower valuations than would
23   otherwise be the case for firms considering an
24   entrance into the public markets.  Firms, therefore,
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1   would have an incentive either not to enter the U.S.
2   public markets in the first place, or to exit them in
3   response to inadequate legal protection of shareholder
4   rights."  That's at Page 93.
5                   Professor Hubbard's committee
6   specifically concluded, "The combination of a poison
7   pill and a staggered board effectively prevents
8   hostile bids and thereby greatly impairs the market
9   for corporate control."  That's at Page 102.

10                   Therefore, the committee recommended
11   the classified boards of U.S. companies should be
12   required to obtain shareholder authorization prior to
13   adoption of a poison pill, unless the company is the
14   target of a takeover, in which event the board should
15   be required to obtain shareholder authorization within
16   three months of the poison pill's adoption, with
17   automatic redemption in the absence of shareholder
18   authorization.  That's at Page 102.
19                   Now, Delaware law shares the desire to
20   maximize shareholder and societal wealth.  As Vice
21   Chancellor Strine observed in the Pure Resources case,
22   and I quote, "Much of the judicial carpentry in the
23   corporate law occurs in this context, in which judges
24   must supplement the broadly enabling features of
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1   statutory corporation law with equitable principles
2   sufficient to protect against abuse and unfairness,
3   but not so rigid as to stifle useful transactions that
4   could increase the shareholder and societal wealth
5   generated by the corporate form."
6                   There is no doubt that non-abusive
7   takeovers increase shareholder and societal wealth and
8   should not be artificially stifled.
9                   Chris Young, former head of ISS,

10   shares this view.  In Exhibit 1001G, he's quoted as
11   supporting the proposition that shareholder wealth
12   would be maximized if there is a limit as to the time
13   that the board can utilize a poison pill to prevent
14   stockholders from considering a takeover bid.
15                   And stockholders themselves generally
16   share this view.  There is no doubt that there's been
17   a migration away from staggered boards, as Airgas's
18   own brief recognizes.  And there has been a decided
19   movement away from poison pills themselves.
20                   According to SharkRepellent.net, only
21   11 percent of Fortune 500 companies have a poison pill
22   in force currently, and only 23 percent of Delaware
23   companies in the SharkRepellent database have a poison
24   pill in force.
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1                   Stockholders have frequently taken
2   active steps to force management or pressure
3   management to eliminate such provisions.  Obviously,
4   stockholders disagree with the contention being made
5   in this case that such provisions enhance shareholder
6   value.
7                   And these aren't arbitrageurs.  These
8   are long-term institutional holders who have lobbied
9   and fought to get rid of these provisions.  They do

10   not believe that these provisions are in their
11   interests.
12                   A couple of concluding points.
13                   First, Airgas says that forcing
14   redemption of the pill will eviscerate takeover
15   defenses and be a blueprint for inexpensive,
16   on-the-cheap, takeovers of corporations.
17   Respectfully, this is nonsense.
18                   The facts of this case are unique.
19   There is a fully financed, structurally noncoercive
20   offer with regulatory approval of the type that
21   Mr. Lipton said in his papers would be -- would not be
22   attractive to offerors.  He said the problem with it
23   is that offerors would just be unwilling to make that
24   type of offer.  Well, we're the exception.  We made
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1   that type of offer.
2                   Second, the offerer has been willing
3   to keep its offer open for more than a year and to
4   expend the necessary resources to wage and prevail in
5   a proxy contest and to wage what has been an
6   extremely, extremely expensive litigation.
7                   There is no evidence that anyone else,
8   much less some flood of bidders, will be willing to
9   chart such an arduous course in the future.

10                   But most importantly, if Air Products
11   prevails in this litigation, if the pill and the other
12   defenses are invalidated, it doesn't get the keys to
13   the castle.  All it gets is the opportunity to present
14   its bid to the Airgas stockholders.  In other words,
15   it will be in the same position as bidders for the
16   89 percent of Fortune 500 companies that don't have
17   poison pills.
18                   A decision in Air Products' favor will
19   hardly signal Armageddon.  On the other hand, a
20   decision in Airgas's favor will essentially render
21   companies with poison pills and classified boards
22   takeover-proof.
23                   It is simply not feasible for a
24   company to keep an offer open for two election cycles
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1   and to win two proxy contests.  In fact, no bidder in
2   history has done this.  And Air Products, which is a
3   pretty motivated bidder, is not willing to do so, and
4   for good reason.  There is no evidence that anyone
5   else will either.
6                   As Vice Chancellor Strine recently
7   recognized in the Yucaipa case, keeping a pill in
8   place with a classified board after the insurgent has
9   won in one election cycle may well be preclusive.  I

10   think the evidence shows that it is preclusive.
11                   So companies with classified boards
12   and poison pills will become essentially, if not
13   absolutely, takeover-proof, with all the detriments to
14   shareholders and society that Professor Hubbard and
15   others have identified much more eloquently than I
16   can.
17                   I also want to explain why Paramount
18   v. Time is of little significance here.  First and
19   foremost, it was not a pill case.  What happened there
20   is that Time had been exploring a strategy of
21   fundamentally transforming itself by merging with an
22   entertainment company for several years before its
23   proposed combination with Warner.
24                   After the transaction was announced,
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1   but shortly before it was to be voted on by
2   stockholders, Paramount interceded to make a bid for
3   Time.  Paramount's bid could not be completed for many
4   months, until after it had obtained, among other
5   things, regulatory approval.  So even without a pill,
6   Paramount could not complete a tender offer for
7   several months or longer.
8                   What Paramount sought was that Time
9   abandon the one-time opportunity to pursue its

10   strategic merger with Warner in order that Paramount
11   might have the opportunity, if it obtained financing,
12   regulatory approval, and still wanted to proceed
13   several months hence, to acquire Time.
14                   The Court found on the facts that the
15   offer was a last-minute one, deliberately timed to
16   confuse, deliberately timed by a competitor to upset
17   and confuse stockholders.
18                   We've got nothing remotely equivalent
19   here.  The issue presented in Paramount was whether
20   Time had to abandon its long-time strategy in order to
21   allow Paramount the space to pursue its proposed
22   takeover of Time.  And it arose in suspicious
23   circumstances with a competitor perhaps seeking to
24   upset a business combination that it would find
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1   detrimental to it.
2                   Both the Court of Chancery and the
3   Supreme Court said that Time did not have to abandon
4   its long-time strategy.  They emphasized, however,
5   that the combined company, Time-Warner, would still be
6   subject to a hostile acquisition, and that if
7   Paramount wanted to buy or somebody else wanted to buy
8   the combined company, they could.
9                   The present situation is not at all

10   analogous.  Air Products is not saying, for example,
11   that Airgas should not proceed with its SAP
12   implementation or not undertake other elements of its
13   strategic plan because Air Products wants to pursue an
14   offer.  Instead, Air Products believes that Airgas
15   should pursue its strategic plan.  We haven't tried to
16   prevent them from doing that.
17                   At the end of the day, however,
18   shareholders of Airgas should have the right to decide
19   for themselves whether to sell their shares to Airgas.
20   That decision, however, will not impact Airgas's
21   ongoing execution of its strategic plan.
22                   Your Honor, the facts of this case
23   make it clear that the defensive measures have long
24   since served whatever legitimate purpose they may have
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1   once had.  The objective ascertainable market evidence
2   shows unequivocally that a shareholder could
3   reasonably want $70 now instead of betting on Airgas's
4   future value.  The directors themselves have conceded
5   as much.
6                   Defendants have provided no good
7   reason why the stockholders should bear the risk of a
8   decline in value any longer.  The Airgas board has had
9   over a year to consider Air Products' offer, to

10   explore the alternatives, to communicate with Airgas's
11   shareholders, and to insure that they get a full
12   opportunity to decide on Air Products' offer for
13   themselves and that they are able to do so on an
14   informed basis.  That's far longer than Delaware
15   Courts have ever previously sanctioned.
16                   Delaware law is clear, a target's
17   ability to use a poison pill or other defensive
18   measure to fend off a noncoercive offer is not
19   absolute; and this case shows why.  The evidence at
20   both trials demonstrates that the only purpose of the
21   Airgas defensive measures now is to prevent a fully
22   informed sophisticated shareholder base from
23   exercising a valid judgment that may be at odds with
24   the judgment of the Airgas board.
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1                   This is not a proportionate response
2   to the nonexistent or extremely mild threat posed by
3   the Air Products offer.  Airgas's continued use of the
4   defensive measures to block the offer fails to pass
5   muster under Unocal.
6                   Accordingly, we respectfully request
7   that the Court enter an order in the form that we have
8   submitted, rendering those defenses inapplicable to
9   the proposed Air Products transaction.

10                   Thank you, Your Honor.
11                   THE COURT:  Thank you, Mr. Nachbar.
12                   Rather than delay you any further, we
13   need to take a break to change out court reporters.
14   And if I have questions, I'm sure I'll be able to get
15   them to you after the break.  So we'll take a
16   10-minute recess.
17                   (A recess was taken.)
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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1    (The proceedings resumed at 1:20 a.m. as follows:)
2                   THE COURT:  Ms. Tikellis.
3                   MS. TIKELLIS:  Yes.  Thank you, Your
4   Honor.
5                   May it please the Court.  I'm faced
6   with an easy job and a difficult job at the same time.
7   Easy, because Mr. Nachbar has spent two hours on his
8   feet that hopefully I'm not going to be doing, and the
9   difficult part is trying to bring a little bit

10   different focus on a little different perspective so
11   that I don't put Your Honor and the rest of us to
12   sleep.  I probably won't take a lot of time, but --
13   but I have some points to make.
14                   And I want to focus first and
15   primarily on whether the Air Products offer
16   constitutes a threat, because I believe the analysis
17   can start and end there.  Mr. Nachbar has already
18   covered the fact that there is no record whatsoever
19   that the Airgas board ever considered, let alone
20   determined, that Air Products' offer constituted a
21   threat or a danger to the company or shareholders.
22                   The litigation-inspired rationale,
23   that Mr. Clancey's utterance, "... the Company [has]
24   to protect the pill," at utterance which was not
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1   explained, not discussed, or even understood by other
2   board members, provides no record of consideration or
3   determination as to whether or not the offer
4   constitutes a threat and shouldn't be afforded any
5   credence.  Likewise, the after-the-fact prisoner's
6   dilemma should be discredited.
7                   In analyzing whether or not the tender
8   offer is a threat, it is probably useful just to step
9   back a bit and identify what interest would be

10   threatened by the tender offer.  And this is an offer
11   priced at a premium to the current market, a premium
12   to the unaffected market price and also a premium to
13   what everybody in this room believes the stock is
14   going to trade if there's no offer.
15                   With respect to the facts material to
16   the determination of whether there's a threat, we know
17   the following.  I don't think there's a dispute.  The
18   Airgas board has a year to disseminate its view of
19   value and recommendation against the tender offer.  So
20   there's no legitimate concern that shareholders are
21   misinformed or underinformed.  Even as to the other
22   litigation-inspired rationale, the board knows more
23   about the company and its prospects than the
24   stockholders.  That knowledge has been imparted
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1   through the board's recommendation and statements
2   regarding the offer and statements regarding the value
3   of their guess.  And there's nothing special about
4   Airgas' business that needs to be protected.  No
5   threat to corporate policy has been identified, and
6   Mr. McCausland told Your Honor in response to your
7   question that any uniqueness of the company likely
8   goes to value.  And there's no oil well or other
9   hidden asset of that nature that stockholders don't

10   know about.
11                   Even though Mr. McCausland maintains
12   regular contacts within the industry and he told Your
13   Honor two weeks ago that he has from time to time had
14   discussions with bidders, no superior bidder has
15   emerged and there is no alternate bidder that may be
16   jeopardized or thwarted.
17                   And there's no LBO in the works, at
18   least for now, because even at the $70 price, let
19   alone a higher price, an LBO isn't feasible or, in
20   Mr. DeNunzio's words, "it would be a stretch."  And we
21   know that Mr. McCausland explored an MBO as an
22   alternative to the Air Products offer.  And those with
23   whom he met targeted prices necessary to achieve the
24   type of returns they wanted, but the current market
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1   conditions did not permit private equity to compete
2   even at $70.
3                   A recapitalization has been considered
4   and has been rejected, and a special dividend has been
5   considered and rejected because it wouldn't change the
6   stockholder composition of the company; that is,
7   Mr. McCausland couldn't eliminate the arbs.
8                   And very importantly, Mr. McCausland
9   and all the other representatives have testified that

10   Air Products will without doubt obtain a majority of
11   the shares in its $70 offer if Your Honor pulls the
12   pill.
13                   So what interest does that leave for
14   the board to protect from the threat?  And the answer
15   is precisely framed by the following exchange between
16   Your Honor and Mr. McCausland on pages 301 through 303
17   at the supplemental hearing.  And Your Honor said,
18   "Now, the other half of this or the other part of it
19   is, you've described your job and the job of your
20   fellow directors to protect the interests of the
21   stockholders.  And what you're protecting them from,
22   as I understand it, is the risks that you described
23   earlier that a majority of them will tender into the
24   offer; that if I were to [pull] the pill redeemed or
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1   pulled, you're certain that 51 percent or more will
2   accept the $70.
3                   "But you described that group as
4   largely arbitrageurs who aren't interested in the
5   fundamentals of your company.  They're interested in
6   whether or not the offer is higher than what they
7   [get] paid ... and then they'd get out quickly ....
8                   "So by definition, there wouldn't be
9   any injury to them.  But I think the injury you're

10   describing would be to the minority, the minority
11   stockholders who, in theory, are better informed or
12   more intelligent, maybe, who have been sold down the
13   river by a bamboozled majority, so to speak.  Because
14   now the minority is hanging out there, potentially
15   going to get $8 a share less than what the company is
16   worth.
17                   "So that's the injury that you're
18   describing for me that you and your fellow board
19   members are trying to avert for the minority?"
20                   Mr. McCausland:  "I think that pretty
21   much sums it up."
22                   So the interest of the board is
23   protected.  It's identified for the Court, is this
24   potential nontendering minority who will get $8 less
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1   than what the company is worth, according to the
2   board.
3                   So with that group now identified and
4   isolated, if we turn to the question asked by Unocal,
5   does the tender offer pose a threat to that interest.
6   And I submit the answer's no.  The interest identified
7   here is not a majority interest that might mistakenly
8   tender, as was potentially feared by Chancellor Allen
9   in Interco.  And, in fact, the interest identified

10   here is an interest immune to the threat by the tender
11   offer.  In Interco, at the end stage of that contest,
12   just as we have here, Chancellor Allen framed the
13   question of what constituted the threat.  "Wasserstein
14   Perella may be correct in the respective valuations of
15   the offer and the restructuring, but a majority -- a
16   majority -- of the Interco shareholders may not accept
17   that fact and may be injured as a consequence."
18                   In Interco, the Court found because of
19   the potential majority harm, there was a threat,
20   albeit a modest one.  Here, the majority of Airgas
21   shareholders, according to the board, Mr. McCausland,
22   will tender and that majority tender will not be
23   harmed.
24                   More importantly, this group, this
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1   nontendering minority, it is an interest that is
2   immune.  On the front end, the tender offer's
3   voluntary.  Nobody has to accept the shares.  On the
4   back end, Air Products has stated in court that it
5   intends to get a hundred percent ownership and will
6   affect the cash merger at $70 cash per share.  That
7   means that Air Products, as majority stockholder, is
8   going to be subject to entire fairness, corresponding
9   prejudgment interest in that proceeding, which also

10   addresses any concern of time value of money.  There's
11   the right of appraisal.  Notably, not one defendant
12   has challenged the benefit of the appraisal remedy in
13   this court.  In fact, Mr. McCausland concedes that if
14   the company's bankers are right, he and the other
15   shareholders stand to reap $78 or more in an appraisal
16   proceeding.
17                   In their brief, the Airgas defendants
18   tell this Court that majority shareholders' fiduciary
19   obligations are cold comfort to shareholders left in a
20   majority -- in a minority position.  That implied
21   cynicism is undermined, but in many cases this Court
22   has decided in favor of minority shareholders.  I
23   don't think they're serious when they say that, by the
24   way.  It is the interest that the board has
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1   identified -- the interest that the board has
2   identified can't be harmed.  So how can the tender
3   offer constitute a threat, Your Honor?  Indeed, if the
4   General Assembly had believed that a tender offer
5   could pose a threat in this way, it would have
6   required boards to approve tender offers in the same
7   manner as provided for in the Del. Code Section 251.
8                   So for those reasons the shareholder
9   plaintiffs believe Your Honor really could begin with

10   that analysis and end whether or not there is a
11   legal -- legally-cognizable threat.  And I submit the
12   answer to that question is decidedly no.
13                   You look like I'm about ready to let
14   you off the hook because I said 23 could start with
15   that inquiry and we could end with the inquiry.  But
16   I -- I can't take any chances, so I'm just going to go
17   to the next part of Unocal and then I'll wrap up.
18                   If Your Honor does believe there's a
19   threat, the second test of Unocal squarely supports
20   the relief requested by the shareholder plaintiffs.
21   Again, Mr. Nachbar has covered in detail the fact that
22   there is no record whatsoever of the Airgas board
23   discussing whether it should keep the pill, whether it
24   had an obligation to do so, and whether maintenance of
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1   the pill was reasonable.  Again, defendants invoke the
2   Clancey key utterance, "... the Company [has] to
3   protect the pill."  And that utterance does not and
4   should not serve to create a record, for all the
5   reasons I've already stated.  Likewise, the
6   after-the-fact and newly-turned testimony that it was
7   at the top of everybody's mind, it was implicit in all
8   discussions is not credible and should not be afforded
9   any weight.

10                   So I'll highlight the uncontested
11   material facts supporting the finding that maintenance
12   of the pill is not reasonable in these circumstances
13   to any threat that would be posed.  And those facts
14   are:  Whether Airgas can achieve its five-year plan
15   and whether Airgas stock will trade at or above $70
16   per share by March of next year is a debatable
17   proposition and contingent on various factors
18   Mr. Nachbar has reviewed in detail with Your Honor.
19   No one can guarantee the success of the plan or
20   whether or not the economy is going to recover in
21   sufficient time to aid those goals and those
22   assumptions.
23                   Public stockholders of Airgas have
24   different investment preferences, different
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1   expectations about likely future economic events.
2   Public stockholders have all the information they
3   need.  The Air Products offer has been publicly
4   outstanding for over a year, with prices beginning at
5   60 and now ending in what they have called their best
6   and final $70 per share.  And as Mr. McCausland has
7   acknowledged, a reasonable stockholder could prefer
8   $70 cash now rather than going to see what's going to
9   happen in March of 2012.

10                   Air Products' offer is not your
11   classic coercive, two-tiered offer.  It's all shares
12   cash.  And Air Products has testified it will proceed
13   as promptly as it can with the merger at the same
14   price.
15                   The pill has conferred -- I know
16   Mr. Nachbar says 14 months.  I'm going to say almost
17   17 months, because if you go back to September of 2009
18   when Mr. McGlade first approached Mr. McCausland, I
19   think it's fair to say the company was in somewhat of
20   a defensive mode.  So I'm going to say the pill has
21   conferred almost 17 months.  And that's taking into
22   account that defensive period of time on the board to
23   consider the offer, stated to use loud and clear, and
24   to seek and arrange for alternatives.
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1                   And I've already talked about the
2   various alternatives that have been explored by the
3   board, but I want to emphasize again that one
4   alternative explored was a renewed interest in an MBO.
5   The first interest, as Your Honor knows, was back in
6   2007, 2008; but that failed because of the financial
7   crisis.  And as Mr. McCausland told Your Honor just
8   two weeks ago, he explored this option again at the --
9   the board apparently encouraged him to do that, that

10   private equity could not compete with the Air Products
11   offer.  So that's not an available alternative, not
12   now.
13                   Finally, the tender offer is priced at
14   a premium to the current, to the unaffected market
15   price and to the price that everybody believes it will
16   trade at without Air Products' offer.
17                   So this contest for control has
18   spanned over a time beyond any reported contest I'm
19   aware of at least.  Maybe Your Honor knows of one or
20   maybe there's another one out there, but it's
21   certainly one of the longest.  While the length of
22   process is important, it's not the only factor to be
23   considered.  Contrary to defendants' and Mr. Harkins'
24   pitch that, "Well, we'll just hang out for awhile and
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1   that's going to be the strategy de jure going forward
2   for hostile bidders," the reality is not many
3   companies can stay that course, keep financing in
4   place like Air Products has, forego other
5   opportunities like Air Products has, and offer a
6   premium, a premium offer without any challenge by any
7   alternative over this length of time.  This is not
8   Unitrin.  This case is the end stage.
9                   We can all agree that negotiating

10   leverage is what the pill confers on a board.  And
11   that's -- can be a very good thing.  And in
12   representing stockholders, I've encouraged the use of
13   the pill time and time again.  And, indeed, Airgas
14   acknowledges and concedes the case that the continued
15   utility is necessary to the ability to maintain the
16   pill.  And on page 34 of their brief -- and it
17   continues on for four pages -- Airgas tries, as it
18   might, to make the case that Air Products' offer is
19   really not its best and final and because it's not its
20   best and final, the pill still has a purpose.  It's a
21   negotiating tool.  And they make that argument,
22   notwithstanding that Mr. Nachbar repeated again today
23   that Air Products has told the public and has
24   testified in this Court it's its best and final offer.
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1   And Mr. McGlade said that management does not intend
2   to recommend a higher price to the Air Products board.
3                   In fact, for purposes of the
4   supplemental trial in the issuance of an opinion, Your
5   Honor asked what price should be placed in the trial.
6   And they gave Your Honor their best and final.
7                   Mr. McCausland told this Court at
8   trial two weeks ago he has no intention of doing
9   anything further in response to Air Products' offer.

10   And he's thereby admitted whatever negotiating
11   leverage of the pill, it's not going to be further
12   utilized to increase Air Products' offer.
13                   So the notion that the pill serves
14   that purpose is yet another litigation-inspired
15   assertion to justify maintenance of the pill at the
16   end stage.
17                   I've mentioned a couple of times,
18   maybe more than a couple of times, the two attempts by
19   Mr. McCausland in an MBO, and the first one being in
20   2007 and the other one most recently in the fall of
21   2010.  And Your Honor will recall that you asked
22   Mr. McCausland at trial: "... given how confident ...
23   you are about the future of Airgas, you haven't
24   considered [an MBO]?"
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1                   And Mr. McCausland reviewed for the
2   Court his failed attempt in 2007 and further explained
3   he could not muster at this time an MBO at 70 or even
4   a little higher, although he had specifically explored
5   that as an alternative to Air Products' offer.
6                   Just as the Court explored this issue
7   with Mr. McCausland at trial, I think Your Honor can
8   properly consider in deciding whether or not to pull
9   the pill, Mr. McCausland's MBO attempt in 2007, but

10   more importantly, the recent one to Air Products'
11   offer.  And Your Honor can also consider his testimony
12   in response to this Court that in the current market
13   environment, private equity cannot compete with Air
14   Products and, indeed, it would be a stretch to effect
15   an MBO at 70.
16                   These attempts by Mr. McCausland,
17   presumably other management can be considered by the
18   Court in a couple ways.  First, the Court can fairly
19   infer from his testimony that if private equity could
20   deliver an MBO at 70, maybe a little higher, that
21   transaction would have surfaced as an alternative to
22   Air Products' offer.  So would an MBO at 70 or maybe a
23   little higher be adequate?  Is a third-party deal at
24   70 inadequate?  Defendants will tell Your Honor "Well,
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1   in a third-party deal we're talking about synergies,
2   we have to account for synergies and a third-party
3   deal commands a higher price."  But that's really a
4   red herring.  The fact that the board thinks Air
5   Products shouldn't pay more in a deal than private
6   equity is really a buyer's issue, not a stockholder's
7   issue.  If we had Mr. McCausland here and Air Products
8   here 70 to 70 to the stockholders, it's just a red
9   herring for that analysis.

10                   Does Mr. McCausland believe that it
11   would be fair for him to reap the value of the company
12   by paying the stockholders 70 but not fair to allow
13   the stockholders the choice of accepting or not
14   accepting the Air Products offer of $70 cash per
15   share?
16                   I think the Court can ask this
17   question and take it into account:  Is it that $70 is
18   unfair or inadequate or is the issue that $70 is
19   unfair or inadequate depending on who the buyer is?
20   The Court can also consider the attempted MBO in 2007
21   and also the fall of 2010 in deciding so what -- what
22   purpose does the pill serve now.  The board has had
23   since September 2009 when Mr. McGlade first approached
24   Mr. McCausland about a transaction to explore
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1   alternatives and it's not delivered one.
2   Mr. McCausland has told Your Honor about those failed
3   efforts.  The only purpose now to be served by leaving
4   the pill in place indefinitely is to allow the company
5   to execute its plan and to allow more time for
6   Mr. McCausland, management, and private equity to find
7   financing to accomplish the twice sought-after goal,
8   an MBA -- an MBO.  But the purpose of the pill is not
9   to protect some potential future alternative, and the

10   purpose of the pill is certainly not to preserve some
11   potential future opportunity for management.
12                   So we have no alternative; but the
13   board has pointed the shareholders to this self-help
14   measure, the ballot box and "Airgas, there's your
15   alternative.  Go get it."  And defendants say the pill
16   is not preclusive and the shareholders can oust the
17   board and replace it with a new board and that board
18   will pull the pill.  But there is no evidence that a
19   shareholder vote at a special election provides a
20   viable route for the tender offer's success.
21                   We had a day and a half testimony by
22   experts.  I remember it well.  And the experts did
23   agree on one thing.  Neither has seen an insurgent
24   obtain two-thirds of the outstanding shares in a
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1   contested-control election.  That is the most chilling
2   and stark testimony regarding the viability of the
3   shareholder vote as an alternative.  The proxy experts
4   who testified could not predict whether $70 a
5   shareholder vote to remove the board could succeed.
6   Mr. Morrow testified that, in his opinion, it would
7   not be possible for Air Products to succeed in getting
8   67 percent of the vote to remove the current board.
9   And Mr. Harkins testified well, it might be possible,

10   but he couldn't tell us what he meant by "sufficiently
11   appealing platform."
12                   Further undermining the claimed
13   alternative, Mr. Harkins, the Airgas expert, conceded
14   that ISS has never supported a hostile bidder's
15   proposed majority stake in a director election.  And
16   in addition, history in this case demonstrates that
17   that ballot box alternative is based on the faulty
18   premise that the new people, the newly-installed
19   directors will take a different position on the pill.
20   Mr. Harkins characterized that as absurd, and both he
21   and Mr. McCausland testified any board would be in
22   breach of their duties to pull the pill.
23                   So there's no guarantee that new
24   directors will take any different position with
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1   respect to the pill without Your Honor's intervention.
2   And, in fact, the election of Mr. Clancey, Mr. Miller,
3   and Mr. Lumpkins suggests the contrary assumption is
4   the correct one.  Defendants' sole policy argument is
5   that if Your Honor pulls the pill, hostile bidders
6   will understand that you can start with a lowball
7   offer; hang around long enough as long as Air Products
8   has, whether it's 14 months by Mr. Nachbar's math or
9   17 months by mine; make some minor increases, just

10   enough to draw in those arbs; and then claim to have
11   the best and final offer, the Court will pull the
12   pill.  And, further, defendants say -- and the
13   teachings and all of this will be "Target companies,
14   communicate your view, your recommendation.  Give all
15   these shareholders the information, and then you'll
16   have everything you need."  And that's just a formula
17   for success for the hostile bidder.  And defendants
18   say that's not the law.  But in a sense it is the law,
19   because at some point shareholders get to decide.
20                   A year has passed since Air Products'
21   public offer, providing ample time for exploration.
22   There is no threat to corporate policy.  There has
23   been an overload of information.  There is no
24   alternative.  This bidder comes with full financing,
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1   has the ability to close the deal, and offers a
2   premium.  Absent unusual facts, the cases provide at
3   some point shareholders get to decide.  Each case is
4   fact specific.  In Interco, the time to pull the pill
5   came after a four-month public offer with some
6   defensive time in front of that.  In Pillsbury, the
7   time to pull the pill was after two and a half months
8   with some few months ahead of that.  If defendants
9   have their way, that all tender offers are inherently

10   coercive and should be deterred and the board's job is
11   to accept or block, not just simply to do its job,
12   make an investigation, and recommend to tender or not,
13   no hostile offer is ever going to be able to succeed.
14   Recall that this board, as articulated by Mr. Miller,
15   Mr. McCausland, believes the pill should remain in
16   place, period, and that the shareholders' only
17   recourse is to replace the board.  Defendants argue
18   for no balancing of the equities and fail to recognize
19   when the pill's useful life is exhausted, the time has
20   come to redeem it.
21                   So what we have here -- and I agree
22   with Mr. Nachbar -- we've got a struggle over the
23   allocation of power within the corporation.  And what
24   we have here is an overreach by a board in its role in
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1   the context of a tender offer.
2                   The shareholder plaintiffs are
3   specifically requesting relief to neutralize Section
4   203 and Article 6 of the charter and redemption of the
5   pill without delay.  Previously we had requested a
6   30-day window of time.  But given the testimony at the
7   supplemental hearing regarding the failed attempt to
8   deliver any alternative now and, further, given the
9   testimony by Mr. McCausland, Mr. Clancey, and others

10   that the best alternative now is to execute its
11   five-year plan, the 30-day window is not going to
12   provide any benefit to the stockholders.  Any delay at
13   this point, given the exhaustion of alternatives
14   available and the stated position of the board, is not
15   going to provide any prospect for an incremental
16   benefit for the public stockholders.
17                   So at this stage of the contest, the
18   only purpose of the pill is to protect the company as
19   a stand-alone and to possibly borrow some time for
20   Mr. McCausland and others to take the company private.
21   The pill at this stage precludes the stockholders from
22   choosing between $70 cash now or staying that course.
23                   And just as Delaware case law teaches,
24   that the pill can be a powerful negotiating tool, our
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1   cases also teach that in the setting of a noncoercive
2   offer, absent some unusual fact, there comes a time
3   when the board's duty will require it to redeem the
4   pill and permit that choice.  And I submit there are
5   no unusual facts present here and the time for
6   shareholder choice is now.
7                   Thank you, Your Honor.
8                   THE COURT:  Thank you, Ms. Tikellis.
9   I appreciate that.

10                   MR. WOLINSKY:  I'll put the mike on,
11   Your Honor.
12                   Your Honor, may I start?
13                   THE COURT:  Yes.
14                   MR. WOLINSKY:  Okay.  Your Honor, on
15   behalf of my clients I want to thank the Court for
16   devoting this much time and energy into a case that's
17   so important for the future of this company, its
18   14,000-plus employees, and its shareholders.
19                   But with all that's been said and --
20   said and done and all the testimony, all the briefing
21   and the briefing and the briefing, I hope the Court
22   won't take offense if I say that at this point, in
23   light of the established precedents, in light of the
24   evidence that's come out over the course of two
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1   trials, this has become an easy case.  Why do I say
2   that?  It boils down to three reasons.  First, the
3   law.  And we didn't hear a lot of it from the other
4   side this morning.  Not a lot of Supreme Court law.
5                   Is there any doubt on what Delaware
6   law expects of a board of directors faced with a
7   takeover?  Unitrin.  Directors have a duty to oppose
8   an inadequate offer.  "The Unitrin Board had the power
9   and duty, upon reasonable investigation, to protect

10   Unitrin's shareholders from what it perceived to be
11   the threat from American General's inadequate all-cash
12   for all-shares Offer."
13                   Unocal:  "Thus, we are satisfied that
14   in the broad context of corporate governance,
15   including issues of fundamental corporate change,"
16   like we have here, "a board of directors is not a
17   passive instrumentality."  A board is not obliged to
18   sit back.  A board is not obliged merely just to
19   educate and sit back and let the market have its will.
20                   Omnicare, a case we haven't talked
21   about in this case, the directors have an unremitting
22   duty to the company's shareholders.
23                   And another case that we haven't
24   talked about, Quickturn.  "In discharging the
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1   statutory mandate of Section 141(a), the directors
2   have a fiduciary duty to the corporation and its
3   shareholders.  This unremitting obligation extends
4   equally to board conduct in a contest for corporate
5   control."
6                   The board's obligation to protect the
7   corporation and its shareholders doesn't have a time
8   limit.  It doesn't expire.  It doesn't change because
9   the shareholders are sophisticated or unsophisticated.

10   It doesn't depend upon the amount of information that
11   shareholders have been given, for good or bad reasons,
12   either in response to a proxy contest where you're
13   forced to respond to what you believe to be
14   misinformation from the other side, or routine SEC
15   filings or -- or other things.  A board's obligation
16   is unremitting.
17                   And one more thing.  Paramount:  It is
18   not nondelegable.  "The fiduciary duty to manage a
19   corporate enterprise includes the selection of a time
20   frame for achievement of corporate goals.  That duty
21   may not be delegated to the stockholders."
22                   The board is not permitted to hand the
23   decision to the shareholders.  Supreme Court
24   precedent.  That issue was settled 25 years ago.  It
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1   was -- it is at the heart of Section 141(a).  At page
2   4 of Air Products' brief the claim is made that the
3   pill can only be used to give the board "breathing
4   room to communicate with stockholders and to develop
5   alternative" -- "alternatives to a tender offer."  And
6   at page 7 of the shareholder plaintiffs' brief they
7   make a variation of the same argument, that because --
8   and Ms. Tikellis made it this morning -- that because
9   a reasonable Airgas shareholder could prefer the $70

10   offer to the company's business plan, the board is
11   breaching its fiduciary duties by continuing to resist
12   the offer.
13                   But Your Honor, there is no case law
14   cited for those claims.  There's no case that says
15   that a company can only use a pill to buy time.
16   There's no case that says if the shareholders could
17   come to a different conclusion than the board, then
18   the board's decision should be overruled.  And that's
19   what we're talking about, overruled by a court.  The
20   cases say the exact opposite -- in fact, the cases say
21   a board can take action to defeat an offer, downright
22   kill it, if that's what the board decides.
23                   The only reason why time is an issue
24   in this case is because Airgas has a staggered board,
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1   something that Delaware law specifically authorizes,
2   because Air Products has never made a fair offer to
3   the board and because the board has done so little in
4   response to the offer.  Most companies with -- with
5   annual -- with a nonstaggered board, faced with that
6   annual meeting, are forced, oftentimes not in the
7   shareholders' best long-term interests, to seek an
8   alternative transaction; but the corporate governance
9   scheme that Airgas has permits the board to look for

10   the long term and conclude the best way to deliver
11   shareholder value to these -- to our shareholder base
12   is to execute the -- the business plan.  The only
13   thing the Airgas board has done is use the pill to
14   protect the company's business plan.
15                   The argument that the plaintiffs are
16   making that a board cannot stand in the way of an
17   offer that a majority of the shareholders may want to
18   accept was specifically rejected in Paramount, a case
19   that we heard very little about this morning.  This
20   was the plaintiffs' argument:  "Paramount," the raider
21   -- Paramount argues that, assuming its tender offer
22   posed a threat, Time's response was unreasonable in
23   precluding Time's shareholders from accepting the
24   tender offer or receiving a control premium in the
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1   immediately foreseeable future.  Once again, the
2   contention stems ... from a fundamental
3   misunderstanding of where the power of corporate
4   governance lies."
5                   The Supreme Court said in the
6   strongest possible terms that the board does not have
7   to abandon the corporation's business plan so that the
8   shareholders who want to get out can make a quick
9   profit.  "Directors are not obliged to abandon a

10   deliberately conceived corporate plan for a short-term
11   shareholder profit unless there is clearly" -- this is
12   the punch line -- "no basis to sustain the corporate
13   strategy."  No basis.  You heard today that Paramount
14   is irrelevant.  Paramount cited Your Honor's decision
15   in Unitrin.  It's been cited in pill cases all over.
16   And Paramount uses this very strong language, "unless
17   there is clearly no basis to sustain the corporate
18   strategy."
19                   Do plaintiffs even make this claim?
20   Have plaintiffs even tried to meet this standard?  Of
21   course not.  The evidence is overwhelming. Airgas has
22   a 22-year history of EBITDA growth.  This is an
23   extraordinarily well-managed company, with a long
24   history of delivering outstanding results.  It has a
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1   well thought-out business plan.  Mr. DeNunzio said the
2   plan is "highly credible," that it's well thought out.
3   And you heard the garbage in, garbage out testimony.
4   The full garbage in, garbage out testimony was this:
5                   "Question:  Well, but the point is if
6   the macroeconomic assumptions are wrong that
7   plaintiffs raise, it's garbage in, garbage out;
8   right?"  And then Mr. DeNunzio starts "That's right."
9   But then he continued.  "But a lot of companies don't

10   go to the depth of analysis that Airgas does, and they
11   pull numbers that are coming really from highly
12   judgmental assessments by those in management.  A
13   tremendous amount without any quantity" -- "kind of
14   quantitative backup.  Here, you had a tremendous
15   amount of quantitative backup with the plan.  So you
16   could decide the quantitative backup is not very
17   useful but it's grounded in rigorous analysis.  And
18   what we told the board is we found that impressive."
19                   The fact that this company has a
20   rigorous planning process is not -- is not a reason --
21   is not a deficiency; it's a reason to give credit to
22   the plan.  Mr. DeNunzio said that the plan was
23   prepared in a manner consistent with prior plans.  It
24   was not cooked up to justify opposition to this bid.
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1   And the evidence on that is overwhelming.
2                   John Clancey -- John Clancey is the
3   former chairman of Maersk, a company that you heard
4   has gross sales of $65 billion, worldwide operations,
5   multibillion-dollar capital plan.  And he said the
6   plan was too conservative.
7                   Professor Hubbard, the former chairman
8   of the Presidents Council of Economic Advisors,
9   testified that the macroeconomic assumptions are

10   reasonable.  Now, I love Dan Fischel.  He was my
11   law -- he was my classmate.  He was two years ahead of
12   me.  He was my dean.  Dan's testimony does not stand
13   up to Professor Hubbard's.
14                   DeNunzio said that the fact that the
15   five-year plan used historical regressions made it
16   more credible, not less credible.  Mr. DeNunzio said
17   the same thing the Airgas witnesses said, the company
18   has a history of meeting -- of meeting or beating its
19   projections.  Just look at last calendar year.  In
20   November 2009 the board sat down and looked -- looked
21   forward, what is 2010 going to look like?  And on a
22   calendarized basis, the projection for 2010 was
23   $737 million and here we are, just after the end of
24   the calendar year, came in at came in at 734.
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1                   Air Products says in its brief that
2   the whole financial inadequacy argument is built on a
3   house of cards.  That's what they said.  Your Honor,
4   this is not a house of cards.  This is a well
5   thought-out, highly credible, conservative --
6   conservative and achievable business plan.
7                   And one last thing on this point.
8   Mr. Davis, their lead director, could not have been
9   more forthright when Your Honor asked him the

10   question:  What would you do if the shoe were on the
11   other foot?  "... if an offer was made for Air
12   Products that you considered to be unfair to the
13   stockholders of Air Products, what would you consider
14   your duty to be to do?
15                   "Answer:    Fiduciary duty would be to
16   hold out for the proper price."
17                   "Question:  And to use every legal
18   mechanism available to you to do that.
19                   "Answer:    Yes, sir."
20                   Can anyone disagree with Mr. Davis'
21   testimony?  Isn't that what Delaware law expects
22   directors to do?  He said, "If I was in the same
23   position as an Airgas director, I would do what they
24   are doing."
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1                   Your Honor, if a director has a duty
2   to oppose an inadequate offer and, in a Revlon mode,
3   has a duty to get the best price, how can it be a
4   breach of fiduciary duty to maintain the company's
5   defenses in the face of an inadequate offer?
6                   Your Honor, that's the first thing
7   that makes this case easy.
8                   The second thing is this, the three
9   new directors.  And you touched on it.  Airgas has

10   three new directors, three people selected by Air
11   Products.  And what did Air Products have to say about
12   these gentlemen?  "We believe ... [they're] highly
13   qualified ...."  We believe [that if you elect them,
14   it] ... will establish an Airgas Board is more likely
15   to act in your ... interests."  "... we believe they
16   will consider without any bias our Offer ...."  "...
17   we believe they will be willing to be outspoken in the
18   [courtroom] ...."  "... elect our nominees ..."
19                   Well, everything they said turned out
20   to be true.  The three new directors were independent.
21   They did consider the offer without bias.  They were
22   outspoken.  And when they felt they weren't being
23   heard, they hired Skadden Arps to make sure that they
24   were heard.  They pushed to see if there was a deal
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1   that could be done, and it turned out the parties were
2   too far apart on price to get a deal done -- and I'm
3   going to come back to this -- and they pushed the
4   board to hire a third investment banker.
5                   Credit Suisse was the consensus
6   choice.  Everyone on the board was happy with that.
7   Credit Suisse's conclusion, $70 was inadequate.  In
8   Mr. DeNunzio words, "We told them we didn't think it
9   was a close call."  And at the end of the day, the

10   board came together and agreed 70 was clearly
11   inadequate, the company is worth at least $78 per
12   share at this time.
13                   And they said "at this time" for a
14   reason.  Not because the Airgas board keeps moving the
15   goalposts, not because of Mr. Nachbar's suggestion
16   that the company's massaging the numbers every quarter
17   to make the offer look worse.  Because the company is
18   becoming more valuable every quarter, every month.
19                   And Mr. Clancey, one of Air Products'
20   nominees, is the one who said this at the December 21
21   annual meeting:  "... [we have] to protect the pill."
22                   I'm going to discuss this more later,
23   but the fact that the three new directors agreed with
24   the incumbent directors makes this an easy case.  Look
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1   at what Mr. Davis had to say.  "... you don't contend
2   that the three Air Products' nominees on the Airgas
3   board have breached their fiduciary duties to the
4   Airgas shareholders; correct?
5                   "Answer:    I don't believe they
6   breached their duties, no."
7                   And then we went one step further.
8   "You're not aware of any facts that lead you to
9   believe that the other Airgas directors on the Airgas

10   board have breached their fiduciary duties to the
11   Airgas shareholders; correct?
12                   "Answer:    Not based on any facts I'm
13   aware of."
14                   This all goes to the very core of what
15   the Unocal standard of review is about.  And, Your
16   Honor, I think you captured it best in your decision
17   in Unitrin.  I'm going to take -- I'm going to take a
18   risk here and hope you still believe your decision
19   was -- is -- is good law and still insightful, because
20   I think it is.
21                   THE COURT:  I thought you were going
22   to rely on Supreme Court law.
23                   (Laughter)
24                   MR. WOLINSKY:  Sometimes in this Court
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1   you rely on the highest Court.
2                   (Laughter)
3                   MR. WOLINSKY:  "The Unocal" -- and
4   this is really what Unocal is about.  "The Unocal test
5   allows the Court to consider whether the board is
6   acting to protect its own interest in maintaining
7   control of the corporation, but the board, not the
8   stockholders or the Court, is charged with running the
9   corporation, and the Court cannot use heightened

10   review to second guess a business decision of the
11   board."
12                   And, Your Honor, what is at the heart
13   of Unocal is, Unocal is not a standard of conduct; it
14   is a standard of review.  It is a test designed to
15   evaluate whether a board, faced with a takeover, a
16   board acting in a situation where there is an
17   omnipresent specter of self-interest, is acting to
18   protect its own interest in maintaining control of the
19   company.  There's a subjective and objective element,
20   but, still, this is what you're trying to ferret out.
21                   Under the first prong, the initial
22   burden of establishing good faith and reasonable
23   investigation is shifted to the directors.  They have
24   a burden because of the omnipresent specter of
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1   self-interest.  If the board doesn't satisfy its
2   burden, then, in essence, what the Court is presuming
3   is that the board violated its duty of care.
4                   And under the second prong, again,
5   because of the omnipresence of self-interest, if the
6   board's actions are outside the range of
7   reasonableness, the Court, in essence, is presuming
8   that the board is violating its duty of loyalty.
9   There are two tests to define self-interest:

10   self-interest ultimately leading to a violation of
11   duty of loyalty or duty of care.
12                   But the three directors.  Because of
13   the three new directors, there is no omnipresent
14   specter of self-interest here.  The three new
15   directors were picked by Air Products.  They actively
16   promoted a sale to Air Products, actively.  They had
17   no prior history with the company, no reason to act to
18   preserve their positions with the company.  I think if
19   you ask the three of them, neither one of them
20   expected -- probably expected to be on the board a
21   year out.  At one point they were in open conflict
22   with the other directors, open conflict.  But in light
23   of the fact that the three new directors agreed with
24   the incumbents, is there any basis for this Court to
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1   find that the actions of the Airgas board are outside
2   the range of reasonableness or going directly to the
3   point in Unocal?  Is there any basis for concluding
4   that this board is acting to protect its own interest
5   in maintaining control of the corporation?
6                   Your Honor, I think the answer has to
7   be no.  And that's the second reason why this case has
8   become easy as a result of the passage of time.
9                   Here's the third reason.  If the

10   shareholders don't like what the directors are doing,
11   they can remove the entire board by a 67 percent vote.
12   Air Products doesn't need a mandatory injunction.  The
13   shareholders don't need a mandatory injunction.  The
14   power to overrule the Airgas board rests in their own
15   hands.
16                   The mantra you've heard over and over
17   is "Let the shareholders decide."  Well, the
18   shareholders can decide.  They can throw out the
19   board.  Over the course of this contest, however you
20   want to count it, you could have had three; on
21   Ms. Tikellis' arithmetic, four or five special
22   meetings.  It's a three-month to four-month lag period
23   from calling a meeting to the -- to the meeting.
24   Could have had three or four of them.  I didn't
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1   realize this until the other day.  If Air Products had
2   wanted to do it, the whole Airgas board could have
3   been replaced at the September annual meeting.  You
4   don't need a special meeting to replace the board.
5   You can do it at any meeting of shareholders.
6                   The shareholders can elect a slate
7   that is committed to selling the company to Air
8   Products at $70 per share whenever they want.  All
9   they need is support of 67 percent.

10                   Air Products at one point in its brief
11   says that 67 percent, the power to replace the board
12   is a sideshow.  Your Honor, it is not a sideshow.  It
13   is the show.  The Supreme Court has already decided
14   this.  Look at Unocal.  "If the stockholders are
15   displeased" -- this is at the very end of the opinion.
16   "If the stockholders are displeased with the action of
17   their elected representatives, the powers of corporate
18   democracy are at their disposal to turn the board
19   out," citing Aronson and then Section 141(k) and
20   211(b); 141(k), removal; 211(b), annual meeting.
21                   By citing these provisions, Unocal
22   makes clear that the shareholders' ability to overrule
23   the board is at the heart of this analysis.  It is not
24   a sideshow.  And it makes clear that a bidder can be
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1   forced to wait.  And the shareholders can be forced to
2   wait.  It can be forced to wait until the annual
3   meeting for a company like Airgas with a staggered
4   board.  It can be forced to wait two annual meetings.
5   But for a company like Airgas, you don't have to wait
6   a year, you don't have to wait two years; you only
7   have to wait four months.
8                   And that -- you know, going back to
9   Unitrin, why was -- why were you troubled?  Why was

10   the Supreme Court less troubled than what you were
11   troubled by?  Thinking back, I actually was troubled.
12   I was surprised by the Supreme Court decision in
13   Unitrin, because the board was putting its thumb on
14   the scale.  There's no question about it.  They were
15   making it -- by affirmative action, they were making
16   it harder for American General to take over the
17   company.  And yet it was blessed.
18                   This board has done nothing, nothing
19   like that.  Unitrin was flirting with the edges of
20   shareholder democracy.  The directors were stacking
21   the election in their own favor.  That's not what's
22   happening here.  The 67 percent removal provision
23   makes this an easier case.
24                   Then we hear the argument from the
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1   other side, "Well, it's not reasonably achievable."
2   And what does the evidence show?
3                   Just as an aside, you heard about
4   Lucian Bebchuk's article in staggered boards.  Under
5   Lucian Bebchuk's analysis, Airgas does not have what
6   he calls an effective staggered board.  Go back and
7   read the article.  A board that permit -- a -- a
8   company that permits removal does not have an
9   effective staggered board under the Bebchuk rule.

10   That's the last time I'm going to cite Bebchuk for
11   authority.
12                   (Laughter)
13                   MR. WOLINSKY:  The first argument that
14   they make is that you can't get 67 percent because
15   it's never happened.  Well, Your Honor, we know why
16   it's never happened.  We brought up our associate.
17   She did the hard work with two of her colleagues.  86
18   Delaware companies in the Fortune 500 have classified
19   boards.  Six permit removal without cause between
20   annual meetings.  It's never happened because Airgas
21   has an unusually shareholder-friendly charter.
22                   We have a saying in the office,
23   "Sometimes the best motions are the motions you lose."
24   We made a motion to keep Mr. Morrow off the stand and,
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1   in retrospect, we're glad we lost it.
2                   And you heard about Chesapeake.  What
3   makes this case different from Chesapeake, among many
4   other things, was Mr. Morrow, their expert.  Not only
5   did we prove you can get 67 percent, I think
6   Mr. Morrow admitted that you can get 67 percent.  What
7   did Mr. Morrow have to say?  This was one of the most
8   critical pieces of testimony in the whole case, and
9   it's not mentioned in either Air Products' brief or

10   the shareholder plaintiffs' brief.  Mr. Rafferty was
11   asking Mr. Morrow about the AT&T-NCR takeover battle
12   in which Mr. Morrow gave an opinion that AT&T could
13   get 80 percent -- 80 percent of the shareholders --
14   80 percent of the shares voted in favor of removing
15   the NCR board, an opinion that the judge accepted.
16                   And as you heard, Mr. Morrow thought
17   he had it in the bag the night before the annual
18   meeting.  He thought he had it.  Mr. Rafferty was
19   asking Mr. Morrow, "Why did the arbs bail out on you
20   the night before the meeting?"  And as you heard, the
21   night before the vote, AT&T was at a hundred.  The NCR
22   board blinked.  The NCR board had been holding out for
23   $125 per share.  They dropped to $110 the night before
24   the meeting, and it looked like it was going to be a
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1   deal north of a hundred and, in fact, it was a deal at
2   110.  And Mr. Morrow testified on direct that AT&T
3   lost the arbs the night before the annual meeting
4   because the arbs became convinced, rightly, that AT&T
5   had not made its best and final offer.  And based on
6   that experience, Mr. Morrow said, "If they're
7   convinced on it" -- the "it" is the arbs -- "are
8   convinced that Air Products has made its best and
9   final offer, then," his word, "maybe you can get

10   67 percent."
11                   And then my partner on recross pinned
12   him down.
13                   "Question:  You can [get 67%], if to
14   quote your words, 'Your client does a good job of
15   convincing the arbs and hedge funds, this is it, this
16   is as far as I'm willing to go.'  If you convinced the
17   arbs, as you told us just a few minutes ago, maybe you
18   can get that vote; right?
19                   "Answer:    I would use the same
20   words -- maybe -- that it's a possibility."
21                   You can get 67 percent.  Mr. Morrow
22   said "If," "If you can convince the arbs that this is
23   as far as we're going to go, if you can convince them
24   you've made your best and final offer."  And there's
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1   no question that Air Products is perfectly capable of
2   playing hardball with the Airgas shareholders.  We had
3   this in the first trial.
4                   This is Mr. Huck explaining how he was
5   going to close at 65.50.  "And just as it did prior to
6   the September [5th] meeting, you could say to the
7   Airgas shareholders that if they don't tender at
8   65.50, we hope you enjoyed falling back down to a low
9   price.  Correct?

10                   "Answer:    Yes, we could.
11                   They know how to play hardball.  They
12   did it at the last annual meeting.  If they wanted to
13   go for 67 percent, they'd do it at that one.  My way
14   or the highway.
15                   In Air Products' brief and this
16   morning the best they can say is that Harkins' opinion
17   is suspect because based on his 30 years of experience
18   and the actual facts of this case -- the actual facts
19   of this case were Air Products got 67 percent of the
20   shares voted at the annual meeting in favor of their
21   three nominees with an 88 percent quorum, not very far
22   from 67 percent of the outstanding -- because
23   Mr. Harkins said that he believed that Air Products
24   could get substantial support from the arbs, ISS, and
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1   the institutions -- the arbs, ISS and institutions.
2   That's -- that's where the battle's going to be won or
3   lost.  And Mr. Harkins thought they could get that.
4   And the accusation you heard is "Well, he has no basis
5   for saying that.  What does he know?  He's only been
6   in the business 30 years."  There is no dispute
7   Mr. Huck agreed with Mr. Harkins.  Huck agreed that
8   Air Products could get the support of the arbs at a
9   special meeting.

10                   "Question:  It was Air Products'
11   expectation that the arbs would supported Air Products
12   at a special meeting because they came into the stock
13   to get a deal done; correct?
14                   "Answer:    [That's] correct ..."
15                   Huck agreed.
16                   "So Air Products did believe that it
17   could get the support of ISS and the institutional
18   holders, but it might have to put more money on the
19   table; correct?
20                   "Answer:    Yes, it did."
21                   And Air Products got -- can get the
22   index funds.  At the last meeting Air Products got
23   State Street, split the vote on Vanguard.  And as you
24   recall, Mr. Huck didn't even know that.
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1                   Air Products also plays with
2   Mr. Harkins' numbers and says "Well, if Air Products
3   only got 90 percent of the arbs, everything else is
4   held constant, Air Products could not win."
5                   Your Honor, if you want to start
6   playing hypotheticals, here's a hypothetical.  It's
7   not a hypothetical.  Mr. Harkins testified about it.
8   If Air Products went for 67 percent, it was his
9   opinion that the arb percentage would go up to

10   56 percent.
11                   The arbs are not passive players here,
12   either.  They're going to buy in to try and make this
13   deal happen.  If the -- if the arbs do go up at
14   56 percent and you assume Air Products gets 90 percent
15   of support of the arbs and the turnout is the same at
16   the annual meeting -- obviously Mr. McCausland and the
17   directors and officers and employees stay constant --
18   Air Products would need the support of only 40 percent
19   of the institutional investors to win.  And I'll hand
20   up the -- the spreadsheet that shows that, Your Honor,
21   if you'd like it.
22                   In fact, this is really not open to
23   debate.  Section 203.  In Section 203 the legislature
24   concluded that a hostile bidder could be required to
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1   get the tender of 85 percent of the unaffiliated
2   shares.  And that was reasonable and achievable.
3   Well, what's the difference?  Here, we're saying --
4   they're saying "Well, we can never get support of
5   86 percent of the unaffiliated shares."  But that --
6   that decision has already been -- that question has
7   already been decided by the legislature.
8                   And -- and Unitrin -- excuse me.
9   Unitrin talks about this.  "If American General

10   presented an attractive price as the cornerstone of a
11   proxy contest, it could prevail, irrespective of
12   whether the shareholder directors' absolute voting
13   power was 23% or 28%."  Money equals votes.  And then
14   the Court concludes "... stockholders are presumed to
15   act in their own best economic interests when they
16   vote in a proxy contest."
17                   It is not circular.  It is not
18   unachievable.  It is not a weakness of our position
19   that we haven't named a price at which they could get
20   67 percent, because the people they have to convince,
21   if they can't convince the board, are the
22   shareholders.  Go to the shareholders.  "What number
23   is it going to take to get your vote?"  They did that
24   last time around.  Mr. Huck said he bumped from 63.50
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1   to 65.50 to turn ISS, and ISS, as we know, counts for
2   11 percent of the vote.  Money equals votes.  Money
3   talks.  And that's the rub.
4                   Air Products can get 67 percent.  It
5   doesn't want to pay the price of getting 67 percent.
6   Their goal from the witness stand is to buy Airgas as
7   cheaply as possible.  And to achieve that goal, they
8   made two tactical decisions.  The first was to drive
9   as many shares into the hands of arbs as possible.

10   And it's no secret -- Mr. Huck spoke about it openly
11   -- this is what Mr. Huck said about what -- why Air
12   Products raised its bid from $60 to 63.50 just before
13   the record date of the annual meeting:  "Our price, as
14   far as things -- we made a move here to get more
15   shares in the hands of arbs.  We think that was
16   well-timed and we think that happened."
17                   ISS talked about it.  [Air Products]
18   has not been secretive about its strategy to use the
19   arbs for leverage."
20                   And they made a second tactical
21   decision.  The second decision was to try to get
22   control of the company through two annual meetings
23   held four months apart instead of through a 67 percent
24   vote.  And you've heard over and over about how long
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1   this battle was going on -- has been going on.  The
2   length of this battle has been dictated by their
3   strategy.  They decided to go for two annual meetings
4   four months apart.  Their strategy starting in
5   February was -- was destined to last at least 11
6   months.
7                   Air Products told the world in its
8   tender offer in February they might go for 67 percent.
9   That's what they say.  "We reserve the right to seek

10   ... [to go for an annual meeting]" -- "special meeting
11   ...," but they decided not to go that way.  They
12   decided to take a long, drawn-out approach.  They
13   decided to make a lowball bid and grind it out.  They
14   decided not to make their best bid at the beginning
15   for a reason, because they wanted to keep the
16   flexibility to throw in a couple of bucks to push the
17   vote over the top at the January annual meeting.  And
18   I think we had testimony to that effect.
19                   There's no mystery why Air Products
20   made that choice.  It cost more money to get
21   67 percent of the outstanding shares voted at a
22   special meeting than 51 percent of a quorum at an
23   annual meeting, which is why Air Products decided not
24   to go for a special meeting.
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1                   Mr. McGlade admitted that the reason
2   why Air Products did not go for 67 percent is because
3   it would cost more money.
4                   I'm going to skip.
5                   The Air Products strategy was to elect
6   six new directors who would be partial to Air Products
7   in the space of four months.
8                   Can you go to Slide 53?  And this is
9   Mr. Davis.  "You expected that the Air Product's

10   nominees on the Airgas board would act in accordance
11   with their fiduciary duties, but also expected that
12   they would lean towards Air Products' side; correct?"
13   all right.
14                   They thought they were putting friends
15   on the board.  And even as late as December 17th the
16   hope was that Air Products would be able to split the
17   Airgas board.  This is Mr. Huck:  "The other chance of
18   success is to break the board and what I mean by break
19   the board is we have three" -- "we have three
20   directors who obviously, you know, have a difference
21   of opinion with the best of the board .... we are
22   continuing to try to keep the heat on the board and
23   support our directors ...," "our," possessive,
24   "directors ...."
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1                   Things didn't go as planned.  The
2   Supreme Court said "No, you can't have two annual
3   meetings in the space of four months.  They have to be
4   approximately a year apart."
5                   And there's one more thing that went
6   wrong that was more equally significant.  The three
7   new directors did not roll over.  They did what they
8   were supposed to do.  So in retrospect, even if the
9   January meeting bylaw had been upheld, Air Products

10   would not have been able to push through a 65.50 or a
11   $70 bid at the January meeting.  But now, having made
12   this tactical choice, having lost in the Supreme
13   Court, having miscalculated on the three nominees,
14   having miscalculated on the bidding, Air Products is
15   asking the Court to bail it out.  They don't want to
16   have to negotiate with the shareholders to get their
17   votes.  They're negotiating with the Court.  And, Your
18   Honor, Mr. Davis said "... we were negotiating with a
19   judge who had taken over that process because he's
20   going to rule on the poison pill."
21                   It's not a matter of how -- it's not a
22   matter of "Oh, the annual meeting is going to take
23   till May.  We can't hang around till May."  They just
24   extended their financing to June.  But putting that
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1   aside, if they had started back in December, they
2   could have had a special meeting in March or April.
3   Assuming there's an appeal here and it gets decided in
4   March, the order's not stayed, all the other stuff
5   happens, we're talking about the difference between a
6   court victory in March and a victory at a special
7   meeting in April, one month.  That's not what this is
8   about.
9                   This fight, this fight is about Air

10   Products' unwillingness to pay the price to take to
11   get to 67 percent.  They decided to negotiate with the
12   Court instead of with the shareholders.  It will cost
13   more money to get 67 percent.  And Mr. Huck was very
14   candid about this, "... [they seek] to pay the lowest
15   price" -- "Air Products seeks to pay the lowest price
16   at which it can get 50 percent of the shares [to]
17   tender and control of Airgas; correct?
18                   "Answer:    [That's] correct."
19                   It's like Economics 101.  You have a
20   supply curve.  They picked a point on the supply curve
21   to get 50 percent plus one share tendered.  That's the
22   price point they picked.  Mr. Davis said the same
23   thing.  50 percent.
24                   In fact, Mr. Huck never even asked for
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1   advice on what it would take to get 67 percent.
2   "You're not aware of any analysis that Air Products'
3   advisors prepared as to what price would be required
4   to get 67 percent of the shareholders to support Air
5   Products at a special meeting?
6                   "Answer:    [That's] right."
7                   So clearly Air Products can get
8   67 percent if it puts forward an appealing price, but
9   Air Products doesn't want to -- doesn't have the right

10   to win at the price that it named.  And that's
11   ultimately the board's call here.  The board does not
12   have to tailor its response so that Air Products can
13   get the company at an inadequate price.  The fact that
14   Air Products doesn't want to pay the price it would
15   take to get 67 percent to pull -- is not a reason to
16   pull the pill.  It is a reason to protect the pill.
17                   Air Products at various points in time
18   says "We just want to be able to deal directly with
19   the shareholders."  Well, they can.  If they want to
20   deal with the shareholders, this corporation uniquely
21   has a mechanism that permits them to do so, and it
22   should be required to use that preexisting mechanism.
23                   That's the third reason why I say this
24   case has become so easy.  Air Products is not only
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1   asking the Court to overrule the good faith,
2   independent judgment of the directors, including its
3   three nominees, it is asking the Court to overrule the
4   fundamental corporate governance structure that this
5   company has had in place for decades, because Air
6   Products does not want to pay the price it would take
7   a get 67 percent.
8                   Your Honor, what principle of equity
9   says that a mandatory injunction should be issued in

10   those circumstances?
11                   Your Honor, before I turn to Unocal
12   ... Before I turn to Unocal, let me answer some of the
13   arguments that you've heard from the other side in
14   support of their position.  And with -- with affection
15   for the other side, I'm going to call them campaign
16   slogans, because I think ultimately they are campaign
17   slogans; they're not the law.
18                   The first slogan is that "The power to
19   replace the board is not an effective remedy."  Your
20   Honor, I'm going to talk about this, the power to
21   replace the board is an effective remedy.
22                   "A poison pill has an expiration date"
23   is the claim.  Your Honor, a poison pill does not have
24   an expiration date.
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1                   "Shareholders should not have to bear
2   the risk of their investment."  Shareholders always
3   bear the risk of their investment.  That's why it's
4   called an investment.
5                   "Majority rules."  141(a), the
6   business and affairs of a corporation are managed by
7   its board of directors.
8                   And the next thing is, "Shareholders
9   who don't want to sell are fully protected by their

10   legal remedies," Ms. Tikellis' argument.  And the
11   board may not abandon the shareholders to their legal
12   remedies, that's our position.
13                   Let me start with the first claim.
14   The claim that you've heard is that if the
15   shareholders vote out the incumbent board, the new
16   board might agree with the old board and the
17   shareholders still won't get to accept the tender
18   offer.  I'd like to bring us back to the real world on
19   this one.
20                   Does anyone doubt that Air Products's
21   next go round is going to do something it didn't do
22   the first go round?  Does anyone doubt that if the
23   arbs get together and call a special meeting, they're
24   not going to do -- that they're not going to nominate
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1   a slate committed to redeeming the pill for a $70
2   offer?  Does anyone doubt that they're not going to
3   nominate people who are going to do what they were
4   told to do?
5                   There's a -- but there's really -- a
6   real reason why they found themselves in this position
7   now, and it's really important.  Why did Air Products
8   nominate experienced, independent-minded people the
9   first time?  Why people of the statute of Mr. Clancey,

10   Lumpkins, and Miller?  Because at the time of the
11   nomination -- this was back in May.  At the time they
12   nominated, their bid was at $60.  The stock was
13   trading at 63.  Everybody knew that Air Products was
14   going to raise.  Air Products was hinting that it was
15   going to raise.  The market expected Air Products to
16   raise.  So to win the proxy contest, Air Products had
17   to nominate independent people.  If they had nominated
18   a slate of people committed to selling the company at
19   $60 a share, they probably would not have won the
20   proxy contest.
21                   And you heard about this record date
22   problem, "Oh, we can't do it now because the record
23   date" -- that's -- that -- it didn't happen this time.
24   It's not going to happen next time.  The record date
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1   for our on annual meeting was the middle of July.
2   88 percent -- 88 percent of the shares voted in
3   September for a mid-July record date.  Harkins.
4   Mr. Harkins talked about Dollar Thrifty.  They had an
5   89 percent quorum even though -- it was phenomenal.
6                   These directors were nominated because
7   of their qualifications.  And you heard from
8   Mr. Clancey.  When he went to speak to ISS, they
9   didn't ask him "Are you committed to doing a deal with

10   Air Products at 60 or any other price?"  They wanted
11   to know his qualifications.  They wanted to assure
12   himself -- they wanted to assure themselves he was
13   independent.  No one asked him to come in.  That's not
14   the situation now.  At this point, if Air Products was
15   going to go for 67 percent, push through a best and
16   final offer, they're going to nominate people who will
17   do -- who are committed to approving the offer.
18                   So, you know, in the real world, what
19   they're saying is they can't find six people to go on
20   a 10-person board who would vote for their offer.
21   That's not the real world.
22                   But let's talk about their
23   hypothetical, because it goes to a very fundamental
24   point.  Assume that a special meeting is called and a
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1   new Air Products slate runs on a platform that they'll
2   pull the pill.  They're going to take $70, hell or
3   high water.  Assume they get elected.  Assume the new
4   board meets with management, gets the kind of
5   information that's only available to an insider.
6   Assume they retain JPMorgan and Perella Weinberg.
7                   Assume that after all that the new
8   board decides to keep the pill.  In the plaintiffs'
9   hypothetical, Delaware law is upset, the worst of all

10   possible worlds.  They got -- it's the best of all
11   possible worlds.  What do we expect directors to do?
12   Directors get elected on a platform to sell for 70.
13   They meet with the insiders.  They meet with their
14   investment bankers.  They change their minds, and now
15   they're breaching their fiduciary duties by continuing
16   to resist the offer.
17                   That's the -- the problem is not with
18   the directors.  And the problem is that Your Honor --
19   the problem is not that we should adopt a whole new
20   policy slant on Delaware law.  The problem is with the
21   offer.  It's too low.
22                   And that ultimately is at the heart of
23   the Supreme Court's analysis in Unitrin.  "If American
24   General presented an attractive price as the
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1   cornerstone of a proxy contest, it could prevail ...,"
2   Campaign Slogan 1.
3                   Campaign Slogan 2:  The argument is
4   that at some point the board has to stand aside, that
5   the pill has an expiration date, it's a breach of
6   fiduciary duty if the board doesn't let the
7   shareholders decide.  As I said, that's not -- we
8   don't believe that's Delaware law.  Air Products' $70
9   offer had been outstanding for 12 days when it was

10   considered by the Airgas board.  The undisputed
11   evidence is that, for strategic reasons, Air Products
12   waited 14 months.
13                   But this slogan, this rhetoric, "Let
14   the shareholders decide," glosses over a very
15   fundamental question that this case presents.  Let the
16   shareholders decide what?  In deciding whether to
17   accept or reject a tender offer, a shareholder's
18   deciding only one thing, do I want to sell my shares,
19   my shares at that price.  They are not deciding
20   whether to sell the company.  An individual
21   shareholder can have any number of reasons for
22   deciding to sell its shares at a price below what the
23   company's worth.  We had evidence of that in this
24   case.  Risk arbs have a short-term investment horizon.
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1   You saw the letter from Mr. Schoenfeld.  "As an Airgas
2   stockholder, we strongly believe that the Airgas board
3   could accept a significant discount from $78 per share
4   and still get a good deal for the Airgas
5   stockholders."
6                   What's he saying?  "I'm not interested
7   in getting full value.  I just want a good deal."
8   It's not a matter of fairness to an individual
9   stockholder.  Fairness is for the board, not to an

10   individual stockholder.  Fairness is not for the
11   individual stockholder.
12                   Your Honor, if the director came in
13   here and said "I approved a merger" or "I pulled down
14   the company's defenses in favor of the" -- "in favor
15   of an offer because I thought it was a good deal,"
16   Ms. Tikellis would put him in director prison.
17   Directors are not supposed to go for a good deal.
18   Directors are supposed to watch out for all
19   shareholders.  They're supposed to look out for a fair
20   price that, under Revlon, they're supposed to maximize
21   price, not go for a good deal because it's on the
22   table.
23                   And there's a reason.  When a board
24   approves a sale -- and this goes to a question that
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1   came up when you were talking to Mr. McCausland.  When
2   a board approves a sale, it's approving a deal that
3   will force out the shareholders who do not want to
4   sell.  And that is the difference between the decision
5   facing each individual shareholder and the board.
6                   Nowhere in their papers do the
7   plaintiffs come to grips with this fundamental
8   difference between a shareholder's decision and a
9   board's decision.  Shareholders have the right to

10   decide whether to sell their shares on the open
11   market.  They have the right to elect directors.  They
12   have the right to call a special meeting.  They have a
13   right to replace the board.  But when it comes to a
14   sale of the company, Delaware law recognizes the
15   preeminent role of a board of directors.  That's true
16   whether it's a merger, Van Gorkum, or a tender offer,
17   Moran.  This rhetoric, "Let the shareholders decide,"
18   however good it may sound as a campaign slogan, is not
19   Delaware law.  The slogan, in essence, is a claim that
20   the directors can delegate their duties to the
21   shareholders.  That claim was rejected in Van Gorkum,
22   rejected in Paramount.  They cannot delegate their
23   duties.
24                   Your Honor, if I can tell a story
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1   here.  Back in the good old days, University of
2   Chicago Law School when M and A was not the field it
3   is today, there was one course offered, and the
4   professor was Wally Blum.  And he wrote the Little
5   Brown textbook, Materials on Reorganization,
6   Recapitalization and Insolvency.  And that was what M
7   and A was in -- in 1980.  And Your Honor may have used
8   the textbook.  The name of the course was not "Mergers
9   and Acquisitions."  The name of the course was

10   "Mergers, Acquisitions and Freezeouts."  And no one
11   uses that last word very much anymore, freeze-outs,
12   but it's an important one here.
13                   The issue here is not only whether
14   there will be a sale of the company.  The issue is
15   whether the shareholders who do not want to be sold --
16   who do not want to sell will be frozen out, forced to
17   sell against their will.  Air Products wants to freeze
18   them out.  Mr. Huck, Mr. Davis, who are extremely
19   forthcoming on this, they priced their offer to get
20   50 percent of the shares tendered plus one.  And the
21   other 49.999 are going to be frozen out at the same $7
22   price whether they like it or not.  That's the plan.
23                   And in that circumstance a board has a
24   special role.  Shareholders can decide whether to sell
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1   their individual shares; but the power to put the
2   minority in the position of being frozen out, that
3   power, very importantly, rests with the board.
4                   The -- the -- if you want to do that,
5   you got to get 90 percent.  There's a 90 percent
6   supermajority provision if you want to freeze out
7   that -- the minority.  And that's a very powerful
8   protection for minority if you want to circumvent the
9   board.  Section 203, 85 percent of the unaffiliated

10   shares if you want to freeze out the minority.  These
11   are important minority protections, and they're given
12   to the board for a reason.
13                   Plaintiffs' argument, in essence, is
14   that the directors are breaching their fiduciary
15   duties because they're protecting the minority
16   shareholders.  They've got it exactly right.
17                   Next campaign slogan.  Again -- oh,
18   I'm sorry.  Another very fundamental point, same
19   campaign slogan.  One more reason why Delaware law is
20   so centered on the power of the board:  Because the
21   board and only the board is in the position to
22   negotiate effectively.  Your Honor, during the trial,
23   at one point asked "Isn't the board's motivation here
24   to protect the minority shareholders?"  That was with
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1   Mr. McCausland.  And yes, of course, that is part of
2   the motivation.  But the motivation is not just to
3   protect the minority.  It's also to protect all
4   shareholders, including the ones who may want to sell
5   the company.  If a board is going to have effective
6   negotiating power, the board has to have the power to
7   say "No, not at that price."  Without the power to say
8   "No, not at that price," you ultimately have no
9   negotiating leverage.

10                   In going back to Moran, the Delaware
11   courts have recognized that the board not only has the
12   right but the duty to use the rights plan to force the
13   bidder to deal with the board.  And that power has no
14   meaning if you can't ultimately say "Not at that
15   price."  It can't depend upon the amount of
16   information that shareholders have.  It can't depend
17   on the number of arbs.  It can't depend upon the
18   passage of time, because if that were the case,
19   negotiating leverage would shift to the other side,
20   and ultimately bidders would have little or no
21   incentive to deal with the board.
22                   You heard, you know, "Oh, 14 months."
23   Yeah, it's a pretty long time.  Airgas is unique.
24   Most companies have their annual meeting in the
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1   spring.  If they had started in January, won at a
2   meeting in April, lost, had the three directors flip
3   on them in May, they'd be here in June saying "Well,
4   okay.  Six months, time's up.  Shareholders have the
5   information.  We had a proxy contest.  Everyone's
6   informed.  Six months' long enough.  Not long enough?
7   How about eight?"  That's the new playbook.  Not a
8   matter of 14 months.  This -- the next case is going
9   to be in front of you in six months or seven months or

10   eight months.
11                   THE COURT:  I'll bet you it is.
12                   (Laughter)
13                   THE COURT:  For different reasons.
14                   (Laughter)
15                   THE COURT:  I know how to reassign
16   things.
17                   (Laughter)
18                   MR. WOLINSKY:  But here's the new
19   playbook.  Start low.  Start with a lowball bid.  Get
20   arbs into the stock.  Raise the bid a couple of times
21   just enough to keep the arbs interested.  It doesn't
22   matter the company puts in poison pill after the fact.
23   If the target company decides to put itself up for
24   sale, hey, you win.  You got what you wanted.  You got
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1   a shot to buy the company.  The company stays on and
2   says no.  The -- the board says, "Now's not a good
3   time to sell," for very good reasons.
4                   If the best financial alternative is
5   to run the company in accordance with its business
6   plan, then the playbook says you keep the bid
7   outstanding for some period of time.  Playbook doesn't
8   say exactly how long.  And I like to think it's a
9   playbook, it's not a cookbook.

10                   Then you run a proxy contest, run
11   all -- grab all sorts of distortions and mistakes --
12   misstatements, as we believe the other side did, and
13   then you counter it, make them counter, force them,
14   put them -- force them to put out that information;
15   and then, in Mr. Harkins' words, you run to Delaware
16   and you say "The shareholders know everything they
17   need to know.  The arbs want to sell.  The guys who
18   bought into the stock want to make a deal happen.  You
19   should let the majority have its way.  I made my best
20   and final bid.  Game over, Judge.  Order them to drop
21   the pill," even though the board is unanimous that the
22   offer is inadequate.
23                   If that were the law, boards would
24   never have the ultimate ability to negotiate for the
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1   best price.  Staggered boards would essentially become
2   irrelevant.  If boards are going to have real
3   negotiating power, they have to have the power to say
4   no.
5                   Now, the power is not unlimited.  In
6   fact, everything you've heard from the other side
7   about the sophistication of the shareholders, the
8   amount of time that's elapsed, the amount of
9   information that's out there, that all cuts the other

10   way, because of all those things, if the Schoenfelds
11   of the world want to overrule the board, they are in a
12   perfect position to do so, especially for this
13   company.  In fact, Your Honor, there's a portion of
14   the Schoenfeld letter that we did not get to look at
15   during the trial.  I'd like to look at it now.  "If an
16   Air Products acquisition is not concluded in the next
17   nine months, four of the [five] Airgas directors,
18   including Mr. McCausland will have to face the
19   stockholders at the 2011 annual meeting, and
20   shareholders will have an opportunity to issue a
21   verdict on the performance of the Airgas Board."
22                   He says the board is going to be held
23   accountable, and there are no complaints about that.
24   The ballot box is the source for the board's
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1   authority; but the decision ultimately has to be, in
2   good faith, after reasonable investigation, the
3   board's.
4                   Next campaign slogan.  The argument is
5   that the shareholders are bearing all the risk that
6   the company will deliver on the five-year plan.  Your
7   Honor, in every single case, every single case where a
8   board has rejected an offer as inadequate, the
9   judgment rested in part on the board's business

10   judgment about the economy at large.  If a board's
11   judgment about inadequacy could be overruled because
12   the board made a judgment about where the economy was
13   headed, no board would ever be able to make a judgment
14   that an offer is inadequate.  In Paramount, the Time
15   board made a judgment that the company's business plan
16   would deliver greater value than the offer on the
17   table.  The judgment was based in part on the board's
18   view of macroeconomic conditions.  The Supreme Court
19   did not find that that made the board's judgment
20   suspect.
21                   The whole notion that it's somehow
22   inappropriate for a board to make a judgment about the
23   value of the company that rests in part on
24   macroeconomic assumptions is not the law and can't be
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1   the law.  Boards have to make judgments about the
2   company's prospects.  They -- in every business
3   decision they make.  And to make those judgments, they
4   have to make judgments about the economy and where
5   it's likely to go.
6                   Now, there's one more fundamental
7   problem with this argument.  It assumes that the
8   shareholder base is static.  It is not static.  This
9   shareholder base has changed many times.  Everyone in

10   Airgas stock now wants to be in the stock, either
11   because they bought the shares, because they decided
12   to hold their shares, or because they invested in an
13   index fund and just want to own a slice of the market.
14   Some shareholders bought because they wanted to make a
15   bet on the outcome of this litigation.  Some bought
16   because they don't believe Air Products has made its
17   best and final bid.
18                   But there's an important point here.
19   The board does not have to cater to the wishes of a
20   transient majority, a group of shareholders that were
21   not in the stock when Air Products showed up and had
22   no plan to stick around if Air Products leaves.  You
23   can't run a company that way, you just can't.  How can
24   you -- how can you commit to a capital expansion
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1   program thinking well, they don't want me to spend the
2   money because we're going to be out -- we're going to
3   be sold in three months?  A company can't be run that
4   way.  And the transient majority, they're called risk
5   arbitrageurs for a reason.  They're taking the risk
6   that the deal won't go through.
7                   One more point here.  You heard
8   Mr. McCausland say that arb ownership has been going
9   down precisely because long-term holders have been

10   buying the stock.  These are long-term investors who
11   are buying the stock because they want to assume the
12   risk that the company will be able to execute on its
13   business plan.  It would be a terrible rule of law
14   that a company has to sell just because there's a
15   premium offer on the table that draws in arbs.
16   Because of the pressure from the arbs, companies that
17   don't have staggered boards are often forced to
18   abandon their business plans and put the company up
19   for sale.
20                   But Airgas, Airgas has a staggered
21   board.  Because it has a staggered board it does not
22   have to give in to the pressure to sell just because
23   there's a bid on the table.  Airgas has a corporate
24   governance structure put in at the beginning that is
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1   designed to permit the board to focus on building
2   long-term shareholder value.  And Delaware law
3   authorizes the structure that Airgas has chosen.  Your
4   Honor, look at Dollar Thrifty.  "... our law does not
5   require a well-motivated board to simply sell the
6   company whenever a high market premium is available."
7                   Absolutely right.
8                   Final campaign slogan we've heard is
9   two variations on the same issue.  And we heard this

10   from Ms. Tikellis principally.  The board doesn't have
11   to do anything.  The board should not do anything.
12   The board should not stand in the way of the will of
13   the majority.  Why?  Because minority shareholders
14   have legal protections.  They can seek appraisal.
15   They can rely on the fact that Air Products as a
16   controlling stockholder will owe a fiduciary duty to
17   the minority stockholders.  Your Honor, we covered
18   this in our brief.  There's not much more I have to
19   add.
20                   Appraisal is not a substitute for the
21   board.  It is expensive.  It is time-consuming.  It is
22   uncertain.  In an appraisal action a shareholder would
23   not get a penny of the 20 to $30 per share of
24   synergies that are in this deal.  Gone.  Only the
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1   board can get that.  And I think it's fair to say that
2   the last thing this Court wants or needs is a rule of
3   law that would promote more appraisal actions.
4                   The second argument that you heard is
5   that the board's response was unreasonable because the
6   minority shareholders can always depend upon the
7   fiduciary duty that Air Products would owe to the
8   minority shareholders.  And -- and there was a
9   suggestion that, you know, we're not serious when we

10   say that this is a silly -- this is a silly argument.
11                   The essence of Section 203, 85 percent
12   is to protect the minority.  A board does not have to
13   leave its shareholders, the minority shareholders to a
14   board picked by the -- by the raider that is committed
15   to pay the same price.  Your Honor, I -- I'd like to
16   call this one the Streetcar Named Desire defense.
17   This is what this one boils down to.
18                   (Movie clip played as follows:
19                   "FEMALE:  Whoever you are, I have
20   always depended on the kindness of strangers.")
21                   MR. WOLINSKY:  And that's what it is.
22   We should depend on the kindness of strangers; right?
23   That's John McGlade, walking the Airgas shareholders
24   to the insane asylum and our board is breaching its
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1   fiduciary duty because we've decided, "You know what.
2   We'll take care of our own."
3                   This whole argument that -- that we
4   should leave -- leave our shareholders to the --
5   abandon our fiduciary duties and -- and allow them to
6   the kindness of strangers, it just cannot be Delaware
7   law.
8                   And, Your Honor, that's a good time to
9   take a lunch break, but I'm happy to go.  I have

10   another --
11                   THE COURT:  I thought we might have
12   popcorn or something.
13                   (Laughter)
14                   MR. WOLINSKY:  I don't have another
15   movie.  I don't have another movie.
16                   THE COURT:  We can take a break.
17   You're not at the end of your --
18                   MR. WOLINSKY:  No.  I have -- I have a
19   good ways to go.
20                   THE COURT:  All right.  Then if
21   everybody is agreeable, we'll just take a lunch break
22   now, and we can come back in -- do you have any
23   estimation how much longer you might be?
24                   MR. WOLINSKY:  Yes.  I have another 75
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1   to 80 minutes.  About -- It will add up to be about
2   the same as the other side.
3                   THE COURT:  About 70, you said?
4                   MR. WOLINSKY:  75 to 80 minutes, yeah.
5                   THE COURT:  So we'll be back at 2
6   o'clock.  Court's in recess.
7       (Adjourned for luncheon recess at 12:51 p.m.)
8                          - - -
9
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1                   AFTERNOON SESSION
2                   (Resumed at 2:05 p.m.)
3                   MR. WOLINSKY:  Good afternoon.
4   Your Honor.  Let me move on and talk about Unocal,
5   legal standards that applied here.  And at the outset,
6   I want to make a few points.
7                   From our perspective, the plaintiffs
8   have a very heavy burden.  They're seeking mandatory
9   relief.  The case law says it's only available in a

10   clear case free from doubt.
11                   The plaintiffs are essentially asking
12   the Court to order the directors to take an action
13   that they honestly and in good faith believe to be
14   contrary to the best interests of the company and of
15   all its shareholders.  And in that circumstance, I
16   think they really do have a very heavy burden.
17                   The Court is asking a finding that
18   these directors breached their fiduciary duties.  When
19   you step back, you have to make the finding that these
20   guys are Delaware outlaws, and there are doubts.
21                   As I've argued earlier, the premise
22   underlying the Unocal doctrine doesn't apply here.
23   And I'm going to talk about the fact that this case is
24   not Unocal, Interco, Grand Met, Paramount or Unitrin.
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1   The directors haven't taken any action which changes
2   the balance sheet.  They haven't done anything to
3   change the voting profile of the company.
4                   This isn't Unocal, where the board
5   made a partial tender offer specifically designed to
6   harm the economic interests of the bidder.
7                   It's not Interco or Grand Met, where
8   the board was sponsoring the financial alternative
9   that precluded the shareholders from ever accepting

10   the tender offer.
11                   It isn't Paramount.  When you go back
12   to Paramount and look at what the board did, it's
13   really not inappropriate, but extreme.  The board
14   changed the terms of its deal with Warner.
15                   The deal was subject to a shareholder
16   vote.  They took away the shareholder vote because
17   they knew they couldn't get it, and restructured the
18   deal to push it through.  And the effect of pushing it
19   through was to block Paramount.
20                   It's nice to say -- and I chuckled
21   myself at the time -- "Oh, Paramount, that's okay, you
22   wanted time.  Go buy Time Warner."  It's not the same
23   thing.  It blocked Paramount from going forward.
24                   This isn't Unitrin, which we talked
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1   about earlier before, where the board put its thumb on
2   the scale.  The board has not done anything remotely
3   like those cases.
4                   What we've done, what the board has
5   done, is maintained the company's preexisting
6   defenses, defenses that were on the scene when Air
7   Products first showed up.  The staggered board was
8   there from the beginning.  203 was there as soon as it
9   was adopted.  Article VI was there from the beginning.

10                   THE COURT:  I know the answer, but
11   just to be sure.  When you say "there from the
12   beginning," from the formation of the company as a
13   public company?
14                   MR. WOLINSKY:  From the formation of
15   the company.  Article VI was there at the very
16   beginning.  Staggered board was there at the very
17   beginning.  The rights plan was put in three years
18   after Moran was decided.
19                   So as I said, on a scale of things
20   that the board could do, on the scale of things that
21   other boards have done and have been permitted to do,
22   the Airgas board has done nothing more than maintain
23   the company's existing corporate governance and
24   capital structure, and stand by its pill, and pursue
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1   the financial alternative that the board has
2   determined is best.
3                   In the general range of the scheme of
4   things, it's about as mild of a response as one can
5   imagine, certainly compared to what other companies
6   have done.  So let me spend a few more minutes talking
7   about the Unocal standard.
8                   Assuming Unocal applies in full force,
9   focusing on the first prong, is there any question

10   that the first prong of Unocal has been satisfied?  At
11   this point, the good faith of the board and
12   reasonableness of its investigation has not been in
13   serious dispute.  There's been some talk about it this
14   morning, but I'm going to come back here.
15                   But what do you have here?  You have a
16   board that's overwhelmingly comprised of outside
17   directors.  You have three preeminent investment
18   banker firms.  You have diligent directors who have
19   met practically monthly on this matter as the
20   situation has evolved, who have critically evaluated
21   the company's business plan.
22                   You have a unanimous conclusion that
23   70 is inadequate and 78 -- the company is worth 78 at
24   this time.  And it's important that the board has put
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1   its stake in the ground.  This is not like Chesapeake
2   or other cases where the board has said that the offer
3   is inadequate and we're not going to tell you how
4   much.  They put a stake in the ground.
5                   THE COURT:  Now, just to be clear
6   about that, too -- I apologize for interrupting you.
7   The $78 value, the record evidence is that that's a
8   value that is projected to be the value of Airgas at
9   some point in the future, 2012, 2013, something.  It's

10   not a present-day value.
11                   MR. WOLINSKY:  Well, the 78 is
12   derived -- every director would express it
13   differently.  I think if you polled the directors, the
14   most common expression would be the unaffected stock
15   price is about 60 or 61.  And a minimal premium, given
16   precedence, would be 30 percent, which gets you to 78.
17   I think that's how most would express it.
18                   It's a transaction price, to answer
19   your question.  No one is saying the stock tomorrow is
20   going to trade at 78.
21                   And I think if you ask -- went through
22   the board room, I think most directors would say the
23   stock will be north of 70 by next year.
24                   And you know, I'm going to come back
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1   to this, but the essence of the McCausland analysis,
2   which we spent a lot of time on in the first trial,
3   didn't come up in the second trial, was that if this
4   company continues to perform on its business plan and
5   is sold at a point in time in the future, there is a
6   lot more money for the shareholders.
7                   And you know, I went through with
8   Mr. McCausland about his personal situation.  And as I
9   said -- he said, he's 63.  He's not Armand Hammer.

10   The company always had two paths for exit.  One is
11   obviously to proceed on its plan.  The other is to be
12   a strategic acquisition for one of the major
13   industrial gas companies in the United States or
14   abroad.  So you have those four things, and you have a
15   board that's willing to sell.
16                   Now, the claim was made at one time,
17   and there was a flavor of it this morning from
18   Miss Tikellis mostly, that Mr. McCausland dominates
19   the board; that he doesn't want to sell; and if there
20   is ever going to be a sale, it's going to be him and
21   nobody else, and everybody else is just doing his
22   bidding.
23                   Well, Your Honor, the evidence did not
24   show that one bit.  The one little -- you know, when
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1   Mr. McGlade first met with Mr. McCausland and
2   Mr. McCausland said, "Who is going to run the
3   company," there was a stock deal.  It's a very logical
4   question.  Who is going to run this combined company?
5   That's why the question was asked.
6                   This case is not about an entrenched
7   board.  It's not about a board dominated by one
8   person.  You've met some of the directors.  This board
9   is willing to sell.  Mr. McCausland said it.

10   Mr. Thomas said it.  Mr. Ill said it.  And let me
11   dwell on Mr. Clancey.
12                   Mr. Clancey testified, and the
13   documents confirm, that the board, at the November 1-2
14   meeting, the board agreed to sit down with Air
15   Products without any precondition to see if a deal
16   could be done.  This is Mr. Clancey.
17                   "I thought that there is always a
18   possibility that there could be an understanding,
19   a breakthrough, or at least a meeting to have more
20   meetings, to look at synergies, to look at what a
21   combined company would look like . . . so I was . . .
22   actively pushing that idea."
23                   "Question:  And the board's final
24   reaction was?
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1                   "Answer:  At that meeting, there was
2   agreement that we would."
3                   And there was the November 4th
4   meeting, and Mr. McGlade admitted in the end there was
5   just a good faith disagreement about value.
6                   Mr. McGlade:
7                   "Question:  And you agree that the
8   Airgas board, including the three Air Products
9   nominees, had a good faith basis for their valuation

10   of Airgas.  Correct?
11                   "Answer:  I have no reason to believe
12   they didn't."
13                   So let me spend a few minutes talking
14   about the threat.  One, $70 is clearly inadequate.
15   Two, the timing is opportunistic.  Three, the offer
16   presents a danger to corporate policy.  Four, the
17   significant arb concentration creates a risk that
18   long-term holders will be forced to tender.  Five, the
19   Airgas board has superior knowledge about the
20   prospects of the company.  And, finally, the company
21   can be sold for a better price.  I'm going to go over
22   these one by one.
23                   The law is clear, well established,
24   that an inadequate offer is, in and of itself, a
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1   threat that a board has a duty to resist.
2                   I think I heard this morning the
3   plaintiff saying that an inadequate offer is not a
4   legally cognizable threat.  It's definitely in their
5   briefs that it's just a disagreement over price, and a
6   disagreement over price can't constitute a threat.
7   That's just semantics.  The board concluded that the
8   offer is inadequate.  And Unitrin says that an
9   inadequate offer is a threat.

10                   THE COURT:  Which one?
11                   MR. WOLINSKY:  Which Unitrin?
12   Probably both.  In fact, for sure both.
13                   And this is quoting Paramount, going
14   to the point as to whether Paramount is relevant to
15   the inquiry here.  "This Court has held that the
16   'inadequate value' of an all-cash for all-shares offer
17   is a 'legally cognizable threat.'"  An inadequate
18   offer is a threat.
19                   Maybe it's a threat but, as a legal
20   matter, the threat dissipates over time.  I talked
21   about that.  The threat doesn't dissipate over time.
22   Directors' duties don't change over time.  They
23   certainly don't fade over time.  Directors always have
24   more information than the public.  Even the smartest
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1   arb, even the smartest institution, the directors
2   always have more information.
3                   And Mr. Davis agreed with this in
4   response to Your Honor's question.
5                   "Court:  . . . Do you think that you
6   know better than the average stockholder in Air
7   Products what the value of Air Products is today?
8                   "Answer:  Well, I have more
9   information than most, than the average shareholder of

10   Air Products probably, yes, as to what's really
11   happening, so I would say yes."
12                   What other answer could he give?
13                   And then Your Honor persisted.
14                   "Court:  So you would agree that you
15   probably do have a better understanding of the value
16   of Air Products than the average stockholder in Air
17   Products?
18                   "Answer:  I would agree."
19                   And the Chancery Court in Paramount
20   makes the same point.  "Directors may operate on the
21   theory that the stock market valuation is 'wrong' in
22   some sense, without breaching faith with shareholders.
23   No one, after all, has access to more information
24   concerning the corporation's present and future
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1   condition."
2                   This should not be very controversial.
3                   Now, the plaintiffs attempt to make a
4   factual argument attacking the board's decision on
5   inadequacy.  And one thing we heard this morning, one
6   thing we saw in the briefs, is that $70 can be found
7   someplace on a page in a banker's book.
8                   Now, this argument, again, has already
9   been rejected by the Supreme Court in Paramount.  This

10   is what they said:  " . . . Paramount and the
11   individual plaintiffs extrapolate a rule of law that
12   an all-cash, all-shares offer with values reasonably
13   in the range of acceptable price cannot pose any
14   objective threat to a corporation or its
15   shareholders."
16                   And the Court continued, "Plaintiffs'
17   position represents a fundamental misconception of our
18   standard of review under Unocal principally because it
19   would involve the Court in substituting its judgment
20   as to what is a 'better' deal for that of a
21   corporation's board of directors."
22                   And this is the point in the opinion
23   where the Paramount Court goes on to say Interco and
24   Grand Met, at least maybe on the facts, they were
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1   decided correctly, but as a matter of legal doctrine,
2   they were not.
3                   But in this case, in this case, you
4   really don't even have the situation that was being
5   argued in Paramount on the facts.  Because what do you
6   have here?
7                   You asked Mr. DeNunzio the question.
8                   "Court:  . . . I'd be very curious if
9   you could give me your professional opinion on this

10   question - What's the fair value of Airgas today,
11   January 26th, 2011?"
12                   And then he gave the normal
13   qualifications.  He hadn't talked to his committee,
14   et cetera, but then he gave you the answer.
15                   "Answer: . . . Our answer would be
16   it's in the mid to high seventies, and well into the
17   mid-eighties.  I think you can justify certainly
18   prices well above the $70."
19                   This is not a case where you can pick
20   a number on a page reasonably and say, Well, the
21   bankers are in that ballpark, so what's the threat?
22                   Mr. DeNunzio, bottom line:  $70 is
23   not, is not a price that represents a fair or adequate
24   price for this company.
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1                   The representatives of the three
2   investment banker firms all told you what their firms
3   told the board.  The offer was inadequate on every
4   relevant measure.  It was an easy call, not even
5   close.
6                   The argument that we heard earlier
7   today simply assumes away the testimony of every
8   single investment banker that's come to this Court.
9   Every single one said you can't look at the unaffected

10   stock price to determine the adequacy of an offer,
11   because the unaffected stock price does not include a
12   control premium.
13                   And it's a little bit startling to
14   hear the argument from the other side that an
15   unaffected stock price is a measure of whether a board
16   should deem an offer to be adequate or fair to the
17   shareholders.  You have to add a control premium.
18   Obviously, this is 101.
19                   The board was shown an analysis from
20   Bank of America and Goldman that showed that the
21   average takeover premiums since Air Products made its
22   offer range between 38 and 49 percent.  And the
23   bankers told the board, all three, that they should
24   look -- that they should focus on an unaffected stock
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1   price of 60 to 61.
2                   At one point in its brief, Air
3   Products says that Credit Suisse's range was 56 to 59.
4   And I heard another range earlier today that's just
5   not true, Your Honor.  If you look at JX 1066 at 20 --
6   I'll hand it up.  The range was 54.13 to 69.13, but
7   the testimony was, for your purposes, you should focus
8   at $61.
9                   And then you heard Mr. Nachbar talk

10   about Praxair.  And he put up the Praxair chart.  But
11   if you look at the minutes, and you heard -- and I
12   think it was testified to -- Praxair has a $4 billion
13   antitrust fine hanging over its head in Brazil, which
14   has impacted the stock price.  And that was pointed
15   out by Mr. McCausland at the board meeting.  And
16   Mr. DeNunzio said, You're right.  That has adversely
17   impacted Air Products' stock price.
18                   And as an aside, if you know anything
19   about Brazil or Latin America, you probably had to do
20   something really, really bad to get hit with a
21   $4 billion antitrust judgment.  That's quite
22   startling.
23                   So assuming a $61 stock price, Air
24   Products' premium is 15 percent.  It is not on the
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1   charts.  The offer is inadequate not by a little, by a
2   lot.
3                   The same is true of the DCF analysis.
4   The banker said that the $70 did not fall within a
5   reasonable DCF range for this company.  They also said
6   the DCF doesn't include any value for synergies which
7   you would expect to have in a strategic transaction
8   like this.
9                   And Mr. Huck said his intention was to

10   share them.  Mr. Huck said DCF was the most important
11   test for valuing a company.  Well, $70 flunks that
12   test.
13                   And then Mr. Nachbar said, Well, you
14   know, the valuations changed over time.  Of course it
15   has changed over time.  Time has passed.  And since we
16   didn't call Mr. Rensky, I didn't get a chance to walk
17   the Court through this exhibit.  And I won't put it on
18   the screen, but the second page of this, this is from
19   the BofA/Goldman Sachs book.  And the second page of
20   this is Page 30 of the Goldman Sachs/BofA book.
21                   And this is a bridge chart.  It walks
22   you through the DCF from February 4, 2010, the first
23   time it was presented to the board, up until the last
24   one.  And you can see the range at the beginning,
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1   Your Honor, and then you can see the range at the end.
2                   And what BofA did for the board,
3   Goldman did for the board, is they walked the board
4   through the changes and why it's changed.  There's no
5   secret.  Debt pay-down over plan was $1.50 in one
6   period and another 50 cents in two periods, in the
7   second period.  $2 of the increase in value is the
8   company's ability to pay down debt faster than was
9   ever expected.

10                   SAP, you can see that number.  Change
11   in discount period, that's purely a function of the
12   change of time.
13                   If you go to the footnotes, you'll see
14   at the September 6, 2010 board meeting, the offer, the
15   DCF was, as of June 30, 2010.  This is Footnote 3.  So
16   on September 6th, the company was being evaluated as
17   of June 30th.  As of the December 21st meeting, the
18   company was being evaluated as of December 31st.  So
19   $4 of the increase in DCF is attributable just to that
20   change in the valuation date, the "as of" date.
21                   The updated plan itself, calendar year
22   '11 to -- calendar year 11-14 forecast projections, in
23   the end years, they actually took down the earnings in
24   the end years.  And then the addition of the sixth
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1   year had that effect.  The net effect of the updated
2   plan was $1.50.
3                   If someone was trying to massage the
4   numbers, they didn't do a very good job.  And the
5   reason why is, obviously, no one was trying to
6   manipulate the numbers.
7                   Mr. Nachbar -- I wrote this down.  He
8   said, DCFs are unreliable because there is a lot of
9   subjectivity and they can be manipulated.  Well, for

10   Airgas, where the projections are rooted in regression
11   analyses, there is a lot less room for subjectivity.
12                   But the ultimate point here is that
13   they were not manipulated.  They were prepared in good
14   faith and were not manipulated.  And it's obviously
15   not just me saying that.  There was testimony on this.
16                   You had -- let me come back to that.
17   Double-dip.  There are two parts of double-dip:
18   Overly optimistic projections and double-dip.  You
19   heard testimony about what would happen if the company
20   didn't meet its plans.
21                   There is a threshold that should not
22   be lost here.  Without any consideration of
23   projections, just on the basis of the unaffected stock
24   price and the premium to the unaffected stock price,
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1   the offer was inadequate.
2                   60 times 30 is -- 60 times 30 percent
3   premium is 78.  So you don't have to look at
4   projections.  No one on the board had to look at
5   projections to come to a conclusion that the offer was
6   inadequate.
7                   But let's talk about this claim that
8   the projections were overly optimistic, double-dip,
9   manipulation.

10                   At the first trial, Mr. McLaughlin
11   told you how the plan was put together and
12   why Airgas's same-store sales grow faster than GDP.
13   And he told you the progression analysis is not used
14   blindly.
15                   But the big criticism you heard this
16   morning is that the ISM and nonresidential
17   construction indices are lower than what was
18   forecasted in November 2009.
19                   It was pointed out to me during lunch
20   that the ISM is now at 60.8 versus 55 to 57 in the
21   plan.  FAB metals and MAPI -- and this is in the
22   record.  I dare you to tell me what MAPI stands for.
23   Whatever that is, they are pretty much in line with
24   the assumptions in the plan.
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1                   So the bottom line is this:  Airgas is
2   meeting or beating the plan.  So yes, one thing is
3   high, one thing is low, one thing is moving.  They're
4   beating or meeting the plan.
5                   Fil Rensky told you, from BofA, not
6   only is the plan credible, but Bank of America lends
7   money against the plan.  He told the board that the
8   projections were reasonable.
9                   Credit Suisse did a thorough review of

10   the projections.  They told the board the same thing,
11   that the projections are highly credible, which, by
12   statute, the board is entitled to rely on.
13                   And look at what Mr. Clancey had to
14   say about this.  "In probing and asking questions that
15   I thought were important to the situation, I was very
16   impressed with the depth that [management] could go to
17   in answering the questions.  I came at them at
18   different angles, and they knew their business.  They
19   had achieved their numbers consistently.  I thought
20   they were very conservative, looking out."
21                   Clancey told you that he put
22   management through its paces and concluded that the
23   plan was conservative, very conservative.
24                   One more thing, and I touched on this,
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1   that the projections have evolved over time.  He
2   updated the plan.  Barely moved the needle.
3                   And then, if you look at their brief,
4   this is -- sometimes you've got to look at the cites
5   for the propositions -- the evidence for the
6   propositions they cite.
7                   The cite is, Well, yeah, there is a
8   suggestion that the update of the plan was done
9   because Air Products was there and we need a little

10   bit more juice in the plans.  And they cite Ted
11   Miller's deposition, 136, 22.
12                   "Question:  In your mind, was the fact
13   that the plan was updated related, at least in some
14   level, to the existence of the Air Products' offer?
15                   "Mr. Forrest:  Object to the form.
16                   "Question:  Is that right?
17                   "Answer:  I mean, it could be."
18                   MR. WOLINSKY:  That's the proof that
19   somebody juiced the numbers.  In fact, for 2016, the
20   rate of growth is lower.
21                   One more thing.  If you look at JX 259
22   at Page 12, at the December 7, 2010 BofA/Goldman book,
23   you'll see that the $70 is well below the midpoint of
24   the DCF there.  Nobody had to juice the numbers to get
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1   to inadequacy, and nobody did.  So the suggestion that
2   management monkeyed with the numbers to justify a
3   rejection of the offer is not true.
4                   But the board did not just stop there.
5   At the request of the three new directors, Credit
6   Suisse did do a sensitivity analysis for the board,
7   showing what the values would look like if the company
8   significantly underperformed its plan.
9                   And Mr. DeNunzio told you that by

10   analyzing the 200-basis point reduction in margins, he
11   was -- it's, in essence, $100 million to cover any sin
12   you wish:  Slow down in the economy, failure to meet
13   margins, failure to grow sales, failure to constrain
14   costs.  Basically, it's a $100 million bucket to deal
15   with anything that can knock Airgas off its plan.
16                   He called this "a pretty severe
17   change" to the company's plan.  And he's right.  It
18   was a very severe change because, as we saw, in the
19   depths of the great recession, for the first time in
20   its history, Airgas suffered an $81 million drop in
21   annual EBITDA.  They got it back in one year.
22                   Credit Suisse knocked that much and
23   more off the projections in perpetuity.  And the
24   answer was still that $70 was well below the midpoint
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1   of the DCF.
2                   What about double-dip?  Your Honor, in
3   2007, the company was looking forward and did see the
4   risk of a recession, so they did a weakening economy
5   case.  In 2007, the company saw the potential for a
6   recession.  Obviously it's not as bad as we've been
7   living through.  And they did do the weakening economy
8   case.
9                   And you heard the company is going to

10   beat the weakening economy case.  That's not an
11   indictment of the company's plan in process.  That's
12   an endorsement of the company's plan in process.  But
13   that is not where we are today.
14                   Where we are today, and what the board
15   reasonably believes, is that double-dip is not on the
16   horizon.  And, again, I go back to Mr. Clancey.  You
17   know, he gave this testimony because his company has
18   invested billions of dollars around the world, and
19   they need to know this stuff.
20                   "I don't see any indication of a
21   double-dip recession . . . A double-dip recession
22   would certainly get our attention, so we look for it
23   all the time.  We survey our customers globally on a
24   regular basis.  And no one . . . is talking about it.
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1   I haven't heard that conversation in six months."
2                   This whole issue is made up.
3                   Look at what J.P. Morgan had to say.
4   "All told, the stage is set for an extended period of
5   robust growth beginning in the current quarter."  This
6   is their bank.  And you wonder why no one from J.P.
7   Morgan came to the trial.
8                   And look at what Mr. Huck said on Air
9   Products' earnings call just two weeks ago.  "I don't

10   see a double-dip either, so I see, long, good, steady,
11   solid growth going forward here for the economy."
12                   So Mr. Huck doesn't see any danger of
13   a double-dip.  J.P. Morgan doesn't see one.  But his
14   lawyers want to fault the Airgas board for agreeing
15   with their client.
16                   Now, I think, stepping back, the last
17   thing that you or any Court wants to do is delve into
18   MAPI, ISM, FAB, new metals.  It was all new to all the
19   lawyers in the room, and I'm sure it's new to you.
20   It's not the Court's job at the end of the day.
21                   I think you can -- from the legal
22   perspective, the important thing is you have a
23   gentleman like Mr. Clancey and all the other actors,
24   experienced business people who ran management through
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1   their paces, who asked Credit Suisse to specifically
2   kick the tires on the projections, got the answers
3   they did, and reasonably relied on it.
4                   So the legal term that comes to mind
5   on this whole optimistic plans, double-dip, massage
6   the numbers, is "give me a break."  It was not shown,
7   it's not true, and certainly should not be part of the
8   Court's decision-making.
9                   In fact, the proof that came out at

10   this trial is that the one who is acting unreasonably
11   here, the one whose valuations are out of touch with
12   reality, is Air Products, not Airgas.
13                   You heard the testimony about the
14   November 4th meeting and you heard Mr. Huck told the
15   Airgas people that Airgas's unaffected stock price is
16   $51.  Is there anyone -- and he reaffirmed that today,
17   as of the current law.  Is there anyone who agrees
18   with Mr. Huck?  Is there a single independent observer
19   who agrees with Mr. Huck?  Mr. Huck could not point to
20   a single independent observer who agrees with his
21   analysis.
22                   We've now had two trials, and Air
23   Products did not see fit to bring J.P. Morgan or
24   Perella Weinberg in here to justify its position.  And
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1   as you know, when we talked about taking their
2   depositions, we were blocked.  Why didn't they come in
3   here and back up Huck's view of Airgas's unaffected
4   stock price?  You don't have to guess why.
5                   Mr. DeNunzio told you.  I asked him:
6                   "Question:  Do you see any way, based
7   on the work you've done, to come to a conclusion that
8   the unaffected stock price of Airgas on a stand-alone
9   basis would be $51?"

10                   "Answer:  Fifty-one dollars?"  He's
11   incredulous.  "That's outside any of the ranges that
12   we came up with, and you would have to have a pretty
13   negative view of the future to think that."
14                   One more point on that.  On
15   October 29, Mr. McGlade wrote to the Airgas board that
16   it should consider analysts' reports, because the
17   Airgas board was being unrealistic in its price
18   expectations.  Mr. McGlade said, Look at the analysts'
19   reports and you will see just how off-base you are.
20                   So let's look at the analysts'
21   reports.  They were summarized for the board.
22                   Jefferies:  These are the price
23   targets.  "$65 fair value."  "Would support a
24   valuation in the low 70s."
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1                   PiperJaffray:  "$75 share price is
2   reasonable in 2011."
3                   BB&T:  "We think in 12 months this
4   stock would be worth $72."
5                   Robert Baird:  "New $74 price target."
6                   ISS:  "The $70 offer today may not
7   look as compelling as it might have been a few months
8   ago."
9                   KeyBanc:  "We believe a 12-month

10   upside target could be supported around $76."
11                   Air Products accuses the Airgas board
12   of entrenching itself, but the one who is entrenched
13   here is Air Products.  Air Products is refusing to pay
14   full value for Airgas, and the board is justified in
15   taking the position it's taking.
16                   One more thing that goes to this issue
17   about the November 4th meeting.  You heard testimony
18   from the Airgas side.  The impetus of that meeting
19   came from the Airgas board.  The purpose of the
20   meeting was to have an open exchange of views.
21   McGlade and Davis both admitted that Airgas met with
22   Air Products in good faith on November 4th.
23                   Mr. McGlade:
24                   "Question:  And you believed that the
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1   representatives from Air Products and Airgas acted in
2   a business-like manner and in good faith during the
3   November 4th meeting?
4                   "Answer:  Yes, I do believe that."
5                   Mr. Huck:
6                   "Question:  Now, you believed that at
7   the November 4th meeting, the Airgas participants
8   acted in good faith; correct?
9                   "Answer:  At that point in time, yes,

10   we did."
11                   And you heard from Mr. McGlade just a
12   minute ago, he thought the meeting went well.  You --
13   I'm sorry.  You heard from Mr. McCausland.  He thought
14   the meeting went well.  He expected to hear back from
15   Air Products with a constructive proposal.
16                   Now, Air Products says in its brief
17   that talks between the parties stalled at the starting
18   line.  That is not what happened.
19                   Here's Mr. Davis:
20                   "Question:  In fact, you thought the
21   November 4th meeting would lead to further
22   negotiations because the parties had just started
23   talking; correct?
24                   "Answer:  That was my hope."
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1                   Mr. Davis hoped and thought there
2   would be further negotiations.  So what happened?
3   What happened is that someone on the other side
4   realized that if there were ongoing talks, the Court
5   would not pull the pill, so they made an accusation
6   that the whole meeting was a charade.
7                   It was a very stinging accusation.
8   The whole premise of this accusation was based on the
9   claim that Airgas was the bad guy because we provided

10   the Court with a copy of a public SEC filing and
11   argued that the Court should not pull the pill at this
12   stage because we had not -- because, among all the
13   other reasons, we were not at the end stage.
14                   But before any of this happened, we
15   asked the other side, any problem giving the SEC
16   filing to the Court?  They said no, and we told you
17   that.  "Air Products and the shareholder plaintiffs
18   have indicated they do not oppose this motion."
19                   No one from Morris Nichols said, You
20   can tell the Court about the meeting, but you can't
21   make any arguments about it.  If you do, you are
22   violating an agreement.  No one said anything.
23                   Although Air Products offered three
24   witnesses at this trial, all three of them were at
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1   that November 4th meeting, they made absolutely no
2   attempt to defend the baseless accusation that Air
3   Products leveled at Airgas about that November 4th
4   meeting.  Not one of them tried to defend that
5   accusation.  And the undisputed evidence in trial
6   established that this accusation was false.
7                   When Mr. van Roden became aware that
8   this accusation was coming, he called Mr. McGlade and
9   said, "How can you make this accusation?"  Morris

10   Nichols consented.  There was a first call and then a
11   second call.  In the second call, he said, "I don't
12   know how you can make this accusation."  Morris
13   Nichols consented.
14                   And here is Mr. McGlade's testimony
15   about his communications with Mr. van Roden.
16                   (A video clip was played as follows:)
17                   "Question:  Did Mr. van Roden inform
18   you that Air Products' counsel had not objected to the
19   supplementation of the record?
20                   "Answer:  My first recollection was he
21   wasn't even aware of -- of the filing.  He then,
22   subsequently, in a follow-up conversation, if I'm
23   clear on the sequence, did say that Air Products'
24   counsel did not object.
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1                   "Question:  Were you aware of that
2   before you sent the letter?
3                   "Answer:  Was I aware that they had
4   not objected?  Or, I mean, that Air Products' counsel
5   did not object?  I don't know that I was aware of it
6   before it was told to me, but I subsequently confirmed
7   it.
8                   "Question:  Now, when you say before
9   it was told to you, you mean by Mr. van Roden?

10                   "Answer:  Right.
11                   "Question:  Did you suggest to
12   Mr. van Roden that that might change your view?
13                   "Answer:  No.
14                   "Question:  Okay.  Did you suggest to
15   Mr. van Roden that your lawyers had requested that you
16   send this letter?
17                   "Answer:  I don't know that I said
18   that to him.
19                   "Question:  Do you recall saying
20   something to that effect to Mr. van Roden?
21                   "Answer:  I do think that I might have
22   said that I -- you know, after considering this with
23   our advisors, we decided that this was appropriate to
24   send this letter since Airgas had decided to try to
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1   reopen the trial record, and get this into that
2   record.
3                   "Question:  Was it your understanding
4   that Airgas disclosed the substance of what happened
5   at the meeting?
6                   "Answer:  I don't know what they
7   disclosed.
8                   "Question:  Okay."
9                   (Video concluded.)

10                   MR. WOLINSKY:  So what is Mr. McGlade
11   saying?  He doesn't know that Morris Nichols had
12   consented to the motion.  He didn't -- did not know
13   that Airgas had disclosed the substance of the
14   meeting.  And he decided to send a letter accusing
15   Airgas of engaging in a charade because the advisors
16   thought it was advisable to do.
17                   So they made an accusation that the
18   whole meeting was a staged event, even though the
19   accusation was not true and they knew it wasn't true.
20   In fact, each of the Air Products' witnesses testified
21   that the Airgas representatives acted in good faith at
22   the November 4th meeting.  And Mr. van Roden called
23   Mr. Davis the next day to once again try to convince
24   Air Products to raise its offer.
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1                   Now, the important point here is that
2   the Airgas board did engage in a reasonable
3   investigation, not only by meeting with its bankers,
4   not only by meeting with management, not only by its
5   consideration of analysts' reports, but by meeting
6   with Air Products.
7                   They listened to Mr. Huck.  They
8   listened to him say that the unaffected stock price
9   was only 50 to $53.  They listened to Mr. Huck say

10   that Air Products was being generous at 65.50.  And
11   then they met with their own bankers and concluded
12   something that should be obvious.
13                   On one side, you have Mr. Huck saying
14   that Airgas is worth between 50 to $53 on a
15   stand-alone basis; that the company's unaffected stock
16   price is only $51.  And who is on the other side?
17   Bank of America, Goldman Sachs, Credit Suisse, BB&T,
18   Jefferies, Oppenheimer, PiperJaffray, Baird, William
19   Blair, and the Airgas board.
20                   Based on all this, the Airgas
21   directors, both the incumbents and the three new
22   directors, came to the same conclusion.  Huck has it
23   wrong.  Air Products is trying to get the company at a
24   clearly inadequate price.  The only one who agrees
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1   with Mr. Huck is Mr. Huck.  Your Honor, inadequacy is
2   clearly established on this record beyond any shadow
3   of a doubt.
4                   In Unocal, moving on, the Supreme
5   Court expressly recognized that the nature and timing
6   of an offer are valid considerations when assessing
7   whether an offer poses a threat.  There is no question
8   that the directors identified this as a threat.  The
9   first letter back to Mr. McGlade, back in

10   November 2009, made this point.  All of the 14D-9s
11   have made this point.
12                   The Airgas board concluded that the
13   Air Products' bid was opportunistic because it was
14   timed to take advantage of the impact of the greatest
15   recession since the Great Depression.  There was no
16   dispute about this at trial.  In fact, Mr. McGlade
17   told his board this when he was seeking authorization
18   for the bid.  This is his January 20 memo to his own
19   board.
20                   "As we have discussed in the past,
21   it is my belief that now is the time to acquire
22   Flashback - their business has yet to recover, the
23   pricing window is favorable, and our ability (should
24   we so choose) to offer an all-cash deal would be
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1   viewed very favorably in this market."  Emphasis on
2   "in this market."
3                   Mr. Davis said the same thing.
4                   "Question:  And you believed that the
5   price of Airgas stock was suppressed at the time that
6   Air Products made its initial offer; correct?
7                   "Answer:  Yes."
8                   Air Products made its bid at the exact
9   bottom of the trough.  Here's when they came, in terms

10   of reported earnings.  Here's where we are now.  And
11   Mr. Nachbar made the point, Well, everybody can see
12   the trend.  Well, that's nice.  Everybody can see the
13   trend.  What they also see is that revenues are below
14   where they were in December 2008, and earnings are
15   just now getting back to where they were in December
16   of 2008 on a trailing basis.
17                   Air Products made its public offer at
18   the very bottom.  And even to this day, in their most
19   recent brief, they make the claim that the offer is a
20   60 percent premium to the February 2010 price.
21                   It's like time stood still.  But the
22   timing issue is still real.  Airgas sales still have
23   not recovered to pre-recession levels.  The offer was
24   timed to exploit the uncertainty about Airgas's future
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1   and drive shares into the hands of arbs.
2                   It's not, the timing -- the timing
3   aspect of this is not just that shareholders don't --
4   it's nice -- go ahead.  I wish the whole world would
5   draw that straight line and keep the trend going, but
6   the world doesn't necessarily agree.  And what
7   Airgas/Air Products was able to do was drive shares
8   into the hands of arbs at a particularly vulnerable
9   time for this company.

10                   And there was one more timing issue
11   that came out at the trial.  This is a bad time to try
12   to sell a company.  And as I said, that was the point
13   of the famous McCausland analysis that we spent so
14   much time on.  If there is going to be a sale of
15   Airgas, better a year or two from now than now.
16                   And we were reluctant to get into
17   this, but the Court asked Mr. McCausland the question
18   about other bidders.  And he told you that he has had
19   discussions with other bidders.  And because we are
20   only in the very early days of the recovery and
21   because the recovery in Europe is lagging the rest of
22   the world, the logical bidders are being held back.
23                   That is an opportunistic aspect of
24   this offer from Air Products' perspective.  Go now,
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1   when the Europeans are weak, when the European market
2   is weak.  This is a bad time to try to sell the
3   company.
4                   Mr. DeNunzio said the same thing when
5   Your Honor asked him the value of the company.
6                   "I think there's reason to believe
7   that, at another time, in another market environment,
8   there may be other acquirers of the company at higher
9   prices than what Air Products is offering today."

10                   "And if you were to sell the company
11   at that moment in time, and to those other kinds of
12   parties, you could do substantially in excess of the
13   70, even accounting for time value of money in the
14   intervening period."
15                   Now is not a good time to sell.
16   Mr. Clancey in his testimony said the same thing.
17                   One thing that the plaintiffs have
18   said about this is absolutely wrong.  The board has
19   not put the company up for sale.  The company is not
20   in Revlon mode.  The board did not have to commence a
21   full-blown process, and it has not done so.
22                   So the fact that another bidder has
23   not shown up at this time does not mean that the
24   company is only worth $70 per share.  And the fact
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1   that private equity can do 72 does not mean that the
2   company has to throw the business plan out the window.
3   If that were the case, a board would have to sell any
4   time a premium offer came on the scene, and that's not
5   the law.  Mr. DeNunzio -- it's not good law and it's
6   not good business.
7                   Mr. DeNunzio made this point:  "Any
8   public company today, as a general statement, can
9   achieve a premium in a sale.  That doesn't mean the

10   company should be sold on any given day."
11                   Just because you can get a premium
12   doesn't mean that you should sell or that it's the
13   right time to sell.
14                   Let me come back to this LBO thing
15   because we heard a lot of it from Miss Tikellis.  The
16   LBO discussions from this year are the single best
17   proof of good faith from Mr. McCausland and the rest
18   of this board.  BofA and Goldman Sachs said an LBO was
19   viable at $70 to $72.
20                   And if you go back over this closely,
21   Mr. DeNunzio said, I thought it was a stretch, but
22   BofA and Goldman ran the traps in their internal
23   credit approval mechanism, and they thought they could
24   get a green light at 70, 72.
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1                   And if you really believed, really
2   believed that Air Products was best and final at $70,
3   and if you really believed that Mr. McCausland was out
4   for his own interest, then what the simplest thing
5   would have been for him to do was put $71 on the
6   table, hold them to $71 best and final, and take the
7   company at $71, and thumb his nose at the rest of
8   those people.
9                   That is not what happened.  That is

10   exactly not what happened.  If you look at the minutes
11   and you look at Mr. McCausland's testimony, here's
12   what he said.
13                   Can you put that up?
14                   "We've looked at private equity.  You
15   know, it's possible, kind of a stretch, but it's
16   possible that we could do something around this offer
17   price or maybe a little higher.  But private equity
18   doesn't compete with the value of the company as
19   determined by the board of directors on the advice of
20   their bankers."
21                   Mr. McCausland and the other directors
22   decided not to go for an LBO because a 71 or $72 LBO
23   would be cheating the shareholders.  This is proof of
24   good faith, not bad faith.  And there is no proof,
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1   there is speculation, that, Well, they're just holding
2   on so Mr. McCausland can do an LBO a year from now.
3   What rank speculation?  Nothing in the record to
4   support that.  Not in the cards.  Not credible, and
5   not a responsible accusation.
6                   If this board -- if Mr. McCausland
7   were motivated by personal interest, he would have
8   done a $71 LBO and thumbed his nose at Air Products
9   and the shareholders.  He didn't want to do it.  The

10   board didn't want to do it.
11                   What does Air Products say about other
12   bidders?  Your Honor, it's cited at JX 525.
13                   Can we put that up?
14                   This is proof that there is no one in
15   the world who is ever going to be interested in
16   acquiring Airgas.  It's their own PowerPoint, quoting
17   newspaper reports.  That's not proof.
18                   The Airgas directors -- you can take
19   it down.  The Airgas directors concluded that now is
20   not a good time to sell the company for all the
21   reasons that I've talked about.  And it's the board's
22   conclusion that controls, not the self-serving claims
23   of the bidder.  The cases say that a board can
24   conclude that the timing of the offer constitutes a
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1   threat.  That's what this board concluded.  One more
2   threat.
3                   In Unitrin the Supreme Court held that
4   a board can conclude that there was a threat if the
5   board had "reasonable grounds for believing that a
6   danger to corporate policy and effectiveness existed."
7   And it's an interesting distinction, and it's almost
8   metaphysical.  But it's a threat to the corporation
9   that's distinct from the injury to the shareholders;

10   and it's a threat the board can address with defensive
11   measures.
12                   This is Chancellor Allen in Paramount.
13   "Delaware law does recognize that directors, when
14   acting deliberately, in an informed way, and in the
15   good faith pursuit of corporate interests, may follow
16   a course designed to achieve long-term value even at
17   the cost of immediate value maximization."
18                   I say it's metaphysical because the
19   corporate interests translate to value for the
20   shareholders.  But under the case law, a takeover that
21   would prevent the company from pursuing its business
22   plan for the benefit of its shareholders is a threat
23   to the corporation itself, and that's all true here.
24                   Airgas has a five-year strategic plan,
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1   and we've talked a lot about it.  But it's more than
2   just projected cash flows.  It involves capital
3   investments, SAP, expansion of strategic accounts,
4   acquisitions in packaged gas businesses and in
5   adjacent markets.
6                   If the Airgas/Air Products offer goes
7   through, Airgas as a company will not realize the
8   value of those strategic initiatives and its
9   shareholders will not receive the benefits of those

10   initiatives.  That's a factor discussed in the
11   Schedule 14D-9.
12                   "The Airgas board considered that
13   Airgas had made substantial capital investments since
14   the last recessionary period, including nearly
15   $2.5 billion in the period since 2007 alone, and
16   considered its view of the potential benefits of such
17   investments."
18                   It was discussed in the proxy contest.
19   This is a slide from the fight materials.
20   $2.4 billion, bottom line of total capital deployed,
21   and yet returns from those investments have yet to be
22   fully realized.  $2.4 billion is almost $30 per share
23   in investments, and the benefits of those investments
24   have not yet been fully realized for the shareholders.
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1                   There is a very good reason why the
2   Airgas board is a staggered board, and under Delaware
3   law, is empowered to consider long-term value.
4                   Let's just take SAP.  Airgas started
5   developing SAP in 2007.  It won't be up and running
6   and fully implemented until December 31st, 2012.  By
7   the time it's up and running, the company will have
8   spent $105 million in implementing the system.
9                   Airgas shareholders have already paid

10   more than half the bill for the system, and they
11   haven't seen a penny of return yet.  As you heard at
12   trial, the potential benefits of SAP are expected to
13   be in amounts far greater than has been disclosed to
14   the market.
15                   Your Honor, there was a very
16   interesting point in the trial when you leaned over to
17   I think it was Mr. DeNunzio and you said, Well, look,
18   I'm looking at the analysts' estimates for 2012 and
19   2013, and I'm looking at your management estimates for
20   2012 and 2013, and they're pretty much in line.  So
21   doesn't the market know everything?  Isn't everything
22   out there?
23                   And the answer is, is that it doesn't.
24   The full benefits of SAP are not reflected in those
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1   analysts' estimates because the first full year of
2   benefits from SAP won't be realized until fiscal year
3   2015.  And you can see that in the Credit Suisse book,
4   JX 1064 at Page 4.  This is just the tip of the
5   iceberg.
6                   I showed you the $2.4 billion slide.
7   That money has gone into building new air separation
8   plants, new CO2 plants, increasing capacity, making
9   acquisitions.  All of those investments will go into

10   long-term value for shareholders.
11                   And as I mentioned, Airgas has a
12   corporate governance structure that permits a board to
13   focus on building long-term value.
14                   In fact, one of the reasons why Airgas
15   as a company has been so successful relative to its
16   peers in the S&P 500, I think it's in the top
17   5 percent, is because the board has focused on
18   building long-term value.
19                   And as Your Honor said in eBay, this
20   all boils down to shareholder value.  A for-profit
21   company does not exist to promote social good in the
22   abstract.
23                   But Air Products' effort to terminate
24   the independent existence of Airgas and prevent it
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1   from pursuing its strategic plan, not for its own
2   sake, but for the benefit of the shareholders, is a
3   threat to the corporation that is separate and
4   distinct from the threat to the shareholders.
5                   And the Airgas board concluded just
6   what the Time board concluded.  The best way to
7   deliver long-term value to the shareholders is to
8   stick to the company's strategic plan.
9                   Now we talk about the board.  The

10   board considered the pill was necessary to protect the
11   shareholders from being coerced into the tender.  The
12   claim from the other side is that the board couldn't
13   have determined this because it wasn't discussed in
14   those terms at the December 21 meeting; and because it
15   wasn't discussed in the 14D-9, it can't be true.
16                   Well, Your Honor, the purpose of the
17   14D-9 -- I think it's Item 101 -- the purpose of the
18   14D-9 is to tell the shareholders why the board is
19   recommending against the offer.  It is not a brief to
20   the shareholders explaining why the board is keeping
21   the poison pill in place.
22                   And if you step back, what they're
23   really saying is that we were supposed to conduct a
24   Harvard Law School corporate governance seminar on
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1   poison pills for the directors.  And as part of that
2   seminar, we were supposed to teach the directors to
3   speak like lawyers, and say that it's important to
4   keep that pill in place because it's reasonable in
5   relation to the threat posed.
6                   Your Honor, that's not the real world.
7   It's not what Unocal requires.  Unocal is a standard
8   of review.  It is not a prescription for the language
9   that directors have to use to justify their actions.

10                   And there is no question that the
11   directors did understand what they were doing and why
12   they were doing it.  Business people are supposed to
13   use their business judgment, and the directors here
14   used their business judgment and common sense.  They
15   understood the importance of keeping the pill in
16   place.
17                   That's why Mr. Clancey said in the
18   December 21 meeting, "We have to protect the pill."
19   That's why Mr. Miller said that it was implicit in
20   every discussion that the board had.  This company has
21   been living with this litigation hanging over its head
22   for a year.  It's fair to assume that the board knows
23   what's going on.
24                   And not only did the board understand
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1   the issue, the board focused on the issue.  And this
2   came out in Mr. Bornstein's cross-examination of
3   Mr. Clancey.  Look at the December letter from the
4   three new directors.  This is a footnote in the
5   December 7 letter.
6                   "We believe that we should also be in
7   a position to formulate independent views regarding
8   appropriate responses to the questions presented in
9   Chancellor Chandler's letter opinion."

10                   They wanted to look at the filings
11   that were being prepared for Your Honor, and I guess
12   maybe the reason is because they didn't trust us.  So
13   what happened -- not I guess.  The reason is because
14   they didn't trust us.
15                   When the three new directors sent
16   their letter on December 7, they specifically said
17   they wanted to see the draft, so the draft was sent to
18   them and to the entire board.  This is their Harvard
19   Law School corporate governance seminar.  They got it.
20                   "Airgas' shareholder profile consists
21   of an unusually high percentage of arbs with highly
22   leveraged positions."
23                   "The evidence establishes that, at the
24   time of trial, approximately 50 percent of . . . [the]
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1   shareholders were [arbs]."  " . . . shareholders are
2   largely sophisticated, they face a collective action
3   problem . . ."
4                   "The threat is not only that
5   shareholders may disbelieve the Airgas board and
6   mistakenly tender.  The problem is also that
7   shareholders may be pressured into tendering into an
8   offer that they don't want to accept because of the
9   prospect that a bare majority of the other shares will

10   be tendered (meeting the minimum condition of the
11   offer)."
12                   They got their Harvard Law School
13   seminar.  And by the way, the board also focused on
14   whether Air Products could replace the board by
15   67 percent.
16                   Now, this is not news.  I said this
17   earlier.  The three new nominees, three new directors,
18   were elected two to one, 67 percent.  Everybody knew
19   that 67 percent was achievable because it practically
20   happened at the annual meeting at 65.50.  But as I
21   said, in this brief, the board also got their Harvard
22   Law School seminar on 67 percent.
23                   Special meeting.  The unrebutted
24   evidence demonstrates that Air Products could call a
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1   special meeting.  "The power of Airgas shareholders to
2   call a special meeting to replace the incumbent
3   directors is a viable method . . . "
4                   ". . . as the Court observes in
5   Footnote 3 of its letter order, 67 percent is
6   reasonably attainable . . ."
7                   And then we summarized Mr. Harkins'
8   testimony.  It's "both mathematically possible and
9   realistically attainable," if there is an appealing

10   price.  As I said, this is not news to anyone.
11                   And then on December 10, following
12   up -- remember the sequence.  December 7th, a very
13   aggressive letter.  There is Mr. van Roden's response
14   the next day.  And then there is a December 10th board
15   meeting, which is fairly contentious, but ultimately
16   concludes with a consensus.  And here's what happened
17   at that board meeting.
18                   Mr. McCausland's testimony:
19                   "Question:  Do you recall Mr. Lumpkins
20   saying anything about the draft?
21                   "Answer:  Yes.  Bob Lumpkins said that
22   he felt it was very well done and crystallized the
23   issues . . . "
24                   There was also testimony from
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1   Mr. McCausland that there were comments on the draft.
2   He had comments beforehand, and the minutes reflect
3   there was a comment made of the draft at that meeting.
4                   Then, of course, the board authorized
5   the filing of this, of the brief, on their behalf.  So
6   if they had to go through a Harvard Law School
7   seminar, they got one; and they authorized us to file
8   the positions that we did, believing them to be true.
9                   From the very outset, the idea is that

10   the board was sitting in some ivory tower completely
11   oblivious to what was happening in the world.  The
12   board was oblivious to the fact that arbs were piling
13   into the stock.  Not only were they not oblivious to
14   this, this is something they were consistently being
15   told about, month after month after month.
16                   This is from the February board
17   minutes.  Here, the arbs are about 20 percent.  May
18   24, this is -- the highlighting is in the original.
19   The board:  Hey, this company is loading up with arbs.
20   July 15th minutes.  The arbs are now up to
21   39.6 percent.  October 21, 49 percent.  November 2,
22   the arbs are at 49 percent.  The entire shareholder
23   profile is discussed with the board.  Same thing on
24   December 21.  The arbs are at 46 percent.
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1                   Everyone knew, everyone knew that the
2   arbs and hedge funds were in this for a deal, and that
3   if they were given a chance to cash out, they would.
4   Even if the price was inadequate, everyone knew the
5   arbs would give Air Products overwhelming support
6   because they'd done so in September.
7                   In fact, it's really quite a run that
8   Air Products is now making the claim that the Airgas
9   board was oblivious to Air Products' strategy.

10   Everybody knew on both sides what game Air Products
11   was playing.  Drive the majority of the shares into
12   the hands of the arbs to insure that the proxy contest
13   would succeed and the tender offer would succeed.
14                   It wasn't lost on ISS.  [The arbs']
15   risk profile, once they are invested, in turn,
16   requires that merger arbs seek quick returns, so that
17   they may be willing to leave some money on the table
18   in exchange for an earlier and more certain payout."
19                   And there is no justifying -- no
20   question that the board was justified in reaching the
21   conclusions that it did.
22                   Courts have recognized that all-cash
23   offers have a coercive element.  One Court didn't.
24   Your Honor in Unitrin did not; but the Supreme Court,
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1   in reversing you, did.  The Supreme Court in Unitrin
2   expressly recognized when there's a heavy arb
3   concentration, any and all tender offers have a
4   coercive element, and the board can take this into
5   account in opposing the offer.
6                   "In Unocal itself, we expressly
7   acknowledged that 'a board may reasonably consider the
8   basic stockholder interests at stake, including those
9   of short-term speculators, whose actions may have

10   fueled the coercive aspect of the offer at the expense
11   of the long-term investor."  This is Unitrin quoting
12   Unocal.
13                   Unocal was a front-end-loaded,
14   two-tier, junk bond bust-up, all the good pejoratives
15   we used to use.  Unitrin was not.  Unitrin was any and
16   all, all-cash.  And the Supreme Court recognizes what
17   is really kind of, I think, intuitive and obvious, is
18   that the action of short-term speculators fuel the
19   coercive aspect of the offer.  This is not -- this is
20   really, at the end of the day, not controversial.
21                   Mr. Rafferty elicited this testimony
22   from Mr. McCausland.  "I know . . . there's a bunch of
23   arbs out there who have said to me that they know the
24   stock is worth a lot more than $70 but, you know,
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1   they're an arb."  They're going to take less than full
2   value because they have to.
3                   Mr. Harkins said the same thing.  The
4   arbs are playing a game of chicken with the bid.  That
5   was his phrase.  They don't have a choice.  They have
6   to tender by virtue of what they are and how they do
7   it.  The arbs feel pressure to tender.  And because
8   the arbs feel the pressure, everyone else does, too.
9   This is hardly controversial.

10                   Your Honor, ask yourself, if I owned
11   100 shares of Airgas, and I thought the company was
12   worth $78, but I thought the arbs were all going to
13   tender at 70, what would I do, hold on or tender?
14                   Of course you would tender.  There is
15   no upside to holding, only downside.  I can get $70
16   now or $70 later without interest and take the risk
17   that the second step may never happen.  Harkins
18   testified about things.  The board was aware of things
19   the commentators have been talking about for decades.
20                   Mr. Morrow agreed.
21                   "Question:  If I'm a professional
22   investor and I know my upside is capped at the $70
23   deal price, wouldn't I prefer to cash out as soon as
24   possible and redeploy my funds in a new investment?
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1                   "Answer:  If you could."
2                   Mr. Morrow said, once Air Products
3   acquires 50 percent plus one of the shares at $70, if
4   there was ever a chance that it could be worth $78,
5   it's gone forever.  A reasonable shareholder is going
6   to tender.
7                   For a company like Airgas with a
8   market cap that would permit the arbs to bump up
9   against the 50 percent threshold, and with a bidder

10   whose strategy was to drive shares into the hands of
11   the arbs, that threat is particularly significant.
12   And as Unitrin says, the board is allowed to take that
13   into account and respond.
14                   What does the other side have to say?
15   That if the Court accepts Mr. Harkins' view, the
16   obvious view that all tender offers are coercive,
17   well, some tender offers are more coercive than
18   others.
19                   And let's deal with this case.  What
20   makes this offer so coercive, so unfair to the
21   shareholders, is that Air Products pursued a
22   deliberate strategy to build up arb ownership in the
23   stock and succeeded.
24                   Mr. Harkins:  "In this case, [the
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1   coercion is] exacerbated by . . . what the fiduciaries
2   have determined is a clearly inadequate price, coupled
3   with this substantial arbitrage ownership, which
4   appears to have been part of a plan that the bidder
5   has pursued here, as I've indicated in my reports."
6                   If we were talking about Pfizer, a
7   mega cap company, it would be a different analysis.
8   But we're talking about Airgas, a 5, 6, $7 billion
9   market cap company.  It's really a very different

10   calculation.
11                   Then you heard at trial and this
12   morning, "Well, we've got a fix, Judge.  Don't worry."
13   For the first time in court, Mr. Huck, Mr. McGlade, I
14   think Mr. Davis, said they would not object if the
15   order redeeming the pill is conditioned on a
16   subsequent offering period.
17                   First of all, the issue is whether the
18   Airgas board breached its duties on December 21.
19   There was no subsequent offering period then.  And
20   it's very interesting, Air Products amended its offer
21   to extend the expiration date just last week.  They
22   did not amend the offer to include a subsequent
23   offering period.  They're negotiating with you.
24   They're not taking this off the table.
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1                   But, more importantly, the subsequent
2   offering period does not change anything.  It's still
3   coercive.  You're still coerced into tendering into
4   the second step.  You have to tender.  There is no
5   upside.  Mr. Harkins said that, Mr. Morrow said that,
6   and it's common sense.
7                   Very briefly, Your Honor, we've never
8   briefed this idea that Kahn and Siliconix stand for
9   the proposition that all cash offers are not coercive.

10   Totally different situation.  Those are all cases,
11   Kahn v. Lynch, Siliconix, those are all cases that had
12   majority shareholders.
13                   And basically, what the Courts are
14   saying is, Look, if you have an 80 percent holder and
15   the 80 percent holder makes an offer for the
16   20 percent, it may be coercive, but what are you
17   complaining about?  You're already a shareholder in a
18   company with an 80 percent shareholder.  That's the
19   life of a minority shareholder.
20                   Minority shareholders get pushed
21   around.  And there are mechanisms in place to protect
22   them, but don't come crying to me that you're a
23   shareholder in a company with an 80 percent holder.
24                   What we're talking about here,
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1   obviously, is a situation where there is no 80 percent
2   holder.  Completely different situation.  And those
3   cases do not stand for the proposition that any and
4   all cash tender offers are not coercive in any
5   respect.
6                   Substantive coercion.  The directors
7   obviously understood that they had better information
8   on whether the company should be sold.  The directors
9   obviously had better information on what the company

10   is worth in a sale.  The shareholders don't have all
11   the information.  They can't have the information.
12   They don't have the full five-year plan.  And on the
13   other side, it's a little bit; but to the management,
14   this is significant stuff.
15                   In response to Your Honor's question,
16   Mr. McCausland talked about R&D; he talked about sales
17   initiatives; he talked about capital expenditure
18   programs; he talked about pricing initiatives; he
19   talked about SAP and the undisclosed benefits of SAP,
20   which Mr. DeNunzio agreed with.
21                   "I think there is every reason that
22   people could conclude there's . . . much, much greater
23   upside, for example, in the SAP implementation.  I
24   mean, orders of magnitude greater than what's been
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1   assumed and which would give substantially higher
2   values."  This is a man who said Airgas's SAP
3   implementation was the most thorough and well thought-
4   out he'd seen in 30 years in business.
5                   And Mr. Huck said that the most
6   important thing for his valuation of the company is
7   the DCF.  They don't have Air Products' DCF.  They
8   don't have Airgas's DCF.
9                   And there is lots of -- so there are a

10   lot of good reasons why the directors have better
11   information than the public.  And one of them is that
12   if the company had to disclose all of its information,
13   it would put itself at a competitive disadvantage.
14   And it cannot be the rule that if a hostile tender
15   offer is made by a competitor, a target company has to
16   make all of its inside information public and suffer
17   competitive harm.
18                   So shareholder plaintiffs come up with
19   a solution.  It's not a solution.  Their solution is
20   just put out all the numbers in the bankers' books and
21   the shareholders would have all the information they
22   need.  Well, Your Honor, knowing the numbers without
23   knowing how you get there may not be a completely
24   empty exercise, but it's a largely empty exercise.
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1                   If you look at the footnotes in
2   Paramount that talk about substantive coercion, they
3   talk not only about the shareholders not knowing, but
4   they talk about the shareholders not believing.
5   Putting out, you know, a rosy set of projections and
6   then hearing from the other side, rosy, rosy, rosy,
7   double-dip, you know what comes.  Without the
8   underlying information, how do you get there?  It's
9   not a futile exercise, but it really is a largely

10   empty exercise.
11                   More importantly, putting aside the
12   raw numbers, the shareholders will never have the
13   insight that a board of directors have.  They don't
14   have it.  They can't have it.  They don't sit in board
15   meetings.  They don't get one-on-one briefings.  They
16   don't sit with managers.  Air Products' own witnesses
17   understand this.
18                   Mr. McGlade testified about this.
19                   "Question:  And you agree that Airgas
20   management is in the best position to understand the
21   intrinsic value of the company.  Correct?
22                   "Answer:  I said that earlier, yes."
23                   He's like, Yes, of course that's true.
24   Don't bother me with that question.
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1                   Mr. Davis said it, too.
2                   "Question:  You're not aware of anyone
3   in a better position than Airgas management to make
4   projections for Airgas; correct?
5                   "Answer:  Correct."
6                   And just an aside on Mr. Clancey.
7   They said, "Well, what's the secret sauce?"
8   Mr. Clancey showed up on October 21st and went along,
9   65.50 was inadequate.  Prior to that October 21st

10   meeting, Mr. Clancey got the five-year plan, he got
11   all the board books.  He's a smart guy.  He's an
12   educated guy.  He's an experienced businessman.  He
13   read the materials before the meeting.  And of course,
14   he is able to rely on the other directors.
15                   Mr. Clancey got inside the tent later,
16   met with management, and concluded that the company
17   was worth at least $78 per share.
18                   And fundamentally, that's one of the
19   reasons we have boards.  That's one of the reasons why
20   directors have the power and duty to oppose an
21   inadequate offer, because they have access to more
22   information than the public.  They have to have more
23   information.
24                   And because they have that
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1   information, and because they have the judgment that
2   they have, they're in a position to use the
3   information to protect the interests of the
4   shareholders of the company -- of the company and its
5   shareholders.
6                   One more threat.  The other side calls
7   this opportunity loss.  The Airgas board concluded
8   that if there's going to be a sale of the company, the
9   company can do better, either deal with Air Products

10   or with another company.  The other side says that the
11   pill has outlived its usefulness; that there is no
12   threat to the board's negotiating power because Air
13   Products says it won't negotiate.
14                   I think this is a very interesting
15   issue for Delaware lawmakers.  Who gets to decide
16   whether $70 really is their best and final offer?  And
17   they come in here and they swear under oath that they
18   really, really mean it.  But for purposes of Unocal,
19   whose judgment on that question counts?  Is it for the
20   Court or is it for the board?
21                   And I submit it's for the board.  It's
22   like any other business judgment that a director makes
23   in the course of a takeover battle.  It's a judgment
24   about negotiating strategy.
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1                   THE COURT:  I will agree with you on
2   that.  I think some people perhaps misunderstood what
3   I was trying to say.  And that's not unusual.  It's
4   typical for me.  But --
5                   MR. WOLINSKY:  But it's fun for us to
6   guess.
7                   THE COURT:  I think they had taken the
8   position that this is their best and final offer, but
9   they are the masters of their own destiny, not the

10   Court.
11                   My view is if you're going to make an
12   offer that you want me to once and for all decide if
13   the offer is a threat or not, under the Unocal
14   analysis, tell me what it is now because you're not
15   going to get the sort of serial trial where I will
16   constantly come back and reconvene for a new number
17   that may come at another time.
18                   I had to have some closure, and that's
19   why I was asking for closure.  What is the final
20   number for purposes of this adjudication?  To that
21   extent, I think I agree with you, Mr. Wolinsky.
22                   MR. WOLINSKY:  Your Honor, and I think
23   from the Court's perspective, just as a matter of res
24   judicata, Guys, let's get this done, because there
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1   aren't going to be any second bites at the apple.
2                   If you go back to what they were
3   talking about when you sent your letter, the other
4   side, I think, contemplated a second bite at the
5   apple.  They said they were holding on, they weren't
6   going to put their best bid on the table until after
7   the Court ruled, and then they saw what happened, and
8   then they would make their move.
9                   Whether they planned to come back to

10   you and have another trial, I don't know, but that's
11   what -- we kind of thought that.
12                   In fact, I don't know if it came out
13   at trial.  In Mr. McCausland's deposition, he said he
14   didn't think they were going to raise.  They were
15   going to roll the dice on 65.50 and, you know, come
16   back later if that's the way -- that's what made
17   sense.
18                   But moving back, the issue that I
19   wanted to focus the Court on, assuming it is a
20   decision for the board to make, just in negotiating,
21   in the hurly-burly of a takeover, what's a negotiating
22   strategy?  What's really going on here?  I think it's
23   very fair, there is no question, that the board
24   concluded that "best and final" didn't mean "best and
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1   final."  It meant "best and final for now."  It meant
2   "best and final for the litigation."
3                   But you know, this is all over the
4   December 21st meeting minutes.  "Mr. Lumpkins asked
5   what Air Products' next move would be, and there was a
6   discussion about whether Air Products would move off
7   its $70 offer."
8                   [Mr. McCausland] said the company
9   needed to take a strong position if it hoped to get a

10   higher price . . . "  "Mr. Stout," another director,
11   "expressed concern that the company might get only $1
12   or $2 more if it merely referred to the offer as
13   'inadequate.'"
14                   "Mr. Clancey added that he believed
15   that the words used by the board needed to convey the
16   idea that an increase to an amount which was well
17   below a $78 per share price was not going to 'move the
18   needle.'"
19                   Then they bring the bankers in on this
20   discussion.
21                   "DeNunzio said that his recommendation
22   would be to not back off of $78.  He said that to do
23   otherwise could result in a price increase which would
24   only be minimal, and he suggested language like 'we
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1   believe Airgas is worth at least $78 in a sale.'"
2                   You heard from Mr. Clancey.  There was
3   a business judgment based on decades of experience,
4   and his business judgment, that Air Products has a
5   compelling need to do this deal.  Mr. Clancey's
6   business judgment was that they need this deal.  They
7   may be going away for now, but they're not going away
8   forever.
9                   " . . . Best and final is normally a

10   cliche that gets you into the finals so that you can
11   take your price up or take your price down, and it's
12   meant to force a situation . . . ."
13                   You heard it from Mr. McCausland who
14   has years of experiencing with Air Products.  The
15   bankers at the December 21st meeting all gave advice
16   on the basis of this same assumption.  Air Products
17   was not necessarily done.
18                   So sitting where the Airgas board was
19   sitting, having been through what they've been
20   through, they concluded that Air Products might not be
21   finished, and that there, therefore, was a threat
22   that, without the pill, that a higher price from Air
23   Products might never be realized.
24                   Maybe not the day after Your Honor
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1   hopefully issues a ruling denying their motion, their
2   application, but maybe a month from now, maybe a year
3   from now.  And under Unocal, the board's conclusion is
4   what counts.
5                   The evidence from the other side,
6   however, showed the Airgas board was justified in its
7   conclusion.  I touched on this.  Before the Court sent
8   its December 2 letter, what was Air Products' plan?
9   They were going to wait out the decision from the

10   trial on 65.50.
11                   Mr. Huck:
12                   "Question:  And but for Chancellor
13   Chandler writing that letter, was it Air Products'
14   intention to raise its price before Chancellor
15   Chandler issued his opinion?
16                   "Answer:  No."
17                   Mr. Davis said the same thing.
18   Probably would not have raised the offer.
19                   Then Your Honor sent your December 2
20   letter order, and they changed gears.  They read your
21   letter as an invitation to raise their bid.  The
22   documents and testimony are crystal clear on this
23   point.  The December 2 letter order is what caused Air
24   Products to adopt a different tack and, obviously, it
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1   had a business purpose, but it had a litigation
2   purpose as well.
3                   Mr. Huck:
4                   "Question:  Air Products believed
5   that, by raising its price to 70 and labeling it best
6   and final, that it would strengthen its position on
7   the removal of the pill; correct?
8                   "Answer:  Yes, we did."
9                   So instead of negotiating with the

10   Airgas board, we're going for a special meeting.  Air
11   Products decided to engage in what it thought was a
12   negotiation with the Court.  They practically say it
13   in their minutes.
14                   This is their December 9 minutes.
15   "Mr. Huck said that, while most of the record was
16   fully developed, increasing the offer to the company's
17   best and final price could strengthen the case for
18   removal of the poison pill."
19                   Your Honor, you can just imagine them
20   sitting in the room and discussing, what number does
21   the Court want to see?  You heard the testimony at the
22   last trial.  This is Woolery to Carr at the September
23   15th annual meeting.  "You're never going to see a
24   number that begins with a 7."
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1                   So they impressed the Court and they
2   made an offer that begins with a 7 and ends with a
3   zero.  The fact that Air Products put its so-called
4   best and final bid on the table only after the Court
5   posed the question shows that it has a litigation
6   component.
7                   They said, We said best and final
8   under oath.  It wasn't under oath when they sent it to
9   the Airgas board.

10                   And then you have the testimony from
11   Mr. Davis, which really confirms how they were looking
12   at best and final.  This is from Mr. Davis' testimony.
13                   "Question:  You believed that Airgas
14   would make a counteroffer to Air Products' best and
15   final offer; correct?
16                   "Answer:  Personally?
17                   "Question.  Yes.
18                   "Answer:  I thought that that would
19   lead to a discussion of value, yes . . . ."
20                   What is he talking about?  If best and
21   final is best and final forever, don't ever darken my
22   door, why could he possibly have thought that it would
23   lead to a discussion of value?
24                   And just look at what Air Products has
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1   said before in the course of this takeover.  They
2   haven't said best and final before, but they've come
3   awfully close.
4                   "I'm not going to bid against myself."
5   "I'm not willing to do that."  This is Mr. Huck on
6   February 5th.
7                   Mr. McGlade on May 12:  "Unless the
8   target's management agrees to negotiations or a rival
9   bidder . . ." I'm not raising my bid.

10                   And then, let's see, yeah.  Then
11   Mr. Huck at trial.
12                   "Question:  Well, when you say 'best
13   and final,' you mean as of today.  But the world could
14   change and you can't commit as to what Air Products
15   may do as future events unfold; correct?
16                   "Answer:  That is correct."
17                   He had to give that testimony.  How
18   could he not?  This is the deal of a lifetime for --
19   at least for him.
20                   Mr. Davis:
21                   "Question:  In your view, if Airgas
22   made a counteroffer to Air Products' $70 offer, the
23   board would hold another meeting because Air Products'
24   management needed authority to go above $70; correct?
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1                   "Answer:  If that were going to occur,
2   yes.  That's correct."
3                   Why are they -- why didn't he say, Of
4   course we wouldn't have another.  We had our meeting.
5   There is nothing left to talk about.  We thought it
6   was a negotiating position.  They thought it was a
7   negotiating position.  And now, I guess, they're stuck
8   with it as a litigation position, but it's not a
9   business position forever.

10                   Mr. Clancey couldn't have been clearer
11   on that.  He thinks they're going to come back.
12                   And then you have this.  This is
13   Mr. Huck in January of this year.  They have made
14   their best and final offer.  And after, we're
15   scheduled to come back to here.  This is at
16   Dominick & Dominick.
17                   Dominick & Dominick asked Mr. Huck,
18   " . . . if the pill was upheld and a rabid and angry
19   ARG shareholder base were to wrest control of the
20   board and put the company up for sale, would APD
21   reconsider bidding for the company?"
22                   His answer:  "If we could get it at a
23   price that was attractive to us, we would bid."
24                   So Air Products' own witnesses admit
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1   best and final does not mean that the Air Products'
2   board might not come back with additional offers at
3   higher prices.  And there is good reason for that.
4                   Mr. Davis said -- I'm going to quote
5   him -- the acquisition of Airgas would fill "a major
6   missing hole in Air Products' U.S. business model."
7                   Mr. McGlade said that Air Products has
8   many other opportunities, and I'm absolutely sure
9   that's true, but there is only one Airgas.  You heard

10   Mr. McCausland.  The only other players of size in the
11   packaged gas business are not for sale.  It would take
12   decades to put together what Airgas has built.
13                   As I said, does all this mean that if
14   the Court denies Air Products' relief, that it's going
15   to turn around tomorrow and say, "Oh, well, here's
16   that $78?"  Probably not.  At least not right away.
17                   Does it mean that if the shareholders
18   rise up and call a special meeting to remove the
19   board, Air Products will be there with a price better
20   than $70?  No one at Air Products would be surprised
21   if they were.
22                   The Airgas board was justified in
23   concluding that Air Products could come back in two,
24   three, six months or a year with more money, because
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1   the board knows, our board knows, Air Products wants
2   to fill the hole that Mr. Davis talked about.  That is
3   a business judgment that our board, my board, made.
4                   And it's not -- you know, there is a
5   history here of best and final offers.  Cablevision,
6   $30, best and final.  Subsequent bid, 36.  Vincor,
7   best and final, $33.  Subsequent bid, 36.50.
8   PeopleSoft, best and final, $24.  Subsequent bid,
9   26.50.

10                   When you look at this, you realize
11   that the subsequent bid heading has got the wrong
12   name.  It should be "bester and finaler."  That's the
13   way the world works.  That's what Mr. Clancey talked
14   about.
15                   One more thing on this.  Chancellor
16   Allen in Paramount made this finding, a finding that
17   was then adopted by the Supreme Court.
18                   "The record in this case refers to
19   instances in which directors did function on a
20   theory that they understood better than the public
21   market . . . what the value of their firm was, and
22   were shown by events to be correct."
23                   Sometimes directors are right, but
24   sometimes they're wrong, and, obviously, I acknowledge
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1   that.  But sometimes directors are right, and they
2   know the business and are expected to know the
3   business.
4                   And that's what we proved through
5   Mr. Harkins in the first trial.  Companies that have
6   successfully resisted initial offers have done well
7   for their shareholders.  That was the proof from
8   Mr. Harkins.  That was the proof from ISS that we put
9   in at the first trial.

10                   And in our most recent brief, we cite
11   a whole host of studies, including a number of studies
12   by J.P. Morgan, that say the same thing.
13                   You saw an example of this just in the
14   past few months in the Potash takeover situation.  BHP
15   made an offer for Potash at $130 per share.  At the
16   time of the bid, the stock was trading at 112.  The
17   offer was defeated.  Potash is now trading at 182.
18   Investors in companies that have successfully resisted
19   hostile takeover attempts have benefited.
20                   You heard from Mr. DeNunzio about his
21   conversation with Mr. Miller just before the
22   December 21st board meeting, the Terra situation.
23   That's what happened.
24                   The bidder went through it, put three
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1   people on the board, went to the company and said, I
2   only have nickels and dimes.  The target company said,
3   good-bye.  They left.  Then months later, the bidder
4   came back with fives and tens.
5                   And the reason why they came back was
6   because in the intervening period, a European company,
7   a company that doesn't like to do business in public,
8   in the American "14D-9, disclose everything every
9   minute" arena, structured, did a deal.  Markets had

10   changed, conditions had improved, and the guy who said
11   nickels and dimes now is coming back with fives and
12   tens.  And the shareholders benefited.
13                   So the Airgas board, acting in good
14   faith, made a reasonable business judgment that the
15   pill still has importance as a negotiating tool
16   because best and final does not necessarily mean best
17   and final.  They made a reasonable business judgment
18   that if the company sells out now, the opportunity to
19   sell at a higher price in the future will be lost
20   forever.
21                   And again, under Unocal, that's a
22   business judgment that the Court is not in a position
23   to second-guess, provided it was made with reasonable
24   investigation and good faith.  And I think you have
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1   all that here.
2                   So let's talk about reasonable in
3   relation to the threat posed.  Let me spend a few
4   minutes talking about the second prong of Unocal.  I
5   touched on this earlier, but it really does bear
6   repeating.
7                   The Supreme Court has already settled
8   this question.  In Paramount, the claim was this.  The
9   claim was that Time's response was unreasonable,

10   unreasonable in precluding Time's shareholders from
11   accepting the tender offer or receiving a control
12   premium in the immediately foreseeable future.
13                   And the Supreme Court rejected that
14   argument.  It is reasonable for a board to keep the
15   shareholders from receiving a control premium so that
16   the company can pursue a business plan that will
17   achieve greater value.
18                   There was a suggestion from somebody
19   that, Well, the board didn't consider lesser
20   alternatives.  Unitrin.  The board doesn't have to
21   consider lesser alternatives.  It's not a Chinese
22   menu.  The board makes its judgment and the board's
23   judgment is entitled to deference.
24                   As I discussed earlier, Airgas is not
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1   doing anything remotely comparable to what other
2   boards have done.
3                   And, again, I'm going to take another
4   chance and talk about Your Honor's decision in
5   Unitrin.
6                   "It is the prerogative of the
7   directors of a Delaware corporation to determine that
8   the market undervalues the price of its stock and to
9   protect its stockholders from offers that do not

10   reflect the long-term value of the corporation under
11   its present management plan."
12                   "The board appropriately responded to
13   the public announcement of American General's
14   inadequate offer by implementing a poison pill."
15                   "The Unitrin board had the power and
16   the duty, upon reasonable investigation, to protect
17   Unitrin's shareholders from what it perceived to be
18   the threat from American General's inadequate all-cash
19   for all-shares offer."
20                   The board's response in adopting a
21   pill was reasonable because it protected the
22   shareholders from a low-ball bid.
23                   And then from the Supreme Court in
24   Unitrin:  "Nevertheless, this Court has upheld the
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1   propriety of adopting poison pills in given defensive
2   circumstances.  Keeping a poison pill in place may be
3   inappropriate, however, when those circumstances
4   change dramatically . . ."
5                   When those circumstances change
6   dramatically.  And the Cf. is to Revlon.
7                   In Revlon, the board put the company
8   up for sale and then tried to favor one bidder, a
9   management bidder, over another.  That is a dramatic

10   change in circumstances.
11                   In Interco and Grand Met, the
12   companies tried to ram through deals that would defeat
13   the hostile offers.  That was a dramatic change in
14   circumstances.
15                   All this board has done is maintain
16   the company's existing defenses so it can pursue the
17   existing business plan.  That is exactly the kind of
18   response that was approved by the Supreme Court in
19   Paramount.
20                   " . . . Time's responsive action to
21   Paramount's tender offer" -- this is from the Supreme
22   Court -- "was not aimed at 'cramming down' on its
23   shareholders a management-sponsored alternative, but
24   rather had as its goal the carrying forward of a
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1   preexisting transaction in an altered form.  Thus, the
2   response was reasonably related . . . . "  Reasonably
3   related.
4                   Chancellor Allen made the same point
5   in TW Services:  "In [the few instances in which a
6   court ordered redemption], the board itself had
7   elected to pursue either an outright sale of the
8   company and had completed an auction process, or had
9   elected to pursue a defensive restructuring that in

10   form and effect was . . . a close approximation of and
11   an alternative to a pending all-cash tender offer for
12   all shares."  This is Chancellor Allen writing after
13   Interco.
14                   Those cases did not involve
15   circumstances in which a board had in good faith
16   elected to continue managing the enterprise in a
17   long-term mode and not to actively consider an
18   extraordinary transaction of any type.  Sounds like
19   what's going on here.
20                   At this point, the effect of the
21   board's actions is that Air Products has to pursue one
22   of three strategies:  One, they have to offer a price
23   high enough to convince the board; two, they have to
24   successfully wage two proxy contests and convince a
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1   majority of the new directors to accept its bid; or,
2   three, they can call a special meeting and get
3   67 percent of the vote.
4                   THE COURT:  Those last two
5   organizations are really puric, aren't they?  Under
6   your own client's theory, it would be a puric effort
7   either to go through another proxy contest at the
8   annual meeting or to hold a special meeting.
9                   MR. WOLINSKY:  No, not in this

10   respect.  First of all, actually, I debated this with
11   Ted Mirvis.  I think it's actually an interesting
12   question, whether a board that runs on a platform, We
13   will pull the pill, whether they, in essence, have
14   made a contractual commitment to the shareholders.
15   And I think about Your Honor's decision in News Corp.
16                   THE COURT:  That's a strange kind of
17   contract, isn't it?
18                   MR. WOLINSKY:  Well, I said I debated
19   it with Mr. Mirvis.
20                   THE COURT:  It's like a politician
21   that makes a promise before an election, and then gets
22   elected and says, You know what?  I promised not to
23   raise taxes --
24                   MR. WOLINSKY:  Wasn't that the News
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1   Corp. argument?
2                   THE COURT:  There, there were
3   shareholders who actually met, they sat down around a
4   table and they shook hands, and they had an agreement
5   amongst those shareholders, that formed probably a
6   majority or close to a majority.  Here, you're just
7   making a statement.
8                   MR. WOLINSKY:  That's not the way this
9   is going to work if it actually happens.  You heard

10   the way that proxy solicitation works.  You go out and
11   you press the flesh.  Mr. Clancey met with ISS.  He
12   had calls with shareholders.
13                   THE COURT:  Well, the other thing is
14   that News Corp. wasn't an appeal.  There was an
15   attempt to appeal, but there was never an acceptance
16   of the appeal.  A lot of people took real potshots at
17   me for saying such heretical things as "principal" and
18   "agent."  When I say that, it gets all kinds of
19   potshots.  When the Supreme Court says it, you know,
20   it's okay.
21                   MR. WOLINSKY:  I'm actually not quite
22   sure what the right answer is, but there is
23   News Corp., and there is a holding that says, "Look,
24   you guys made a promise.  You got to live up to it."
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1   But assume that's not the case.  Assume that they make
2   the promise, and then they say --
3                   THE COURT:  All right.  They're
4   elected and they get on the board, like Mr. Clancey,
5   and say, "Gee, I didn't realize this.  Based on what
6   I'm seeing now, I can't vote."
7                   MR. WOLINSKY:  I can't do it.  That
8   doesn't make the remedy ineffective.  Because,
9   ultimately, Air Products' position is, we have the

10   right to win at our price.  And ultimately, our
11   position is they don't have the right to win at their
12   price.
13                   They have the right to convince
14   people.  They have the right to conduct a proxy
15   contest.  They have the right to elect people who are
16   committed to their platform.  But there is this pesky
17   thing in Delaware we call fiduciary duties.
18                   THE COURT:  Then, Mr. Wolinsky,
19   ultimately, to this question, I think I know what your
20   answer is, to this question, may a well-intentioned,
21   fully-informed, fully-advised, non-conflicted,
22   independent board of directors deny fully-informed,
23   fully-advised stockholders, that they may not ever
24   accept the tender offer of an all-cash all-shares,
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1   nondiscriminatory, unconditional offer, even after
2   there's been an election held on that precise question
3   of whether that should be an acceptable offer to the
4   stockholders, which the incumbent's target lost?
5                   MR. WOLINSKY:  In the law school
6   hypothetical question, the answer is ultimately -- I
7   lost the thread of the question.
8                   THE COURT:  May that board deny --
9                   MR. WOLINSKY:  Yes, the board

10   ultimately -- the power ultimately resides in the
11   board.  Ultimately, ultimately, ultimately, the power
12   resides in the board.
13                   Subject to Unocal, you know, they have
14   to come in, they have the initial burden of proof,
15   but, you know -- and I say it's a law school
16   hypothetical because it is so far from the facts of
17   this case.
18                   THE COURT:  Well, it may be or it may
19   not be, but it seems to me if you accept that
20   proposition, then I'm really -- I don't know whether
21   we've now completely eliminated the Unocal doctrine
22   from our law.  It really isn't meaningful anymore.
23                   We've certainly rewritten Moran v.
24   Household, because Moran had a promise made.  Yes, you
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1   have this special self-created power that we're going
2   to allow you to use in these very special
3   circumstances, but it's contingent on there being ways
4   around it.
5                   MR. WOLINSKY:  Right.
6                   THE COURT:  And you're virtually
7   saying that there's no way around it, that it's an
8   impenetrable barrier.
9                   MR. WOLINSKY:  No.

10                   THE COURT:  That, ultimately, the
11   board can adopt this poison pill, and it can never,
12   ever be removed, forever.  The directors of the final
13   ultimate Platonic guards.
14                   MR. WOLINSKY:  Let's take that in two
15   pieces, Your Honor.  First, is Unocal meaningless in
16   this situation?
17                   THE COURT:  I'm going to let you
18   answer it, but we need to change out court reporters.
19   And I apologize to everyone for doing this, but I'm
20   going to take a short five-minute recess.
21                   MR. WOLINSKY:  Sure.
22                   (A recess was taken.)
23
24
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1     (The proceedings resumed at 3:55 p.m. as follows:)
2                   THE COURT:  Mr. Wolinsky.
3                   MR. WOLINSKY:  Your Honor, let me pick
4   up where -- where we left off.
5                   And I think the thrust of your
6   question:  Is Unocal rendered meaningless if the
7   position I've taken is accepted by the Court?  And I
8   think the answer is no.
9                   First of all, in Unocal, the board

10   would still have to satisfy the entirety of the test.
11   They still have to -- they still -- the Court still
12   has to examine its actions.  And in the hypothetical
13   you've posed, it's fair to say that the Court is going
14   to be -- it will be a heightened sense of skepticism
15   over the board's actions.  So the judicial role
16   probably is more enhanced in that, both on the first
17   prong and the second prong.
18                   And in the second prong, the board
19   would still have to establish under this glaring
20   light, in light of everything that happened and all
21   the promises that they made and all the skillful
22   cross-examination that would be brought to bear upon
23   them, that they're acting reasonably in relation to
24   the threat posed.  That would be -- in that
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1   hypothetical, it would be an extremely skeptical Court
2   and -- and I would think, you know, in the general
3   scheme of things, a pretty high burden to bear.  But
4   ultimately, you know, you could have nine bishops
5   whose opinion -- well, probably not nine bishops
6   because they'd probably be out of their water, but the
7   equivalent of financial bishops.  And they may
8   ultimately convince you that they are pure apart, that
9   their financial analysis is beyond reproach; but that

10   doesn't mean that Unocal has no meaning, because
11   you've now had nine bishops, financial bishops testify
12   and convince a Court that they -- they are actually
13   sincerely and properly exercising their fiduciary
14   duties.
15                   So, you know, yes, we can construct a
16   very extreme hypothetical that -- as you can, really,
17   with any legal proposition, and come to say well, if
18   that -- if the proposition is true at the very most
19   extreme edge, does it undermine the core of your
20   premise.  And that's really how I'd like to come back.
21   Let's bring it back to the facts of this case.
22                   Nobody here ran on a platform that
23   they were going to sell the company to Air Products.
24   Just didn't happen.  Mr. Miller, Mr. Lumpkins, and
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1   Mr. Clancey did not run on that platform.  They never
2   were asked to run on that platform.  They were asked
3   to run as independent directors.  And they did what we
4   expect Delaware directors to do, which is exercise
5   their independent judgment on a fully-informed basis.
6                   And what Air Products is ultimately
7   saying, the reductio absurdum of their position is,
8   you could never find six people who are willing to go
9   in and commit to do something and stick to their

10   commitment.  And that's equally as -- as illogical and
11   extreme.  In the real world, we know what -- well, the
12   real world, what would have happened?  They would run
13   the slate at 70 and the deal -- the slate would do the
14   deal at $70.50, and that's -- that's the real world.
15                   So I really -- you know, it's an
16   interesting law school hypothetical.  I'm actually
17   speaking tomorrow on a panel about this case.  And
18   we're going to talk about the extremes and the
19   intellectual interest that this case has generated;
20   but at the end of the day, it's so far afield from
21   what happened here, so far afield.  And I think what
22   ultimately -- you know, ultimately the question for
23   the Court is, does this -- is this board motivated by
24   self-interest in taking the positions that it -- that
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1   it's done?  I started out with that.  Going through
2   the Unocal analysis, is that what that comes out?
3   I'll throw this one at you.
4                   I like to do -- I mean, I've been in
5   your Court.  I talk.  I try to engage you visually.  I
6   try to engage you through sound, play a movie every
7   once in awhile.  The only thing I haven't been able to
8   figure out in this courtroom is engage your sense of
9   smell, but, you know, ultimately isn't that what we're

10   talking about here?
11                   In Chesapeake -- the other side talks
12   about Chesapeake.  Read the opinion.  It just -- it
13   smelled.  You had a chairman of the board who was
14   basically fleecing his own pocket.  Six out of nine
15   directors were cronies.  Three -- two of the nine --
16   one of them was a lovely lady, Jane Kamsky.  I've run
17   into her in other circumstances.  She had been on the
18   board for one year and asked if they could put her on
19   the board as their witness.  The aroma just -- and, of
20   course, what did they do?  They put in a bylaw that
21   made it impossible for them to be taken over.  They
22   monkeyed with the corporate machinery.
23                   So, you know --
24                   THE COURT:  Same -- same was true in
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1   Unitrin.
2                   MR. WOLINSKY:  And Unitrin.
3                   THE COURT:  It had a smell.
4                   MR. WOLINSKY:  Yeah.  It's just not --
5   it's just not here.
6                   THE COURT:  I understand that point.
7   I ... I'm sorry.  I'm not going to interrupt you.
8                   MR. WOLINSKY:  No, no.  I think, you
9   know, I understand your point.  You understand my

10   point.  And my point ultimately is, you can't let the
11   -- the extraordinary extreme hypothetical to
12   ultimately decide -- drive the decision in this case
13   where I can pose an extreme hypothetical on the other
14   side that would lead to an equally silly result and
15   which is the beauty of the common law.  The beauty of
16   the common law is we don't have to make a decision in
17   this case that will bind -- that will dictate the
18   outcome in every situation.  In fact --
19                   THE COURT:  Well, you may be right,
20   Mr. Wolinsky, that that isn't this case.  But, you
21   know, what I'm thinking of is sort of the classic law
22   school hypothetical where you have an absolutely pure
23   apart and very intelligent board of directors and you
24   have well-informed, very sophisticated stockholders,
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1   and a lot of time's gone by and there's an offer
2   pending out there and the board of that company is
3   well-motivated, well-intentioned, good faith, too.
4   Everyone's operating --
5                   MR. WOLINSKY:  Right.
6                   THE COURT:  -- with good faith.  There
7   are no -- there are no smells at all in this scenario.
8   Then it comes down, doesn't it, to a fundamental
9   question of who has the power?

10                   MR. WOLINSKY:  Yes.
11                   THE COURT:  Where is -- what does the
12   law say that the ultimate decision gets to be made?
13   And your position is that the ultimate decision is to
14   be made by the board.
15                   MR. WOLINSKY:  Yes.
16                   THE COURT:  And stockholders, if they
17   don't like that --
18                   MR. WOLINSKY:  Can be --
19                   THE COURT:  -- can sell their stock in
20   the marketplace.
21                   MR. WOLINSKY:  No.  They can get a new
22   board.  And I -- I don't think you should belittle
23   that.
24                   THE COURT:  They can get a new board
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1   but, see, I'm hypothesizing that even a perfect board,
2   confronted with advisors who say the value is X, the
3   offer is Y, even a new board will have that same
4   fiduciary obligation --
5                   MR. WOLINSKY:  But --
6                   THE COURT:  -- to say it's
7   underpriced, it's inadequate.  So, therefore,
8   shareholders shouldn't be able to tender into it.
9                   MR. WOLINSKY:  But in your

10   hypothetical, the worse the offer, the greater the
11   breach of fiduciary duty.
12                   THE COURT:  I don't know if I can
13   grade degrees of breach of fiduciary duty like that
14   finely.  That's really expecting a lot, I think.
15   It's -- it's either --
16                   MR. WOLINSKY:  Well --
17                   THE COURT:  It's either they --
18   they -- they either have an informed, good faith
19   belief that the offer is less than the true value of
20   the company -- and if they have that opinion, based on
21   their advisors, who are all sophisticated advisors,
22   then every board that gets elected is going to have to
23   come to the same conclusion, that their fiduciary duty
24   requires them to maintain the pill.
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1                   MR. WOLINSKY:  No.  I think -- I think
2   you're going too far there, because every director in
3   good faith has a different business judgment -- can
4   reach -- different people can reach different business
5   judgments.  So I -- I don't -- you know, I think the
6   hypothetical is so extreme -- let's pick a -- you have
7   nine -- very like the scenario, nine hedge fund
8   managers get put on the board.  They could reach a
9   very different business judgment than nine people from

10   Vanguard, Fidelity, and -- and Legg Mason.  Doesn't
11   mean that they have wrong business judgment.  Just
12   means that they have different business judgment.
13                   So, you know, I think you can
14   construct a law school hypothetical that's so extreme,
15   that it -- as I said, it really -- you start losing
16   touch with the real world.  And I don't -- and in the
17   real world, we all know what's going to happen.
18                   But, you know, take my hypothetical --
19   take my hypothetical.  You put on nine -- you put on
20   Peter Schoenfeld, you know, Pentwater, the whole gang.
21   They're all smart people.  They're all well-meaning
22   people.  They're all very successful people.  They
23   have excellent business judgment.  If they were on
24   this board, my bet would be that they would come to a
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1   different business judgment than these directors.  And
2   they would have -- well, I won't speculate as to
3   whether they get a banker to -- they would probably
4   say "I don't need a banker.  I'm my own banker.
5   Nobody knows this value better than me.  I put 10, $15
6   million of stock into it.  I bought it."
7                   So, you know, again, I think you're
8   creating a hypothetical that's so constraining, that
9   it's ultimately -- I mean, it is interesting for law

10   school -- for the law school exam.  But ultimately --
11   it shouldn't drive the decision in this case.  There I
12   think the answer has to be no, given the record we
13   have here.
14                   Your Honor, I think -- let me just
15   look at my notes.
16                   Yeah.  Yeah.  I think I'm -- just want
17   to add one point and then start wrapping up.  And I
18   have had to rise to the occasion to respond to the
19   things that were said about Mr. Lipton.  And I hope
20   the joke isn't lost on you.  Unlike Adam Chin, I'm
21   very happy to report that Mr. Lipton is still with the
22   firm.  And if it comes to it, you know, I would be
23   very happy to have the case decided on the basis of
24   things that Mr. Lipton has written.  And if we want to
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1   call him and have him decide the case, I have complete
2   confidence in that.  In fact, I would be very happy to
3   have the case decided on the basis of things that Gil
4   Sparks, who we all know and highly respect, has
5   written over the years.  But I'm not going to go
6   there.  If you want to look at Mr. Lipton's articles,
7   certainly I commend them to you.  But the one -- the
8   key aspect of the things that Mr. Lipton was talking
9   about really kind of got -- you know, kind of got lost

10   in the shuffle there.
11                   First of all, in context, what Lipton
12   was talking about were proposals to reshape corporate
13   governance in very radical ways.  It was an academic
14   debate.  But the two things that -- that Lipton talked
15   about in his alternative proposals, alternative
16   formulations were, one, a fairness partnership from
17   the bidder's banker and, two, a special meeting of
18   shareholders to vote.
19                   We have never in 14 months received an
20   advice from JPMorgan or Perella Weinberg that this
21   offer is fair to Airgas shareholders.  And there's a
22   really, really good reason for that.  They're not
23   putting themselves on the line to our shareholders.
24   And when Lipton said "As a prerequisite to changing
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1   corporate governance, the raider's investment banker
2   ought to put its money on the line, its reputation on
3   the line," that was an extraordinarily powerful
4   requirement that, of course, they're never going to
5   give.  In fact, they -- they didn't even come to the
6   courtroom to be cross-examined on their views of
7   whether the offer was fair to Airgas shareholders.
8   Never came.
9                   The other thing that Lipton was

10   talking about was a special meeting, as something to
11   add on.  Here, you have the special meeting and they
12   don't want to use it.  So they can't cite Lipton's
13   articles as proposition -- for the proposition that
14   the corporate governance scheme that we're advocating
15   and that we believe Delaware law advocates is
16   dysfunctional or inappropriate.  In fact, what Lipton
17   is talking about are things that they've refused to
18   do.  If they came in to the Airgas board with a
19   fairness opinion from JPMorgan and Perella Weinberg
20   and real analysis to -- to back it up, that would be
21   powerful.  We didn't get that.  What we got was
22   Mr. Huck, $51.
23                   And the other thing is, again,
24   Mr. Lipton said, special meeting.  Put it to the
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1   shareholders.  They don't want to do it because they
2   don't want to pay the price.
3                   And next time Marty Lipton wants to
4   write an article, I'm going to give him a Miranda
5   warning.  Everything he can -- says and does will be
6   used in a court of law against him.  But in this
7   circumstance, really, I do commend the articles to
8   you.  There's nothing in Lipton's articles that's
9   inconsistent with what we're doing here.

10                   THE COURT:  I've read, but I do
11   forget.  Was the special meeting that he was
12   recommending be put to shareholders also coupled with
13   a supermajority vote requirement?
14                   MR. WOLINSKY:  I don't remember, just
15   don't remember.
16                   But, again, Your Honor, I think we
17   touch on this.  The ultimate policy consideration --
18   look, let me just show you more things that -- in the
19   interest of time, I won't -- I won't show you some
20   interesting aspects of Lipton's article other than to
21   tell you that if you look at "Pills, ... Professors
22   [and] Redux," at 1064, he talks about the need for a
23   board to be able to "... 'just say no' and walk away,"
24   if it's going to have effective negotiating power,
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1   which is exactly what we've been saying here.
2                   And at Penn Law Review, at page 62, he
3   says, "Although partial and two-tiered bids are
4   egregiously coercive in this respect, there is an
5   element of coercion in every tender offer," which,
6   again -- citing Bebchuk.  There you go.  I broke my
7   rule.
8                   (Laughter)
9                   MR. WOLINSKY:  The ultimate policy

10   consideration -- you know, I don't think, really, I'm
11   in a position to completely reconsider Delaware
12   jurisprudence in this case.  The ultimate policy
13   consideration I think is one that's well-established,
14   established by statute, established by case law.  The
15   ultimate policy consideration is that boards are in
16   the best position to make business judgment.  And this
17   Court -- there's no court in the country more
18   experienced in reviewing business judgments; but at
19   the end of the day, this Court doesn't want to put
20   itself into -- into the position of making business
21   judgment.  That is at the heart of Unocal.
22                   And the kinds of things that the other
23   side has been talking about really shifts the line
24   between board responsibility and court responsibility.
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1   We've talked about the line between the board and the
2   shareholders.  But there's another very important line
3   that -- that needs to be respected, courts and
4   directors.  And I -- the other side is -- is asking to
5   shift that line in a -- from our perspective, in a
6   very radical way.
7                   So let me wrap up.  Your Honor, we
8   think the core issues that control this case are
9   really well-settled.  You asked in your December 2

10   letter order what Delaware Supreme Court authority
11   supports Air Products' position, and we also saw the
12   response.  There is none.  And that's for a good
13   reason.  The Supreme Court has made clear for decades
14   that the power and responsibility to manage the
15   affairs of the corporation rests with the board.  And
16   in Omnicare, the Supreme Court said the fiduciary
17   duties of the director are unremitting.  And the
18   Supreme Court said in Unocal that the board is not
19   supposed to be passive.  The board's duty is to oppose
20   an inadequate offer, and that duty does not end after
21   a year.  It doesn't end because three new directors
22   get elected.  It doesn't end because the company has a
23   large number of sophisticated investors.  It doesn't
24   change because the shareholders have a lot of
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1   information.  The board's duty doesn't end because the
2   bidder labels its bid best and final.
3                   Your Honor, I think you -- you can
4   decide this case on any number of grounds, some
5   broader, some narrower.  The Court can rule that for a
6   company like Airgas, with a 67 percent safety valve,
7   the Court does not have to get involved with the
8   academic debate over the outer limits of how long a
9   pill can remain in place.  Air Products can engage in

10   self-help.  It does not need a judicial bailout.  And
11   if Your Honor's hypothetical comes to pass, they can
12   come back.
13                   The Court can rule that Unocal really
14   does not fit this situation and because the three new
15   directors and Credit Suisse all agree that $70 is
16   inadequate.  The business judgment rule applies and
17   the board's judgment cannot be disturbed.  The Court
18   can rule under a straight Unocal analysis that the
19   board is independent, acted in good faith, and that
20   the board reasonably concluded that the $70 offer
21   constitutes a threat.  And under Unocal, Paramount,
22   the Court can conclude that the board's response is
23   within the range of reasonableness because all the
24   board did was rest on the company's preexisting
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1   defenses.
2                   But to rule in Air Products' favor,
3   for them to win, the Court would have to adopt a new
4   and, in our perspective, unprecedented rule of law
5   that rights plans can only be used for a limited time
6   and a limited purpose.  And there's no case that says
7   that, that the board has to stand aside once the
8   bidder declares that its offer is best and final.
9                   Even if the board concludes that the

10   offer's inadequate; even if the board gets three
11   inadequacy opinions; even if the board's own --
12   bidders own nominees agree that the offer is
13   inadequate; even if the board receives an inadequacy
14   opinion from a new banker with no prior history in the
15   matter, no prior relationship with the company; even
16   if the board concludes that because the bidder has
17   successfully driven shares into the hands of the arbs,
18   there's a threat that shareholders who want to hold on
19   to their investment will be forced to tender against
20   their will; even if the board concludes that the
21   bidder can pay more money -- and we didn't talk about
22   this.  The numbers show $80.  It's still accretive to
23   them.  (Continuing) -- and that the best and final may
24   not be best and final, even if the best and final is
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1   only on the offer -- only on the table for seven
2   weeks.
3                   Air Products and the shareholder
4   plaintiffs are asking the Court to strip the company
5   of every single one of the protections that Delaware
6   law authorizes by statute, including Section 203.  Air
7   Products wants the Court to do this, even though its
8   own director, Mr. Davis, admitted that the Airgas
9   board has not breached its fiduciary duties; even

10   though Davis said that if the shoe were on the other
11   foot, he would be doing exactly what the Airgas board
12   is doing; even though Air Products' own nominees agree
13   that the pill should remain in place; even though Air
14   Products' own proxy expert, Mr. Morrow, believed that
15   67 percent is a possibility, all they have to do is
16   convince the shareholders that best and final really
17   is best and final.
18                   Can anyone, Your Honor, think that a
19   ruling like that is consistent with Delaware law?  Air
20   Products and the shareholder plaintiffs have not
21   remotely made the kind of showing necessary for the
22   Court to conclude that the Airgas board, the directors
23   that they have sued and the ones that they have not
24   have all breached their fiduciary duties.  The Court
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1   should deny the plaintiffs the relief that they seek.
2   We affirm the settled Delaware law that a board has a
3   duty to resist an inadequate offer, a duty that it
4   cannot delegate to the shareholders, a duty that is
5   unremitting.
6                   Your Honor, if you have any other
7   questions, I'd be happy answer to them, but that
8   concludes my prepared remarks.
9                   THE COURT:  Thank you, Mr. Wolinsky.

10   I don't have any further questions.
11                   MR. NACHBAR:  Mr. Wolinsky stole the
12   microphone, so I'll --
13                   MR. WOLINSKY:  No, no.
14                   MR. NACHBAR:  -- speak up.  Thank you.
15                   I'll try to be brief.  It's been a
16   long day and we very, very much appreciate Your
17   Honor's patience.  And, of course, if Your Honor has
18   any questions, I'm happy to try to answer them.
19                   But Mr. Wolinsky said towards the end
20   of his remarks two things that were very interesting:
21   Air Products doesn't have the right to be guaranteed
22   to win at its price -- I think that's a pretty
23   accurate quote -- and Air Products has the right to
24   convince people.
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1                   We're not asking for the former.
2   We're not asking the right to be guaranteed to win at
3   our price or any price.  We are being denied the
4   latter.  We want to be able to convince people.
5   That's what removing the pill will do.  It will allow
6   us to take our offer to the stockholders.  It's
7   noncoercive.  I won't go through that again.  But it's
8   pretty clear that nobody's going to tender unless they
9   want 70.  And, indeed, the whole reason we're here is

10   because the stockholders do want 70.  If they didn't,
11   we wouldn't be wasting the money to litigate this and
12   the other side wouldn't be wasting the money to defend
13   it.
14                   To answer one of Your Honor's
15   questions, what vote did Mr. Lipton advocate, this is
16   from his University of Pennsylvania Law Review article
17   at page 70.  I know it's here.  I want to get the
18   exact quote.  "If a majority of the company's
19   outstanding shares are voted in favor of the bidder's
20   resolution, the new pill is redeemed and the bidder
21   may proceed with its offer at a cash price not less
22   than the price voted on by the shareholders unaffected
23   by the pill's provisions."  It's actually at page 71.
24                   So it's a majority of the outstanding.
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1   Coincidentally, exactly what we need to prevail in our
2   tender offer, a majority of the outstanding.
3                   Now, the fundamental position of the
4   other side is that unremittingly and for all-time, the
5   board gets to decide what's a fair offer.  And you can
6   elect new directors; but, you know, those new
7   directors, they still get to decide what's a fair
8   offer.  And the problem, of course, is that when you
9   have a classified board, you need two elections to

10   replace a majority.  And, you know, assuming you have
11   to start two months before the first election, you
12   know, and the second election we all know now needs to
13   be approximately a year later, so that's 14 months
14   that you got to keep your offer open.  And it's
15   interesting, because in one of Mr. Lipton's
16   articles -- and I can't find it now -- he actually
17   says there should be a limit on how long the bidder
18   should be able to make its bid, because it's bad for
19   the target to be, you know, subject to a bid for too
20   long.  And I think he says that you have to conclude
21   after nine months.
22                   So over here he's saying, you know,
23   nine months.  If you don't win in nine months, you're
24   done.  But now we're being told no, no.  14 months is
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1   really the minimum if -- you know, unless -- if you
2   want to throw out the board.  And it seems to me you
3   can't have it both ways.
4                   The 67 percent vote is simply not
5   attainable.  I'll address that in a moment.
6                   A couple of factual things very
7   briefly.  The November 4 meeting, you know, it's
8   interesting.  At trial -- what the testimony was at
9   the first trial, "Come to us with $70 and an open mind

10   and we'll negotiate with you."  So -- and Carr, the
11   investment banker, testified, sitting in this
12   courtroom, that it wasn't going to take 78, given that
13   assurance.
14                   So what did we do?  You know, we were
15   suckers, frankly.  We said, "Well, you know, they said
16   they'll negotiate in good faith if we put 70 on the
17   table, we come with an open mind."
18                   And we had a meeting on November 4.
19   No preconditions.  And they agreed.  But the first
20   thing that we said, you know, "Look, we want to have a
21   meeting.  No preconditions."  They sent a letter.
22   They said, "Remember how we said it wasn't going to
23   take 78 at trial?  Guess what, it's going to take 78."
24                   So we went to the meeting, anyway.
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1   And we said "We're willing to negotiate."  We
2   listened.  Mr. Davis, you heard the testimony, he
3   said, you know, "We'll think about it.  We'll take it
4   back.  You know, we're" -- "we're willing to
5   negotiate.
6                   What did the other side say?  Or I
7   guess we were at 65.50 at that point.  What did the
8   other side say?  They said, "78, not a penny less."
9   Now, they denied that's a line in the sand, but I

10   don't know what else to call it.  So Your Honor can
11   decide who was acting in good faith.
12                   Now, we heard a lot about the business
13   judgments that the board made.  They made business
14   judgments about arbs.  They made business judgments
15   about threats.  They made business judgment after
16   business judgment.  None of it is in the record.  It's
17   not in the minutes.  And we asked.  We took
18   depositions, and the -- you heard some of the
19   testimony.  The directors denied under oath
20   considering any of those things.  You saw the clip.
21   Was there any other threat besides price inadequacy?
22   No.  Price inadequacy, that was the threat.
23                   So Quickturn.  Then-Vice Chancellor
24   Jacobs addressed this very issue.  He said -- and this
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1   is at 728 Atlantic 2d at ... I'm not sure I can give
2   the jump cite.  I'm not -- I'm not seeing it jump out.
3   I will say it's at page 84 or page 84 of the Lexis
4   printout.  "The directors' testimony sharply contrasts
5   with what their lawyers contend in their briefs was
6   the board's justification for the DRP," the delayed
7   redemption provision.
8                   And it goes on, "Under Unocal, the
9   target board must shoulder the burden of justifying

10   the reasonableness of its defensive response.  Given
11   that burden, it is not asking too much to require the
12   directors to articulate their justification for the
13   defensive measures with specificity."
14                   Court goes on, "As between the
15   directors' actual testimony and their lawyers'
16   revisionist 'spin,' the former must control."
17                   Same true here.
18                   We heard that the board put a stake in
19   the ground at $78.  That's just false.  Mr. McCausland
20   said he'd consider $78.  The board said that the --
21   they believed the company is worth at least $78 at
22   this time.  So they left themselves two outs.  And you
23   saw the -- the clip of Mr. DeNunzio saying, you know,
24   "Boy, there's all kind of SAP benefits that aren't in
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1   the plan."  So I have no doubt if we came in at 78, we
2   would get -- you know, just like we were told at
3   trial, "You come in at 70, we'll sit down and
4   negotiate with you in good faith."  And as soon as we
5   did that, the bar got raised to 78.  I'm positive if
6   we come in at 78, the bar gets raised to 85.
7                   It's undisputed here that a majority
8   of Airgas' stockholders want to sell their shares to
9   Air Products at $70.  Mr. McCausland testified that

10   way.  And if that weren't the case, we wouldn't be
11   here.
12                   Now, Mr. Wolinsky said that the board
13   has a duty to protect all shareholders, including
14   those who want to sell at 70, which I think we can all
15   stipulate is a majority of the stockholders in this
16   case.  That's the only reason we're here.
17                   So how are they protecting those
18   stockholders?  They're protecting them by precluding
19   the sale they want, causing the stock to fall back to
20   $52 or $54 or wherever it's going to decline to, and
21   driving away the only acquirer for the company.  That
22   doesn't sound like the type of protection that I would
23   want my fiduciary exercising for me, and it doesn't
24   sound like what Delaware law should or does require.
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1                   In terms of the primacy of directors
2   in tender offers, that's just made of whole cloth.
3   There's no statutory basis.  It would be very easy for
4   the Delaware legislature, as it says in mergers,
5   they've got to be approved by directors.  It would be
6   very easy, as I said on opening and I didn't get any
7   response, you could have enacted Section 203 a lot
8   shorter.  "Nobody may acquire 20 percent of the stock
9   through tender offer or otherwise without approval of

10   the board of directors."  It would be real easy.
11   That's never been the law in Delaware.  It's not the
12   law now.
13                   Now, there is a role for directors to
14   take proportionate, nonpreclusive response to unfair
15   threats.  And certainly any tender offer, even if we
16   came in at a hundred dollars a share, I agree, that
17   for the first 20 days, maybe even for the first 60 or
18   90 days, that's a threat, because you want to be able
19   to evaluate it, you want to be able to inform
20   stockholders, you want to maybe explore alternatives.
21   That's all fair game.  We don't contend otherwise.
22   But there is no right or ability to permanently
23   foreclose tender offers.  That's just not part of our
24   law.
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1                   Under the rule advocated by directors,
2   pills would -- would not be permissive, but they'd be
3   mandatory because the board has a duty, we're told, to
4   oppose offers.  So if a board didn't adopt a pill, if
5   a board said, you know, "Look, this" -- "this may or
6   may not be the best offer; but, you know, we're going
7   to not stand in the way of it, we're just going to let
8   the stockholders decide," they would be breaching
9   their fiduciary duty.  89 percent of the NYSE -- or

10   S&P 500 companies don't have pills.  So I guess
11   they're breaching their fiduciary duties, at least the
12   ones that are Delaware corporations.
13                   We were also told that the board can't
14   accept a good deal.  That's the exact quote right
15   before lunch.  But they must obtain "full value,"
16   whatever that is.  Respectfully, that's ridiculous.
17   In mergers, no one ever gets the last dollar.  Boards
18   routinely say the value is X, and then they approve
19   mergers that are less than X.  Why is that?  The
20   reason is that because value is subjective and
21   necessarily, you know, entails a range and entails
22   great uncertainty.  None of us, not this board, not
23   anybody can predict the future.  So boards try to get
24   the best deal, but they accept good deals that might
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1   be less than whatever full value is all the time.  And
2   why did they do that?  Why is that a good thing?
3   Because getting hooked for full value always entails
4   huge risk.  Things may not pan out the way you want
5   to.  If you were going to try to sell this company in
6   19 -- in 2007, you know, maybe full value would have
7   been $60.  But -- or maybe it would have been more.
8   Maybe it would have been $70 at that time.  But we
9   know what happened in the interim.  And you would have

10   been a lot better off getting 60 or $70 two years ago
11   than holding on and watching your stock go down to the
12   30s and 40s.
13                   That's the risk that is always there.
14   So a risk-free immediate premium might well be
15   preferable.
16                   In all events, though, this is not a
17   merger transaction.  We're not seeking board approval.
18   All we're seeking is that the board not stand in the
19   way of the stockholders' ability to sell their shares.
20   We still need to convince the stockholders.  And if 70
21   is such an inadequate price, then people will not
22   tender in droves and our offer will fail.
23   Stockholders have all the information.  They make
24   decisions about whether to sell their shares every
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1   day.  One more decision.
2                   67 percent vote, Your Honor.  It is
3   not the answer.  That vote has never been achieved.
4   It's undisputed, you know, 86 percent of the float,
5   the public float, is what's required.  Now, we heard
6   about Mr. Morrow on AT&T, but what happened there?
7   70 percent had been tendered as opposed to one or two
8   percent here, and Mr. Morrow thought that they could
9   get to 80 percent of the outstanding.  Now, it's

10   interesting, because the insiders only had 2 percent
11   and the issue was, I believe, an 8 percent ESOP that
12   was going to be established.  If that were
13   established, it would mean that you would need to get
14   88 percent of the public float to prevail, because
15   10 percent would be tied up and to get to 80 percent,
16   you'd need 80 percent of the remaining 90 percent, or
17   88 percent.
18                   Not very far off from the 86 percent
19   of the float you need here.  And what did Mr. Morrow
20   testify?  He testified that if you put the ESOP in
21   place, you couldn't get that vote.  You couldn't get
22   those shares.
23                   Now, 86 percent is a lot closer to
24   88 percent than 80 percent.  Sorry.  That's very
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1   confusing.  Let me try that again.
2                   The 80 percent that was needed was
3   really 80 -- with the ESOP in place, would have been
4   88 percent.  So what Mr. Morrow said is, you couldn't
5   get 88 percent, but without the ESOP you might get
6   80 percent of the outstanding.
7                   The 86 percent required here is
8   significantly more than the 80 percent that you would
9   need in that case.

10                   In any event, Morrow was wrong in that
11   case.  They wound up getting 53 percent.  They didn't
12   get 80 percent, 88 percent, or anything even remotely
13   close to that.  But let's assume that theoretically
14   somehow you could get 86 percent of the public float,
15   even though it's never happened before, if -- if you
16   could convince enough people and if you could pay a
17   high enough price.  Let's think about the policy and
18   the economics of that.
19                   The majority of shares today want to
20   sell at $70.  So there's some premium above 70 that
21   you would need in order to entice those other people
22   to tender.  If possible at all, to get 86, you'd have
23   to pay materially more.  How much?  Don't know.
24                   If the rule is that 86 percent is
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1   required, there will be a whole class of transactions
2   in which a majority of the stockholders want to sell
3   but they won't be able to do so.  If the offeror is
4   willing to pay what I'll call the superpremium to get
5   to 86 percent, then all the stockholders will benefit.
6   That'll be a good thing.  But if the stockholder -- if
7   the bidder is unwilling to pay the superpremium,
8   stockholders who want to tender, the majority of the
9   stockholders will lose.  There will be an 86 percent

10   rule that, in Vice Chancellor Strine's words in Pure,
11   "will stifle useful transactions that would increase
12   shareholder and societal wealth.  Public policy does
13   not favor introduction of such distortions into
14   capital markets and such an economically inefficient
15   result is not to be favored in Delaware or anywhere
16   else."
17                   Finally a word about fairness.  You
18   know, here -- Delaware courts frequently talk about
19   market checks and they're an indicia of fairness.
20   Well, here, there's been a full market check.  We
21   heard about other bidders.  I'd like to put up
22   Exhibit 525 at page 9 for a moment, and take a look at
23   that.  Praxair.  "Airgas is really not that -- "not
24   that strategic to us.  We don't see much growth in
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1   U.S. packaged gases."
2                   Put up the next one.
3                   The Linde Group.  "When we look at our
4   project pipeline in Gases, you can easily see that the
5   focus is on the emerging markets."  That's not the
6   U.S.
7                   And if you look at Air Liquide, only
8   the French could say this.  "Airgas is an American
9   operation.  Our strategy is growth.  We see growth in

10   emerging markets and that's where we will invest our
11   resources."
12                   So these folks have no interest in Air
13   Products -- in Airgas, and they're not going to make a
14   bid.
15                   LBOs, fully explored.  Not feasible at
16   the current price.  Why?  We're paying too much.  If
17   this were such a grossly inadequate offer and it's an
18   easy case and, you know, the cash flow values are 80,
19   90, whatever, why wouldn't somebody be willing to do
20   an LBO at 72 or 74?  They're not.
21                   Management buyout, also explored.
22                   Leveraged recap.  Again, "If the
23   values were there, why can't you do a leveraged recap,
24   borrow some money, and" -- "and, you know, you could
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1   have fewer shares outstanding?  And if the operations
2   are really going to be as good as they say they are,
3   more leverage, greater returns."  They looked at it.
4   Not feasible.  The value stack didn't add up.
5                   What about a dividend?  "Why don't you
6   pay cash out to the shareholders?"  Again, the value
7   isn't there.  $70 is out there and nothing tops it.
8   Nothing comes close.
9                   So that's a market check.  That shows

10   you that, again, objectively, $70 is well within the
11   range that people could find to be fair.  And we're
12   asking for them to have the opportunity to tender
13   their shares.
14                   There's speculation that the company
15   could be worth more in the future.  Well, that's
16   always true.  Every company can -- can have a bright
17   future, and every company can chart a future path
18   that, you know, sounds plausible.  And you could come
19   in to this Court and Your Honor could not say that
20   the -- that it's irrational to expect that result to
21   happen.  But if that's the test, then all tender
22   offers can be blocked.  They could be blocked
23   permanently.  I don't think that's the law of
24   Delaware, and it's certainly not good policy.
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1                   In short, Your Honor, there's a high
2   premium on the table.  There's no basis to stand in
3   the way of shareholder choice.  That's all we ask for.
4                   If Your Honor has any questions, I'll
5   try to answer them.
6                   THE COURT:  I don't, Mr. Nachbar.
7   Thank you.
8                   MR. NACHBAR:  Thank you.
9                   THE COURT:  Ms. Tikellis.

10                   MS. TIKELLIS:  Your Honor, I'm going
11   to have four -- I'm going to do it in bullet points,
12   so it will be very quick.
13                   THE COURT:  All right.
14                   MS. TIKELLIS:  Mr. Wolinsky, I guess,
15   in an effort to try and minimize the remedy of
16   appraisal that I spoke about earlier today basically
17   said "Well, you can't get synergies in appraisal."  I
18   probably don't need to tell Your Honor this, but the
19   three bankers' books that were relied on by Airgas
20   board, they were stand-alone valuations.  That's going
21   to be accepted.  That's going to be looked at in
22   appraisal.  So I think that's a bit of a red herring.
23                   Also, on the entire fairness -- and I
24   appreciated the little clip with Mr. McGlade, and
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1   we're all going to the asylum.  But I guess there's
2   another place people can come if they're strong-armed
3   by Mr. McGlade.  They can come to this Court.  We have
4   entire fairness.  And I think last time I looked you
5   can get synergies in that kind of proceeding as well.
6                   The LBO.  I heard a lot of protest, so
7   I must have struck a chord on some of my comments on
8   the LBO and MBO.  And, again, now we have
9   litigation-inspired documentation.  I'm not going to

10   read it.  Your Honor has the December 21st minutes,
11   page 6.  There is no reference in the four volumes of
12   deposition given by Mr. McCausland, two days of
13   testimony before Your Honor, I never once heard he
14   wasn't going to do an MBO or an LBO because he would
15   be cheating the stockholders.  That's news to me.
16   That's new testimony.
17                   In an effort also to denigrate our
18   suggestion "Well, if you're concerned about
19   information, give them the bankers' books, give the
20   stockholders the three banker books," "Oh, no.
21   They're not going to understand it.  They don't have
22   the underlying data.  We're in meetings.  I can't ask
23   questions."  Then why do -- why do lawyers in this
24   room attach those banker books when they have an
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1   agreed-upon deal, presenting it to the shareholders
2   and say "We want you to vote"?  Is that just a futile
3   exercise?  I throw that out there.
4                   Finally, I thought it was interesting.
5   Mr. Wolinsky was proposing to Your Honor that maybe
6   the way around this new slate problem, what if the new
7   slate is just going to do the same thing that the last
8   board did.  And he suggested, well, maybe there could
9   be a contract to make sure that they pull the pill.

10   Well, given his clients' testimony, his experts'
11   testimony, I suggest that what he's suggesting to the
12   Court is you enter into a contract to breach your
13   fiduciary duties by pulling the pill.  It's a bit
14   circuitous, which is my only point.
15                   Thank you.
16                   THE COURT:  Thank you, Ms. Tikellis.
17                   It's, been a long day and I appreciate
18   everyone being so patient and cooperative in returning
19   to Georgetown to provide this follow-up argument on
20   the -- some of the issues and facts that were
21   introduced at the supplemental hearing.
22                   As I think I told counsel when we met
23   in chambers, I was hoping to give you an answer today
24   while you're here.  I still would like to do that.
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1   But I've -- I've also issued a caveat to my thought by
2   telling you in open court that I reserve the right to
3   think about it.  And I'm really addressing my comments
4   now to your clients, because I think they deserve to
5   know that I -- I don't make snap judgments and I don't
6   want anyone to think that I would make a snap
7   judgment.  I don't see how I could, frankly, if anyone
8   thought about it.  I've lived with this case now, not
9   as long as you all have lived with it, but I've lived

10   with this case since last October, if not before.  And
11   so it wouldn't be a snap judgment.  It would be a
12   judgment based on what you brought to my attention
13   both in the way of evidence and the legal arguments
14   you've made today.
15                   I tried to give you a thoughtful
16   decision once before on an issue, and I'm going to
17   give you as thoughtful a decision as I can on this
18   question.
19                   My reluctance now in giving you my
20   answer is, A, I want to -- I really want to reflect a
21   little on some of the things you've argued today,
22   because you've done a terrific job.  All my senses
23   have been utilized.
24                   (Laughter)
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1                   THE COURT:  And I think it would be
2   more prudent of me to think carefully and digest some
3   of the arguments you've made and then give you my
4   decision in written form so that you can from that
5   make a judgment about what you need to do or not do
6   going forward.  So I'm committing to do that for you
7   as quickly as I can, because I understand -- it's a
8   sort of trite phrase anymore -- the time value of
9   money.  I understand how important it is to get a

10   decision quickly.
11                   So I want everyone who's here to make
12   a long journey down to Lower Delaware to know that I'm
13   going to work very hard in the next few days to get
14   you a decision quickly.
15                   And so if there isn't anything further
16   that I can do for you today, it's late.  I hope you'll
17   stay for dinner somewhere locally and -- before you
18   begin your journeys back.
19                   But if there's nothing further you
20   need, Counsel, I want to thank you again for just a
21   fantastic oral presentation today.  Your arguments,
22   just to be repetitive, were superb, very helpful to
23   me.  Your clients, in my estimation, should really
24   appreciate the -- you know, the incredible effort you
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1   all put in doing this.  It really is what makes the
2   Court's job easier in one way and more difficult in
3   another.  But I've said this before and I just want
4   you to know I'm serious, and thank you for being here
5   today and wish you all a safe trip back.
6                   Court's in recess.
7               (Court adjourned at 4:44 p.m.)
8                           - - -
9
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